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INFOIMTION CCILLID:TION & laCHAIM

Peace Corps' Information Collection & Exchange (ICE) was
established so that the strategies and technologies devel-
oped by Peace Corps lunteers, their co-workers, and their
counterparts could be - available to the wide range of
development organize = and individual workers who might
find them useful. guides, curricula, lesson plans,
project reports, manuals other Peace COxpeo-generated
materials developed in the 'field are collected and reviewed.
Some are reprinted'"as is"vothers provide a source of field
based information for the prodOction of manuals or for re-
search in particular progrmwarees. Materials that you sub-
mit to the Information Collection & &change thus become
part of the Peace Corps' larger contribution to development.

Information about ICE publications and services is available
through;

Peace Corps
lamination Collection & Exchange
Office of Program Developnent
806 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20526

c

Add your experience to the ICE Pesouroe Center. Send ma-
terials that you've prepared so that we can share them
with others working in the development field. Your tech-
nical insights serve as the basis for the generation of
ICE manuals, reprints and resource packets, and also
ensure that ICE ii providing the most updated, innovative
problem-solving techniques and information available to
you and your fella./ development workers.

Peace Corps
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v.
Introduction

The Vocation& Zducation program in Tunisia began in
1972, Cince that time a great deal of valuable training materi-
als have been written, revised, and refined. It has been our
experience that training Vocational ;Education oluntoero le more
difficult than most other groups. In the space ol'a relatively
short training program, the trainees, who have raraly had any
prior French, and who have ucually no prior teaching :experience,
must become proficient onough in French to teach in tha inmsuageo
must acquire tho necessary pedagogical skills, and must bocome
familiar with the Tunisian vocational education system.

In order to assemble t!, training; materials into a more
usable form we have put togathor this training manual. It repro-
sante a collection of materials produced by various sources, in-
cludino California C.:tate Universi:y in Los Isnr.elez, Angus
MacOoncid, and various Tunisia Voce ad, Voltonteers. The
materials have now been editod, coaepilecl, and organized.

The purpose of this training manual is, then, twofold:

ii to provides a training manual with essential inform-
ation to aid Voc. Ed. trainees and trainers,

2) to put torether information on training Voc, Ed.
Volunteers which other Peace Corps countries with
similar programs might find useful.

The applicability of this manual to other countries will
depend primarily on tha nature of the Vocational Education
program in the country. In Tunicia tha procram has been a
formal education on in which the Volunteers toch within a fair-
ly well developed vocational education system under tha iviini str y
of :Education. This necessitates quite a bit of detailed inform-
ation on school procedurec, a case which may not be true in all
countries. Much of the book is Tunisia-apecific and therefore
contains information which will probably not be specifically rele-
vant. However, Peace Corps countries which are involved in
loosely structured technical programs or in formal technical
school programs that aro somewhat lacking in programmatic
direction rnioht find a good deal of this information very helpful ,.

in creating new programs or in re- directing existing. ones. ,

Structure of the Cook

The book is organized into four sections:
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vi.
I. The first section is an introduction which provides back-

ground information on the school system and the Peace
Corps Voc. Ed. program in Tunisia.

2, The second concerns basic pedagogical skills. It is this
section that will probably be of groatost use to others. :

It 4 xplains the fundamental principles of teaching a
vocational subject including lesson-planning, teaching
mat:loJs, and evaluation.

3. The third section contains detailed Tunisia - specific
information on school procedures such as school relations,
curriculum, discipline, grading, and school forms.
This soction might aid other countries in dealing with
curriculum deficiencies and in offering concrete sugges-
tions in designing a course.

4. The last soction is an appendix which covers additional
information that a Tunisia Voc. Ed. Volunteer would
find useful. Some of this information will also be useful
to others.

How to use the book

The book is moan: to bo used as a training guide. As is
the case with any training manual, it is by no moans complete
and cannot be accepted as the final word. It is also not a
self - teaching manual and must be presented creatively by the
technical training staff. The trainees will, of course, have
the manual to refer to during and after training, but rcading
it will not suffice. Tic technical training staff must not only-
present the material in the manual, but must 4ovolop practical
exercises and a means a evaluating the learning of the
material, Thom are undoubtedly many ways that this manual
could b.) :iced by Voc. Z. trainers.

It is Peace Corps Tunisia's hope that this manual will pro-
vide some useful information on traininc. Vocational Education
Volunteers for other countries. The format as well as some of
the. pedagogical information will bo valuable to anyone who' wants
to develop a similar training tool. Primarily it has been our
intention to provide a long flooded tool for training Voc. Cd
Volunteers in Tunisia,

9

Fred Rosensweig
Assistant Director /Education
Peace Corps, Tunisia
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A Educe Son in Tunisia

The School --vs_t4M

The education system in Tunisia today, administered cen-
wally under the Ministry of National Education, is organized into,
a six year primary cycle (Our' equivalent of a grade school), and a
secondary cycle (our Junior and senior- high school), that includes
academic, technical, and vocational prograMs of varying ienghts.
There. is also a growing number of pre-schools, open-to children
aged 3 to G.

Primary and secondary schools may be for boys ,exclusively,
girls excluslyely, or both. Since IP68, there has been an increas-
ing emphasis an coreducation, particularly at the primary level.

in the "lone secondary program, all students who enter
into either the 7-year academic course or the 6-year technical
course must complete a uniform 3-year first cycle before going on
and specializing in one of a number of academic or technical fields
in their last 3 or 4 years of the program. in the vocational secon-
dary program (the one that involves us as voc. ed. teachers),
students enter directly after primary school into a a or 4 year
terminal program receiving training in one of a number of specia-
lized skills.

Also offered at the secondary level are teacher training,
agricultural education, and other training programs. in addition,
training in various other trades is available in special training
centers for primary school graduates.

Higher education is offered in the various university facul-*
ties, attached schools, and Institutes of the University of Tunis,
and in a number of other specialized institutions. A number of
Tunisians are sent abroad, primarily to France, to continue thieir
education :It the higher level.

Ministries other than the Ministry of National Sducation
(chiefly Agriculture, Youth, Sports, Social Affairs, and Public
Health) have established their own specialized institutions. The
government also provides schools for children who are handicapped.

The school system today pperates on n bilingual basis, with
both French and Arabic as languages of instruction. At an early
stage a decision was made to retain the large number of foreign
(primarily French) teachers in the Tunisian schools, and, with them,

\ French as a language of instruction. A large number of French
nationals still teach at the secondary and higher levels, along with
other foreimers of many different nationalities, includingGulga-

N rians, Romanians, Russians, Selgians, and Czechoslovakians. It
\might be noted that as the number of qualified Tunisian teachers

\Nncreases year by year, the number of foreign taacilers is
I
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diminishing at a similar rate.

'During the fourth year ofOrlmary education students begin
to learn French. In the' fourth thruugh the sixth .years of primary
school, the proportion of Frenth instruction .-augmen-..:- until by the
end of.the primarVievel, the students hakteo tartly F:-.siid background
in Prenoh. 42.the secondary. level, approximateiy:one -half. of the
instructibn Win red', the proportionvaryinr viith thaf prOgrun.

Cznerlly, French is used for mothetratics, science, tc".l.,nical
subjects, and French end :7uropean languages and lteratuo-a
!;rabic is used in lslagric studios, -Arabic -languare-anti iiterature.,.
and the hi-Ste:if-Vend geography of Tunisia and the Arale'Worida.

Although One of: the -eduootional noals,-is to "Arclbize" the
systole by offorintrall inslraction in the native loritunoe,. Ttialota.'-
continUct to rely ón French, especially in the tz.elnicat.sitbjects,
due to a lack of. qu.nlif led. host country teachers in t1::;-.3r.cn-:.; rtn- I a!so
due to the fact that a stindardized techhical . , . : c cf 3' iy :Iola.
net as yet ex=it' in Arabic. Thus, although. Tunit-i--,:-..1a;fanical
teaches ryeten discipline and critique thair st_41;nir..... zip.t 15fci 4.
they continue to-teach thebulk Of the technicat In :,:t:,70ktitel. ... ,

material in French.

The aca,:lemic school year, which is diviJeil !--...v:znity into
two Semesters, runs vouohlY from SeptembAr 2c A. otill 4.0im 30,
These dates may vary somewhat, for example in- 1...0 .,:v.ithern
pert of the country, where the weather is cons:denll-iy itctter,
school may begin to wind down in the beginning of .,:tile, and
end on June 1.5, C-lutlents attend school mor%ninr-.3 and -ifte!rconn,
..londay through Fridny, and often on Saturday mornirtv, win
vari -'tion dependent uper the particular progror; of study.,
Zuneay is always-a thy of rest for both teachers anc: svidents,
and along with this.the teacher always has Ierst c:..,,-, other
full day off, although this day does not necessarily tat: on a
Saturday* or Monthy. There is a total of approxim::.tzly 4.3
vacItiOn days during the school year, including a one week
break toward the end of November, a two-week semester break
near then and of January, and a one week spring break at- the
begin -tin' of i:pril.

Th? siini,..st...y of National (lucation is respons!ble for all
educaPionai matters, irio.luding supervision and control of
educati-onel irsti:utions, The Ministry detertnines operaing
procedures for ail -schcols, and approves curriculums and te:1-
bor%";%. / .s 4.!...e rirovincial level the 1,061.figu;:a" ( There are fos1r)
sol,-.-jvis.- t11-% ofzaration of ,tt e. schocls -. in their revilons And
r rte:' t or e:iucatitrnai rr,etters to the. Min;stry of Nzitioni Edu-
c:,:ion. ..

12
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Public education is free at every level. The Central
Government provides funds,for building, maintaining, and
operating educational institutions. Funds for operation include <

teachers' salaries. Some local assistance is provided for school
construction. The government also provides school supplies,
clothing, and meali to children of the Indigent.

Tunisia's commitment to education has been underscored by
its continuous significant financial support of eaucation. At this
time, the government spends approximately 23 .,, of. its Gross
National Product on education, an. admirable figure for a third
world nation. In addition to standard expenses (buildings, teachers,
equipment, etc.), the Government offers a generous program of
scholarship and financiel;essistance to needy students as 7: means
of deMocratizing educailOn. _

For its educational efforts, Tunisia has received and conti-
nues,to receive assistance from a number of foreign countries,
particularly France. soon after its independence-in 1V.55,Tunisia
entered into a .cultural agreement with France to provide teachers
for Tunisian'schools (note once again that the nurnIaLtr of French
nationals teaching in the system is.drainishing r-.17idly ye...,r by
year, as Tunisian education strives for total inl:optinr13nce,
The technical and vocational education sectors are two of the
few remaining programs that still rely heavily upon foreign
teachers.

The United :estate:, ha's -Aso aided Tunisian eJucationll
efforts. For example, the U.S. Agency for International 0:ivc.,1-
oprnent (, .13) has supported various projects in past years. It
has given financial and technical assistance to agricultural ariliC3-
tion an h:<.s helped, with school construction, school meals for
children, -,nd training, Tunisians in U.S. institutions (principally
in the fields of agriculture, besiness administratiod, econonics,
education, engineerinctand science). Pence Corps volunteers
continue to play a significant role in Tunisian education at tha
grass roots level as to 2chers*.

The major areas in which Peace Corps teachers are involved
are English and vocational education.

Ministere de 117.,clucation Nationale

The tv:inistry is the governental organization that has re-
uested Peace Corps Teachers and to whom PCVs are directly
responsible. The :v.lnister and his staff :are osponsible for :II
curriculum _Ind development throughout the country. The ,r,ssist-
ant .irector for secondary ZdJcation who is in charge of all
vocational -4nd technical education in th4 country is ,..r. I-lamed
iv,Iik,

13
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Regions:

The country is divided Into four administrative regions. They
are Tunis, r.;ousse, B6ja, and Sfax. Each region is divided
into delegations which are:

66_13: 36ja, Jendouba, Sillana, svakthar, Le Kef, and
Eizerte.

Sousse: ousse, monastir, ov:andia, Kairouan, Kasserine
KsarHelial, =l Djem, and Haffouz.

Sfax: Sfax, Gabes, 0.edenine, Gafsa, Kerkennah, Jerba
and Tozeur.

Tun: Tunis, Tunis mouth, Nabeul.

Z'ach resion has a 11/41616c..,u511, or representative who is re-
sponsible for administrative decisions in his rerion. It's a vooa
idea to 17,41t to know the d516.e.a, at least by 11.31Tia

L.f.tja: i.-ire Ahmed .tharn
ir, iviohamed Fayaia

i.ohsen E'en Jrnia
Tunis: ivir. oioncef Louabid.

Inspectors: in e=ch region there are inspectors for each
discipline, including each technical field, who ranks routine ob-
servations and evluations of all teachers within their discipline:
:::ports from, the inspector .are shared with the teacher and sent
to the i.einistry. The status and salsry of Tunisisn.teachers
depends on the score they receive when they are inspected.
Their itOpact on us as foreign teachers is not as re::,t, and will
be dealt with later on in thii: manual.

14



B. The Technical School System

After graduating' from primary school at approximately age
IZ or 14, the stu..ient passes into the secondary school system for
programs that vary in length from three to seven years. The
student.s field of study is determined partly by choice, partly
by his academic record, and partly by his strarGth and Weaknes--
ses in different subjects. Fields of study ere in Arts, Sciences,
and in technical educat ion. Students in the Arts, Sciences, and
Technical branches strive for the attainment of the Eaccalaureatet
a degree given to a selected number of students countrywide who
are able to pass a rigid final examination at the end of their seven
years of study.

The students that we teach as vocational education teachers
in the Tunisian secondary system of education enter into a
specific technical field of study, whose *ration is much shorter
than 'that of the Arts and :=ciences students striving for the 117:30.
The program that we are involved in is usually the three year
Program, at the end of which the students receive a lidiplome
professional" or diploma in their particular fielSof professional
study. -These fields include auto-mechanics, metal construction,
plumbing, woodworking, masonry, and electricity. Like the /arts
and sciences students, the students involved in the three year
technical education program must 31S0 pass a final examination
called the "brevet" in order to graduate, the difference being
that their major exam, which cares at the end of the third year of
study, is practical in nature, and intended to derronstrate their
manual competence In their given field.

Technical students take from twelve hours of study in their
specialty in their first year, to twenty-four hours in their third
year, i.ost of this time is devoted to practical work in the atelier
or workshop, under the cldse supervision of one or more
teachers. Several hours a week are also devoted to "Techno-
'ogle CSnirale" which is a formal classroom situation, during
which time the teacher lectures to the students about the theore-
tical aspects of their specialty.

In adclition to their specialized skill training in the secon-
dary school system, all technical students take /rabic and
French, civics, geography, history, naathernatics, technical
design, religion, anal ph ysical education. Latudents who complete
this program, and successfully pass the final test in their tech-
nical subject, receive a vocational diploma Oiplorne Profes-
sionnel). ;although Peace Corps Volunteers have traditionally
been involved in teaching in the three year cycle, it might be
noted here that exceptional students who have graduated from
the three year cycle may be permitted to continue their education
in one of ceveral ways. First, there are several schools around

Li
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the country that offer a fourth year of professional study in
which the best students concentrate on the perfection of their
field of study. Cacond, there are several students 'selected
each year who are allowed to go on and complete the six-year
"lone" commercial or industrial secondary program. These few
selected students will have the opportunity to go one to one of the
higher education schools after completing their secondary
program, such as the National School of-Engineering.

To give an idea of the importance the Tunisian Government
gives to educating its young, especially in technical fields, here
are the latest figures released by the ministry of :Education:

Of all students graduating from the priMary cycle (virtually
all Tunisian children at least start out coin(' to school), about
25 will enter into -their first year in the secondary cycle,.
Thera are approximately 230001.) students involved in secondary
schools throughout Tunisia, and 50,000 of them, roughly 254,-.
-zre engaged in the throe-year technical prograM. Of the remain-
ing 175,00k: students, who are in the "long" six or seven year
cycle., approximately 2S-1,... participate in commercial or Indus-
trill protrams. Come of these students, as pre..viously stated,
are nraduates of the three-year technical program, who, be-
cause of high i.^.caciemic achievement, have been allowed to
continue their studies.

There are 2C2 secondary schools In Tunisia tnat fall
under the auspices of the 1.,Inis.try of Zducation. Cf these, 13::
offer some form of technical program, which Lives a good
idea of the Importance the government places on technical
education. There are basically three types of secondary
schools in which we as vocationzl education teachers might
find ourselves working, although as the years go by, the
distinctions between the three are becoming more and more
subtle

1) Colliire C.:IecondAire Professionnel: a school .;avoted almost
*merely to technical and profesiional three-year programs,
that sometiroes offer fourth year studies to exceptional
students: "in given fields. These are quite often all boys
schools, although there are soup that are co-education-LI,
and offer commercial courses of study in hairdressing,
tailoring and wesvinf> All stuSents who graduate from
a C.r.".P. receive. a diploiaa in either technical or trade
progr.ams. It is our eclukrilent of .1 Technical Trade
school.

2) Lyc6e Techninues in its earliest conception, the 1..inistry
of -1'1Jc :tion established the schools to concern them-
selves J:tclusively with professional education progranist

16
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both tha short three or four-year program, or the long
seven-year program coursoc of study included the technical
tr.7.p.les (three or lour years), and math and L.:ciences
(seven-year program). Although it is still safe to say that
those schools concern themselves primarily in thew areas,
there arc a few that now offer programs In 4.-4rts and Letters.
This is still rare, however, and even if the LycSe Techni--me
does have students who are studying outside of the technical
fields, the number is smz.:11 .-.nd almost insignificant.

LvcSe tvibtte: The counterpart of the LycSe Techniclue, these
schools tare our eziuivalont of a nom al junior and senior
hlrih school. Moro coeducstional than the other two typos
of schools, the Lye:etas:to offers the broadest selection
of courses of study. Arts anJ Letters (the Ilion;;" procrard)
is cetierally the domin-tnt arez, a 1th ou h more and more those
Lyc.Ses are opening up technical and trade sections in both
the Iona and the short programs.

17
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C. Peace Cores Tunisia: Vocational ..education

As a Peace Corps Volunteer and a teacher of vocational
education in Tunisia, you will be tenchine a technical specialty
in a foreign language (French), while living In a culture and
environment completely different from that to which you are
accustomed. This is not an impossible task, as witnessed
by the ever Crowing number of voc. ed. volunteers who have
successfully completed their service. It is not, however, an
easy task. The Vocational 'Zducation Prearara is the: most

. challenging prearam to work In as 7 Peace Corps Valunteer in
Tunisia; but it as also the program that has the potential to
alive the highest rewards, since your students will bo eble to
apply their knowledge directly in industry after graduation.

. Background

Tunisia, like most underdeveloped countries, is faced
with a critical unemployment probla:a. it Is conservatively
estimated that one out of four Tunisian males who are poten-
daily predictive workers ra currently unemployed for essen-
tially two reasons: they lack the bcsic skills which are neces-
sary to work in industry, and industry itself is not sufficiently
developed, partly because of the lack of sailled manpower.

Unemployment threatens to becoale an increasingly diffi-
cult probieta to solve because of the changing ace structure
of the population. Getter health care has decreased the infant
mortality rate, thereby increasing the real growth rate of the
population. The :age structure of the population is now unbe-
lievably biased towards the under-thirty age group (a univer-
sal problem in poor and Third World Countries), which puts
an additional strain on the covernment to provide adequate
training, for Tunisian youth.

The chance in technology in Tunisia has -accelerated rapid-
ly as modern industries are ..leveloped and factories are equip-
ped with the newest machinery from :Europe. ,aari.iulture has
become increasingly mechanized to the point where one out of
two farmers in the. five northern counties (Tunisia's heaviest
aaricultarni producing area) now use :Diesel tractors. The
building industry is currently enjoying a boom period while.
recent discoveries of oil offer an attractive incentive to
foreign investors to relocate their plants in Tunisia. Unfor-
tunately, the demand for skilled labor outstrips the saaelap
and this imbalance threatens-to slow the growth of industry
which Tunisia so desaarately needs to develop and use its
best resources - people.

18
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::tructurinn Tunisia's educational pattern to correspond
to the waren plans for economic development have proven to
Lae a task that has required continual evaluation and frequent
reform measures, Cften conflicts hnva occurred between
publicly expressed goals and the means of implementation. Zome
cases.in point are: universal primary education and the ability
to previ de the equipment; buildings and teachers to match an
expanded system; the problem of consuriaer preference for the
liberal -arts as gainst covernment demands for skilled person-
nel in the sciences; agriculture, econonice, and technical
fields; and finally, the competition between Ili.rabialtionn and
the use of French in primary, secondary and university curri-
eUIUMS. In view of ell these difficulties, Tunisian officials have
shown flexibility in revisino and reworking oric,Inal reforms,

fel excellent example of tho fle:tibility of the Tunisian
educational system is In the field of Vocational Zesecation, The
emphasis on .?-ducation has shifted from the liberal nrts to
technical education. Indeed, technical education now has the
greatest priority in today's Tunisian school system, because
there is a critical shortage of teachers while at tha sar.-8,a time
there is en active policy of a;:pending the curriculum of techni-
cnI schools and progrme, ::::acetise the teacher shortage
exists, you -15 m PCV vocational education teacher, can help
Tunisia bride* the gap between the need for qualified teachers,
and the I.:..c:( of host country nationals who can effectively fill
these teaching positions.

The Vocational education Teacher

As a Peace Coro Volunteer, you will most probably teach
the first t-,_.g.end, or thirc! year terminal cl,asses in the three-
year ''short procrams'. You will be assisted by et least one
Tunisian counterpart, end possibly by -another foreign
teacher (French, :..elgarlint 1.onalnian), end will sh..,ra the same
chop t15 your colleacuet. The use of n team nppro2ch is an
effective way to teach °ince it eases the teacher/student ratio
while allowing a feecreec:: and reinforcement precast: to take
place between the teachers en,-1 tho students. This method,
which is widely used, is particularly helpf-el to first-year
Poracm Cor;ls Volunteers who ;oust still perfect their itnowl edge
of French and of teaching methods.

Your collencues will vary from being three-year trade school
nrndultes to encineers. Their expertise and cr-,c;' cf theore-
tical principle." will ranee from excellent to aver 7.8e, depenelinc
on their technical baci:ground and years of ogpari3nc-.3 in their
fielz!: %/our first job as -a Volunteer will be ect.lelishing a
rapport with your colleamues which will permit a mutual e):-

13
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change of information and ideas to take place. 34in It expect
to be welcomed with open arms at your school - you will have
to work hard to earn credibility and the reWpect of the Tunisians
with whom you will be working. You will need tobe receptive
to new solutions to old problems. Patience and persistence, in
delicate balance, are the ways to effect changes as a Peace
Corps Volunteer.

The physical facilities provided for technical/vocational
programs may vary from modern, well lighted and spacious
shops to those found in less favored rural areas which are small.,
have old equipment and poor ventilation end lighting. The tools
and equipment may vary equally, from very modern to inadenu=te
both In quality and quantity. The change in emphasis in Tunisia
favoring technical education is fairly recent, and it .will take
time to furnish the technical schools with all new equipment and
supplies.

As recognized by the ministry of Education, the import and
transfer of various skills is seen as a difficult, slow process,
even for brighter students. Therefore, the instructor is required
to limit the length.of his lessons and to present the essential
laws and theories with direct analication by the stUdents. (.)

.Exercises and experimental demonstrations should be conducted
in conjunction with these lessons as much as possible. The
instructor must choose carefully the various tools and proper
technological equipment, keeping in mind training the students
in a manner that will enable them to learn to solve potential
problems by themselves. As was stated by a prominent technical
educator in Tunisia: "Cur technical schools aim not just to form
the hands (mechanical skills), but also the mind; not just
workers but thinkers, analyzers, people who can take some-
thing apart, see what makes it rim, and put it back togather."
There is more to teaching a technical skill than creating a
monkey seetmonkey do type of worker.

Your Job Description

You will find later on in this manual precise translations
of your program as written by the ministry of Education. This
section, then, will serve to give you a general Idea of what you
might be expected to teach. The positions in which Peace Corps
Volunteers have traditionally been placed here in Tunisia area

- metal work inn
- plumbing and heating

auto-mechanics
- woodworking/cabinet nicking.
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These positions have been chosen because of their impor-
tance to the development of Tunisia, the lack of host country
nationals-to fill these positions, and the continuing need to help
train and up-grade the skills of co-workers and counterparts.

Certain aspects of being a Vocational education teacher
in Tunisia are common to all the technical fields:

The main aspect of your job is teaching. You will be
teaching junior and senior high school aged students who have
had little or no prior exposure to the technical field. You will
not be training craftsmen or using all the fine points of your
trade. On the contrary, you will be initiating students to a
trade in a classroom (shoo) situation.

You should make every effort possible to improve the
physical conditions of the shop, maintenance of machines, and
the employment of sound safety practices. It is in these
areas that you can have great IMpact on both your students and
your colleagues. It can greatly enhance your credibility, and
be something you should be constantly striving.to accomplish
in order to make a more lasting contribution.

Finally, some of the difficulties you will encounter are
also common to all the specialties. Although the situation
varies from school to school, many Vac. rd. Volunteers have
serious discipline problems, overcrowded shops, and a lack of
evuipment and supplies. The discipline problems are some-
what inevitable for the first few eronths, but as you become
more familiar with Tunisian students, the situation will improve.
The question of overcrowded shops is the result of an ex-
pending school enrollment that has grown faster than new
facilities. This is not true in all schools, but your teaching
must take it into account. Finally, the lack of equipment and
supplies, although it is not always the case, must be considered
in planning lessons. Supplies are not as readily available as

in the U.5.4 and accordingly you must be as creative as pos-
sible in using what is available.

The general job descriptions are as follows:

Metal Workine

in order to obtain his diploma, the student is ex-
pected to understand principles of metal working and apply
these principles in the solution of problems in his trade.
The student must be able to work with iron and t:teel in
rough and finished form and be able to work with all the
materials and tools of his profession.
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Iron and steel are used widely in .the construction
and furniture indJstry in Tunisaa. Shop work emphasizes
projects using angle and bar stock and stresses practical
experience in furniture making and iron work for the
building industry. ivietal working consists heavily of arc
and gas welding and most projects require basic tube and
sheet metal work.

in first year metal working shop, the Student is
taught how to use hand toots such as howiers, saws, and
files, while studying the care, safety and maintenance in
using these tools. Students work on projects that teach
them the principles of tapping, threading, bending, rive-
ting, and soldering metal. Such projects include dust
pans, tool boxes and key racks. Students are also taught
spot welding techniques.

Second year complements. the first year by intro-
ducing the differences in dealing with various metals;
erpecially aluminium and other alloys. Whereas first
year primarily presents different tools and their uses,
second year stresses processes such as oxy-acetylene
welding, arc welding, pipe bending, bending with heat,
and..Ise of the forge.

in the third and terminal year the students learn how
to cut metal with a torch, and how to grind metal. They
also construct furniture, door frames and other fittings.

The Volunteer will teach in the shop, demonstrating
to the students the correct use of tools ani materials
used in the trade. He will be supervised .by the shop
director (Chef des Travaux), who supervises all the otherl
technical specialties at the same time, an J will be expected
to follow the same regulations that apply to his fellow
Tunisian colleagues.

Classes will usually be In four or five hour segments.
First year students take 12 hours of shop and one hour of
classroom theory per week. Second year students take
13 hours of shop and two hours of theory, and third year
students 22 shop hours, and up to four hours of theory.
Class size generally numbers around forty, with twelve
to fifteen students per teacher. You will be expected to
teach from 22 to 23 hours per week.

Plumbing - Heating

In order to obtain his diploma, the student is ex-
pected to understand the principles of plumbing and

22
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heating and apply these principles to the solutions and
problems of the trade. The student must be able to in-
stall plumbing and hosting systems and be able to work
with all the materials and tools of his profession.

The plumbing and heating trade in Tunisia utilizes
different materials ana methods of working than those used
in the U.S. The major difference and most noticeable
is the use of lead pipe for handling intake water systems
as well as drains. Much of the work of fitting and bending.
pipe is still done by careful working of the load pipe by
hand. Pipe bending for steel and copper pipe is done by
the sand and torch method since tools are very scarce and
very expensive. iviost plumbers use only the very basic
tools such as pliers, screwdrivers, hamers, and gas
torches. Also, most fittings for joining pipes are made
by the plumber himself. For example, a plumber in Tunisia
would weld two pipes together, rather than using a tee
joint.

Heating units are not of the forced air type, but are
heated forced water systems (radiators). iv;ost hot water
systems in Tunisia are direct gas heated transfer rather
than the reservoir type, and require a great deal of safety
precautions.

in his first year, the student learns how to
straighten, level "lip join", and bend lead pipe. The
course includes instructions in the principles of soldering
and different soldering; techniques to seal joints and el-
bows. The principles of oxy-acetylene welding, braising,
lead burning; and wiping will be taught. .Shop instruction
coincides with lectures presented on the metallurgical
properties of lead, zinc, copper, bronze, cast iron, and
steel. Cutting and threading of steel pipe is also taught
in the first year.

For the second year students, the teacher instructs
the installation of plumbing and heating fixteres such as
toilets, bidets, sinks, and radiators. h.s in the first year,
students will be expected to know the theory as well as the
practical application of all tools and materials related to
his work.

Third year shop work entails the completion of sif-
ferent sanitary and heating units by the student, while.
being supervised by the shop teacher. f.:tudents will com-
plete projects using lead, steel and copper pipe, 'construc-
ted from blueprints and using technk:ues in joining, bend-
ing, and threading for the three types of pipe.

,
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The major emphasis in the plumbing and heating course
is on practical application of principles In the shop. Thus,-
the first year students study only 4 hours a week of de-
sign and oho hour of theoretical principles. In second
year, the students are required to take 4 hours a week of
design and one and a half hours of theory. Third year
students take an additional half hour of theory, and 4 hours
of design. This is above and beyond the hours of formal
shop class.

The volunteer will teach in the shop, demonstrating
to the students the correct '-lso of tools and materials
used in his trade. Like all other specialties, .hic immedi-
ate supervisor is the shop director (Chef desTrayaux),
He will be expected to follow the same regulations as his
Tunisian colleagues, such as teaching a minimum of 22
hours a week.

Auto-Mechanics

in order to obtain his diploma, the student is ex-
pected to understand the principles of automotive repair
and service, and apply these principles in the solution of
problems In his trade. He will learn to examine defective
cars, in order to ascertain the nature and location of
defects and repair or replace the defective parts, The
student must be skilled in all areets of auto-mechanics and
be able to work with all the materials and tools of his
profession,

Auto-mechanics in Tunisia, althouch basically simi-
lar to the U.S., have some drfferences. Ciince parts are
expensive and hard to find, there is a stress on rebuilding
and adjusting rather than on removal and replacement.
Tires are also demounted by hand ,since modern equipment
is generally not available. Another difference is that
gaskets are made by hand. One difficulty that auto- mechanics
Volunteers sometimes face is the necessity to teach some
basic oxy-acetylene and arc weldinn. C.ther metal work
includes some basic sheet metal work, tapping, and
dyeing.

in the first year course you will teach basic hand
tool use, parts identification, basic electricity, suspension
systems, and brakes. in addition, you will teach head and
valve removal and rectification, and tire repair.

The second year will Complement the first by stAy-
ing in more detail the various components of an automobile,
and will introduce different makes and systems. For
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instance, the studerwill study carburetors made by
Zenith, Sale): and Weber, and become familiar with the
repair and maintenance\ef them. It should be noted that
all vehicles In Tunisia ,are Zuropean models with the
French Peugeot and Renault, and the Italian Fiat being
the most popular makes of car,

,.,
Third year concentrates on the study of transmis-

sions, differentials, clutches, steering mechaniims, and
electrical trouble shooting.

Classes will be in four, five, or eight hour incre-
ments. First year students take 12 hours of shop, second
year 16 hours, and third year students 22 hours, Class
size is generally small, with each teacher being respon-
sible for from 12 - 15 students at a time. As with the
other specialties, you will be expected to teach a minimum
of 22 hours per week, and comport yourself in the same
manner as your Tunisian counterparts.

Woodworking

In order to obtain his diploma, the student is expected
to understand the principles of woodworking and apply these
principles in the solution of problems of his trade. He must
be able to work with different types of wood and ateft be
able to work With all the materials and tools of his profes-
sion.

\
Woodworking in 'Tunisia is not carpentry, since houses

are bullt with stones, bricks, and masonry work. A wood-
working teacher will make most doors, windows, and
small furniture such as tables, chairs, and closets. The
most common wood joints used in Tunisia include tongue
and groove, lgs scarf, dovetail, and mortise and tenon.

Most of the wood used in Tunisia is soft, with pine
being the most COMM'''. Particle board is also frequently
used; and occasionally some hardwood. Finishing furni-
ture with Formica tops is quite common.

The first year consists mostly of manual exercises
with hand tools, and use of some basic' machines. Essen-
tially, students work with the basic hand tools, and they
work on simple practical projects,

in the second year, students work mostly with
machines. Those most commonly used here include
jointers, planers, shapers, table saws. r:,Ithough the
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theory and use of some of the machines may be
touched upon during the first year, the second year
emphasizes their complete utilization, and students make
more complicated projects. Safety precautions* of course
must be strictly emphasized.

:--,,-.
The third year also consists mostly of work with

machines. All work is preceded by a study of the fabri-
cation, either by individual study, or with the help and

.4 advice of the teacher. The projects consist of advanced
furniture contraction including elaborate doors and
windows of European design.

0

Again, the Volunteer will teach in the shop under
the supervision of the shop director (the carne man who
supervises all specialties), and is expected to follow the
rules and reulations that apply to his colleagues.

Classes are usually in 4 and 0 hour sec-nents.
First year students take 12 hours of shop, second y.sar
10, and third year students 22 hours. Class size is
the same as in the other specialties., and you will be ex-
pected to teach from 22 to 20 hours per week.

A Note on Lancluare Skills

All instruction on the secondary technical level is done in
French, following the guidelines of the Tunisian Ministry of
Education, and the Tunisian government's maintenance of its
bllint-real policies (French and Arable. This is especially true
in the technical education field that has traditionally leaned
heavily on the French languare, due to a lack of a standar-
dized technical, laneuage in Arabic. All the Wall members,
including your colleagues, are fluent in French. Students
soak the lancuace also, but oftentimes they are weak in tram-
ri.ar and sentence composition. This can work to the Volunteer's
advantage, especially at the outset, as you too will make
mistakes that will fortunately pass by the stuJents. Knowledge
of Znglish usually ranges from poor to rton-existent. In addl-.
tion to teaching your students in French, you will have to con-
verse with your colleagues and school administration about
school procedures, teaching ideas, discipline probleir.s, and
other related subjects.

The course manuals for each trade are extremely specific
and are in French. All Instructors are required to follow them,
understand the directions and subjects thoroughly, an impact
this knowledge in the French medium. Complete French to 2nglish
translations of these syllabi will be found later on in this rilanual.
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0. A Volunteer Ream:n*1bl Inv

A Peace Corps Volunteer in Tunisia is not just a person
offering a skill. that.hes.been requested by a host ministry or
aeency. A Volunteer is also a person living in Tunitian society
and largely oncTunisian terms. Just as we expect foreigners in
Amorica to behave on Atnerican terms and obey AtelericAn laws
and.rules, Tunisians will have sire; tar expectations of you.
Tunisians ,.etpect certain norms of behavior in dress and con..
duct; you won't be free to act or dois you please. In fact, a
Volunteer finds himself living under a double sat, of restrictions:
those his own conscience and upbringing have given hit. and
those he will find in Tunisian society and Conscience. Adjust-
ments and living can be difficult. There is little elareor for
most Peace Corps Volunteers, either In the job. or in living In
Tunisia, where the Volunteer's fife style is less comfortable
than what one generally has-experienced in the past. You must
COSI:e prepared for two years of a modest life style.

You will, however, pain valuable professional experience
and personal growth. You .will have the opportunity to Warn
about another cJiture and see your own society through the
Perspective of another culture. the cross - cultural experience
will be intense and challenginel but it will be one of the .great
rewards of your Peace Corps experience. Regardless of your
technical competence, you must be able to develop a rapport
with Tunisians at all levels if you.are to succeed. It is diffi-
cult to separate yOur professional success from your crose-
cAtural success. Interpersonal ski lls, sensitivity, under-
stem:line, and persistence are.all necessary qualities in having
a successful Volunteer experience.

Your pre-service training will have three components:
language, pedagogy, and cross-culture. Traditionally, all
training takes place in-country, and will last from between
10 and ire weeks. The first month or so will concentrate most
heavily on language training and some basic pedagogy. During
the last few weeks, the peda 'ogy program will gear up, and
there will be 3 practise teaching phase where you will actually
be teaching. technical lessons to Tunisian students in typical
shop situations. Technical 'angler,* and cross-et:it:ire will
also occupy more an.:.! snore time as the training aerie,/ goes
into its final stages.

I. You will have an absolute minimum: of 25.) hours of
French instruction. Your teachers will t.-,e Tunisian
nationals, so.:e of whoi..1 are actual French teachers
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during the school year, and others who, II::o yourselves,
are teachers of vocational education, and experts in their
field. The I amen* program will aim at preparing you
to prasant a lesson in French in your field. Tills"requires
giving you a sound grammatical base (conversational French),
the technical vocabulary of your specialty (technical French),
and a lot of practice in the kinds of situations you will face
as a Volunteer, both in and out of school. Peace Corps
language training offers no miracles, but it offers you
optimum conditions to make Pronrosa: small classes, an
oral mothod, and an intensive program. The focus Will be
on speaking, although you will receive 60610 inatruetiorrlh
reading and writing.

2. The podagoriical program will consist of an orientation to
the school system and teaching situation in Tunisia and
training in Vocational Education teaching euthodologY
You will be taught how to teach a technical subjoct. This
will involve learning, how to assess student nook's, forms-.
late teaching objectives, develop teaching aids, plan and
implement a lesson, and evaluate your toachinr.

Tunisia-specific teaching information will bo empha-
sized during the training wok:para. by the end of training,
and with the use of this manual, you will learn how to
keep necessary instructional and administrative recorda
and how to use the curriculum and syllabi providad by irsie
Ministry of Education. You will participate in a practise
teachinc phase, lasting from two to three woks during
which time you will prepare and deliver several lessons,
in workshops, to Tunisian students of approximatoly the
same aro and background as those you will be taaching
during tha rerular school year. You wi:1 be asaisted in
the preparation and delivery of theca leazona .4y the :

Technical Coordinator and the voluntoar staff., Ey the
end of training, you should have a clear i.lea of what is
mpected of you in your job.

3. The training pro7tram will devote a great deal. of time and
attention to providing you with a sensitivity to Tenisian
culture. Many of these cross - cultural activities will bo
built into lang..rage and tochnical training since it is
indeed true that being a teacher in Tunisia and spealzin
a foreign lanruage are definite cross-cultural.

ci

experiences.

There will be also tales on various aspects of TJniplan
culture such as fataily life; Islam, and the role of woman
as well as small group sossions in which you can discuss
your reactions to Tunisian culture. Yet., will be expose)
to as many aspects of Tunisia cult:rm.,. as possible and to
the many ways that Voluntaars have adapted to Tunisia.

28
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During the Tunisia portion of the training program, there
will be a 4 or 5 day break in which you can visit your
site.

The goals of the training program are to prepare the indi-
vidual for the Volunteer job described earlier. Zach of the
components is behaviourally stated so that you can monitor your
procress on a rociular basis and review them with members of the
trainino staff. Althogh the final decision on qualification is
made by the CountrY Director, no such'decision should como is
a surprise or without discussion between the trainee and the
training staff.

In addition to pre- service training, you will also have in-
service training activates. These will consist of two program
conferences per year, site visits by your program manager, and
Ministry sponsored seminars. Your ongoing I.:Invere training
will be with tutors; Durino training you will be givon guidance
on how to use, a languare tutor in order to structyre your own
languor:: learning: Lampert: is escential and pre service
training has as its main objective the ability to teach a lesson
in French. Most of your language learning, however, will go on
after the training prograr.c and your willinemss to put yourself
in a Tunisian milieu will greatly improve your chances of
learning French. ,Therz will be an in- service language program
during tho ...pril sChool vacation. Your training, in short, does
not end after your summer training program. it will co_ ntinue
throughout your two yoart as a Volunteer.

23
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Introduction

This section of the manual deals with teaching-specifically,
teaching a technical subject. It must be stated from the outset
that there are as many different styles of teaching as there are
teachers. Everyone. has his own individual style, and from
this comes a teacher's own unique form of lesson preparation
and delivery.

Yet there are certain basic truths about teaching and
eduCation in general. Most Voc. Ed. Volunteers enter Tunisia
with little or no previous teaching experience. Although we have
all been studentt in a fixed school system for many years, and
are aware of-who was a "mod" teacher, and Who was a "bad"
teacher, we are perhaps subconsciously unaware of exactly
what goQi into becoming an effective teacher. .This instructor-
trainine.part of the program is designed to do just that. You will
be riven the opportunity to:

I. Learn what goes Into the making of a good lesson plan;

2. Learn about and use sound teaching techniques and
methods of instruction;

3. Practice and develop your own teaching skills;

4. Check on your progress by giving lessons in front of
your peers, The pedagogy coordinator, staff volunteers,
and finally, at the end of the training program, by giving
technical lessons to Tunisian students. All these lessons
will be given in the shops in order to give you a feel
for "the real thing". In addition, you will observe
several model lessons given by first and second year
Voc. Ed. Volunteers, in order to observe and critique
their methodology first-hand.

Special thanks for this section, especially for the section
on human relktions and the "Five Part Plus Cne" teaching
design go to Mr. Angus Mac Oona Id, and the staff of California
Mate University in Los Angeles.
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A Human Relations in Education

General

Whenever a teacher is asked, -"What do you teach"? .he
will Usually answer: mestglish", "Auto Mechanics", "Metal Work-
ing", or some other subject. Most :catchers are subject special--
lice; and because they spetfid so much time gaining their exper--
tise In their speciality, they fail to recognize the most import-
ant element in Teaching -- the human element. In essence, a teacher
primarily teaches students% These students are almost infinitely
more complex than any subject matter, yet in most teacher prep-
aration programs much less time is spent developing "people
teachers" than "subject teachers". No learning takei place in
an educational setting until e, student is taught something. It
follows then that a teacher should be much more "people °scented"
and less "subject oriented" in his profession.

A Peace Corps Volunteer should be even more "people
oriented" than most teachers since ha has an unusual position
to maintain in his relations with people, more specifically,
Tunisians. He may be working with other instructors and is
under the direction of the Chef de Travaux , This means that
he chould strive to maintain good human relations with these
different groups of people, as well as the different individuals
in each group, in order to properly perform his duties and be
an asset to himself and to the organization ha represents:
the Peace Corps.

The Peace Corps instructor has the basic responsibility
of accomplishing results through-his own efforts And the efforts
of the Tunisians with whom he works. He may be an expert
technician, he may be an expert on audio-visual aids; but if he
is not skilled in the art of getting along with people, his ability
to reach or maintain maximum efficiency and develop satis-
faction inliis job will suffer. The inability to get along with
people will also bring adverse criticism to not only himself,
but to the organ' zation he represents, the Peace Corps.

1. Conditions for Cood Human Relations in 2.7ducation

A. Putting yourself over (Selling yourself)

a. You will get along with people to the extant that
you succeed in putting yourself over to them.

13. The only thing the PCV has to veil is himself and
his ability,
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Some Devices Usetil in Putling_Yourself Over:

1. Become an extrovert

2. it's how you say it

3. Ca persuasive, but not dictatorial

4. Me careful with promises

S. Se able to listen as.well as talk intelligently

G. Se neat in appearance

7. Respect opinions

C. Handle criticism objectively by giving and
taking

9. Look at the brighter side of a bad situation

10. Cie optimistic

11. Go out of your way to help students

12. Forgive and forget.

B. Others will like you to the extent that you accord them
recognized success.

a. One of the greatest satisfactions of the .human ego
is to be a recognizsed success.

b. ignoring a person, especially a student, is tanta-
mount to hostility on you part toward that person,
from his point of view.

Some forresof Personal Recognition are:

1. Memory of name and title

2. Tolerance

3, Sympathy

4. Pat on the back

S. Inclusion in the group
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6, Praise or favorable mention

7. interest
-too 00iIIS unsolicited favors

.S. Eaing polite

k. Eyo contact

II . Listen sympathetically.

C. You can improve your relations with others through your
personal growth.

a. Man Is social and emotional maturing never ends.

b. Getting along with people is 90 ,... in your own hands,
or if you don't rlOt along, it is 5,0 .. your fault.

Some of the Factors of Personal Crowth are:

1. Your assets and liabilities

2. Emotional matirity

... pewee of dominance

4. Ability to handle criticism

J. Self control. Keeping, your cool

G. Cvercotaing of handicaps

7. Ignoring malicious ridicule

3. Accaptinv th.:; good gratefully, and the bad
stoically.

c Controlled reaction to repugnant behavior

10. Forgive and forget.
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2, n WHY"" of Good Human Relations in_Educstion

Good R.Ilations are lmortant to the P.C. Vocational
Education 7-'rocram Because it:

I. Promotes good P. C. image

2. :Eliminates unjust -criticism of PCVe on the jobq

Enhances the chance for the expansion of the
P.C. Voc. :id, Program

4, Aids in the elimination of unfair criticism of the
Peace Corps

5, Oevelops a trust in the effectivene.ss of the F. C.
Voc. Ed. Program in Tunisia, .

3, Preprograms students for learning.

Whv do PCVs Apply Themselves to Their VIbrk 2

1. :desire for recognition and respect

2. Cultural or religious ethic - work or giving

:-.. Security

Self-fulfillment: " I can do i t"

S. Challenge.

G. Price of a cultural and emotional experience

7. E-Ilave off boredom,

These desires and motives are common to all indivi-
duals but they are not each present to the sanle extant.
For example, recognition and respect means more to some,
security more to others. It is important for tha Volunteer
to know and recognize individual-differences. Cecause of
these differences his relations with each individual must be
handled in a different wanner. By close observations and
tactful handling of his human relations rroblems a Volunteer
can become a valuable asset to both the Tunisian Educational
System and the Peace Corps Program in Tunisia,
iiCooperation and request" don't just happen. They stess,
frota underztandinc, constant study, and proper appreciation
of the factors that cause individuals to act and behave differently.

0
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Factortt_which Cause Individuals to Act and Behave
:Afferent Iv:

1, .ttitudes social and materialistic

2. Personality --. emotion, biases

_ Ability -- physical, mental3

4. Aptitude, capacity for learning

5. Skills
G. Value system

7, Character

C. interest

9. Social adjustment 1

10. Education

11, Egperience

12, Maturity -- emotional, mental, physical

13. Physical differences

14, Aga.

The. factors (in the preceding section) of difference
work both ways. The people around you aro not only
different from you, you are different from them.

cne very important factor that we have listed is atti-
tudes. An individual's attitude will usually determine his
degree of cooperativeness ani team work. The instructor
c.annat "make over" attitudes, bet -he can be aware of them
and work patiently in correcting the cause of undesirable
ones, incluJine his own.

Some Conditions that could Affect Attitudes:

1. Physical
- lack of sleep
- nervousness
- fatigue
- pressure, worry
- hangover
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2, Work problems

... supervision
- tools end equipment

work facilities
- rules and regulations
- paper work
- students
- co-workers

3, Living conditions

- housing
- food, etc.

4. Lack of self confidence

5. Financial worries,

3. Results of Good Hui.lan Relations in Education

Indications of Good Human Relations are:

I. Attendance -- studont and teacher
2. Cooperation
3. Interest in studies or teaching
4. Low drop-out rater.11, High morale
G. Friendliness
7, Mutual respect
Ow, Consideration
V. Achievement.

4, Poor Human RelatiOns in Education

It is agreed that good hulaan relations aro necessary
for the proper porformance of a Peace Corps 11-mu-Actor.
Letts turn the c.:in now, and analyze what makes for poor

. hraan relations.

Some Cornr..,on Practicas .whit make for poor Human
Relations are:

1. Crdaring instead of boding
2. Ignoring indivi dual ity
3. Passing tho buck
4. Favoritism
5. Marrow mindedness
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G. Lack of courtesy
7. "Gig shot" and "Expert" at
0. Conflicting assignments, evaluation, criteria
J. Cve.r-ei.lotionalizing petty incidents

10. Broken or modified promises
11. "Harsh words"
12. Sarcasm
13. improper criticism
14. Delusions of granduro
15. Unreasonable demands
16. Unjust punishment ,

The instructor should ever be on tha alert to spot
any one of these adverse indications because it is a danger
signal and must be spotted quickly so that he can begin to
take actions to correct the underlying cause. Ho may not
be able to change the person or persons, if other:than him-
self, who ara cousin,- tha conflict, but he cell diange his own
relations with the persons or person so as to OVorC0r113 the
effects of the conflict. Tha instructor is the one who wrist
"sell" himself to tho croup he works with, not the croup to
the instructor.

Some Indications of Poor 1-1J1,.an Relations ore:

1. Discipline protlems, rules violations
:'. insubordination
-.0 Dissension
6. Lack of interest
5. Dissatisfaction
G. Loafino
7. Discourtesy
0. Suspension
4-. Rasents.,ent
lv, Patty, constant complaints
11. rolariza tion and isolation.

5, taualitis of e, *ood Peace Corps Instructor

I-, cooc; Peace Corps instreiCtOr is one, who through
his ability and daily.actions, so earns the confidence and
respect of those around him, that they will soak hip assist-
ance and follow his advice and decisions.

Let's :-.7tomine this statement closSI7 for herein lie
the basic principles of leadership. ConfiJ...ince and respect
se.:Jst bo earned by .-...v:-...ry day working at it. No position
can demanl it. !`low latbexamine some of the qullitius a
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good Peace Corps instructor should strive to acquire or
improve. '

Some Qualities of a Good .Voc. Ed. PCV

1. Technical abilities.
a. improve and update skills
b. Adopt new techniques, ideas, and

developments
c. Utilize technical schools, technical

publications, and other communication
within the field 0 study.

d. %jecik help from experts in the field.

2. Leadership ability
a. Plan
b. Delegate
c. Train
d. Sat objectives and implement their

attainment.
e. Establish good communications
f. tviake sure objectives are met, -job carried

out properly.
, Patience...14.

a. Don't lose your cool
b. investigate, not jump to conclusions
c. Treat now *round with caution
d. Explain for understanding
e. Recognize peopieal assets and

failings.
f. Operate under assumption that there is more

than one way to do It.
g. "When in Rome, do as the Romans do".

4. Decisiveness (have decided)
a. Studies and evaluates decisions
b. Is not afraid to make decidions
c. Follows through
d. Corrects bad decisions promptly
e. Ad-aits error, does not pass the buck
f. Profits by good and bad experiunce
C. Admits uncertainty.
h. Dogs not vacillate

-, Resourcefulness (find a way)
a. Seeks out new ideas
b. Is not afraid to direct from custom or

tradition <

c. Seat= out hidden abilities in others
d. Communicates with others to find L:eas.
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e. Asks advice of others
f. Promotes creativeness in self and others.

6. Courtesy (amenities and common recognition)
a. Treat others as you would have them

treat you
b. Respect feelings
c. Courtesy is a good dampener for anger
d. Smile
e. Control voice volume

7 Integrity (count on me)
a. Be consistent
b. Be fair, no favorites
c. Don't gossip
d. Be professional in all personnel matters.

G. Loyalty (depend on me)
a. Stands by associates and has faith in them
b. Optimistic with people
c. People are good until proven othqrwise
d. Squelches petty gossip
e. Gives the benefit of doubt
f. Never uses sarcasm or ridicule
g. Is sparing with criticism
h. Lets bygones be bygones.

We have discussed the qualities of a pied Peace Corps
instrxter which can be developed by applying them to the
little things that are done every day. Ly this application he
can build up habits of conduct that will be an asset to him both
on and off the job. each individual must study h!s weak points
and work diligently to correct them. This is nct easy, due to
the fact that it isn't easy to recognize one's own shortcomings.
Their existence may come as a shock and it will be difficult to
reconcile himself to the fact that some of his habits are badly
in need of complete overhauling.

It will take frequency, honest appraisal and study of his
daily actions to be able to recognize these weaknesses and
overcome them. The job belongs solely to the person himself
and any suggestions or assistance he gets from others should be
appreciated and used.

SUMMARY

The following chart summarizes some "Des and Don'ts"
of human=relations:
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DO

Wear neat clean clothes

2. Keep clean physically
3, Be tolerant of others

4. Recognize others' ideas
5. Be able to lead
6. Be able to follow

7. Develop confidence, and
respect

3 Have patience
9. Develop resourcefulness

10 Give praise where due

11. Be courteous to all people
12. Strive to use proper

language
13. Steer clear of contro-

versial issues
14. Keep promises
15. Try to remember names

and titles.
16. Be sympathetic of

otherst feelings
17. Be able to Haters as well

as talk
10. Look at the brighter side

of the picture
ig, Become one of the group

20. Remember you have no
authority over your
counterpart

21. Recognize the difference
of individuals

Dow-
secome sloppy or devel -
op unclean habits

2. Try to "Elms"
3. Develop attitudes of

"So what the......."
4. "Pass the Buck".
5. Take all theglory
6. Use harsh words. or

profanity
7. Become dictatorial

or domineering*
8. Become "Big I"
0. Give orders to your

counterpart
10. , Indulge in political

discussions
11. Make unreasonable demands
124 Make an excessive display

of emotions
13, Be too critical

14. Spread petty gossip

15. Se di scourteoui

16. Become too satisfied
with yourself

17. Try to be lone wolf

16. Break promises

1S. Make promises you never
intent to keep

20. Become the center of
conflict

21. Lose the desire to pet
ahead
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22. Be reasonable with request 22, Monopolize conversation
23. Try to sell yourself 23, Feel sorry for yourself
24. Recognize and correct 24t Disregard the differences

your own weaknesses between individualt
25. Assume responsibilities 25, Lose pride In self or in

the organization ,.
26. Grow and develop

emotionally
27. Be on the Job
20. Be cooperative
29. Develop -pride In self and

organization.

CONCLUSION

-

,
A Peace Corps instructor who is striving .to get ahead must

always bear in mind that he is a salesman selling himself, his
ideas, and his abilities. To do this he must gain and retain the .

confidence and respect of the people he ,works for and the people
he works with. In order to vain this respect and confidence he
must not only have the required technical knowledge, but must
also build up the qualities in his personality make up, such as
tact, loyalty, patience, and resourcefulnass, In other words;
the overall ability to get along with people.
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lb

C. Five Part Mrs One Teachina Oesinn

1,0 Pr?..turation - Plan For Instructiot
1

1;1 Estimate the training situation
1,2 Select and organiausubjeCt matter
1.3 Make lesson Plan
1.4 Rehearse the lesson

k4,1ce final chock

2.0 Motivation - Interest in Learning-Initial and Ongoing

2.1 To show a need
2.2 Oeverop intent to learn
2.3 Maintain interest
2.4 Encourage early success
2.5 Give recognition and credit
2,6 Avoid embarissments, bad feelings and emotional

situations they retard learning
2. 7 Have student compete with himself
2.0 Use praise and reproof or reward and

punishment when essential.

3,0 Communication - Tell and Show

3,1 Introduction, explanation of lesson
objectives (see 7,0; 11.0; 12.0)

3.2 Modified lecture, demonstration, discussion
3,3 Method to meet student and subject needs
3.4 Learning aids to meat student and subject

needs

4,0 Participation Jo - Reinforcement as soon as possible
(see 0.0; S. L)

4, I Group performance
4.2 Independent practice
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4.3 Teacher supervises students
4.4 Croup practice

5.0 Evaluation - Check on instruction and learning

5.1 Oral tests (see 14.1; 15.0)
5.2 Written tests
5.3 Performance tests
5.4 Observation

0.0 Review - Or critique

/

7
6.1 Clear up student questions
G.2 Summarize the lesson
6.3 Re-emphasize the important points
6.4 Correct errors made in application and

examination stage
6.5 Make assignments for next class or

laboratory.

lo
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PEDAGOGICAL EXPSRTISE

Why; How to; of 5 + 1 Thing Design

7,0 Have an Obiective Tell student what he is to learn

7,1 Have student understand what is expected of
him

7,2 Present oath unit as part of a whole
7,3 Objectives should be observable

0,0 ,Ooing - The Activity

0,1 Plan for student activity
0,2 Allow students much time for practice
C.3 Ask questions
0,4 Use problem situations
nv,..)r Be resourceful

9,0 ExPerionce should be nenuina

Teach about reality and not the unreal
situation
Have fr.;=quent raviews for class, especially
with difficult lessons
Use the experiences of class members to
enforce teaching
Lower level of abstraction

10,0 Appreciations - Students are learning all the time

10,1 Teach the person - not just tha subject (see I)
10,2 Sot a good example for your stu.ients
10, 3 OA Id rood attitudes, habits, skills and under-

standings about their work and related tasks,

45
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i

11.0 introduction of Lessons is needed to

11,1 Establish contact and rapport with students
and class

11,2 Gain attention of class
11,3 Arouse and stimulate inter:.:;t In subject
11.4 Cutline and clarify subject matter or

trade

12.0 The Introduction should include

12.1 Objectives of lesson (things to be learned)
12,2 Reasons for learning (importance of job)
12,3 Standards expected
12,4 Procedure or procedures to follow
12,5 Review of previous instruction and instruction

related to topic at hand

13,0 Suggestions when addressing_ class

13.1 Look and talk to class conversationally
avoid talking down to class and show
interest in students. They are human.

13.2 Check your appearances Watch your, posture.
Make your movements and gestures correct.

13.3 eo14gstractions -- stay with your subject

13,4 Present instructions forcet-illy and with
enthusiasm

13,5. Change your voice-pitch inflections -- it
creates interest

13,0 Talk laud and clear -- don't shout or
whisper

13.7 Speak the language your students will
understand

13.0 AVoid making excuses -- pe positive. Your
te ching will be more effective

46
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14.0 questions andeuestIonlnos -- As!: questions which :

141 Have a specific purpose
14.2 Are clear and concise
14,3 EmphadLI one point at a time
14.4 Require definite answers
)4,5 Which do not encourage eluessinc
114,6 Are related to s-low to do it and Vehy

it is being done

15,0' Procedure in Askiho Questions

15,1 Ask the question
15,2 Pause after question
15.3 Call on individual student for answer
13,4 Recognize and evaluate. student's response.

16.0 Sucr!e3tions for Clasdroora

13,1 Defore meeting class ched; on seating
arrangement, lighting, ventilation,
instructional materials, equipment,
training aids, safety precautions

16.2 Have students understand objectives of
lesson

13.3 Present lessen forcibly and with animation
16,4 Be attentive to class reactions -- keep

control of class
13,5 Keep inattentive students on alert by

directins questions to them
13,3 Question class in gwn,..:ral freluently.

Recornize correct answers. Correct
incorrect answers,

13.7 Avoid arguments in class and stodents
wasting time

13,0 discipline and problem st.rJents In
private when possible

13,9 Illustrate major points or difficult
concepts with teaching aids
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17.0 Usinra training aids

17,1 Select the aid which best does the job
17,2 Prepare for using tho aid
17.3 Explain what aid should clarify
17.4 Keep aids stored and covered when not

in use
17,5 Aid should be visible to all learners
174 instruct to class -- not to teaching aid
17,7 Use a pointer
17,8 Display or show aid to best advantsf:e

13,0 How to use Chalkboar4

10,1 :-:ave all necessary equipment at chalkboard
10.2 Check II,-jhting and glare
1:143 Keep chalkboard clean
13.4 Plan work carefully in advance
10,5 Ko...);:. presentationssimple and brief
10.6 ,'Print and draw on enlarged scale
10.7 Use colored chanc for variety and emphasis
1C, 0 Don't crowd your work -- ;map it simple
1C,9 Erase unnecessary material

11,0 Pla"nninr, and Giving; Deselonstrations

13,1 Plan the details of the demonstration
1E42 Arrance tools and materials properly

co all can see
13,3 Follow a written lesson plan

Demonstrate only one lesson at a time
1.1;,5 Show how and emlain holo4t the narile time
1146 Strecs and 4...mphasize SAF4TY
11.7 Use visual aid material where possible
1:;, 0 Question frequently -- have itu:14nts review

verbally your perforMance
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10.0 Emphasize essential points in demonstration
10,10 Set a high standard for students to follow
10,11 Sur relarize at close of demonstration i
10.12 Have students practise immudiately

20,0 C dkmna rees1Wwis_

20.1 Give detailed directions Ito students
20.2 Be sure students know 14ow and VAyl
20.3 Outline standards to be ttained
2C.4 Allow sufficient time to ttain standards
20.5 Instruction is primary --\production

secondary /
i

2C.G Supervise practice caref011y and often
20.7 Correct mistakes praise good work
20.0 Teach each step thoroueq before moving

to another stop
\

20,0 Re-teach and re-demonstrate, if nJcessary
20,10 Stress speed and accuracy only after

understanding
20.11 Make applications of experience realistic
20,12 Ask leading questions
206 13 2ricouragel slow learners
20.14 Check on observance of good safety practice
20,15 Have good students help poor,:r ones
2061G Have students evaluate their own wort;
20,17 Rotate students from on job to anoth,:r

21.0 How to conduct a Critique. - Close applications
with. critique

21,1 State the obj.;ctive of the lesson or problem
21,2 Review procedures employed
21.3 Cvaluato strong points and suceest ne.,ded

improvement
21,4 Control group discussions
21,5 Summarize

it?
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TEACHING IvaTHCOS

A. Attributes of an Inotructott

Thorn aro many factors in detormining tholeffactivonass of
an instructor. It may be the amount of slaw.. ha had tho night
baforo, his appearance, his knowledge., or his attitude toward
.tha students. Effective instruction is tho sum of all the attri-
butes. Soma of the common attributes are as follows:

I. Know ladra of Sublect

Knowloge is the most impartant incrodiont in training
and without it tho Instructor has nothing to offal-.
Gan, ally, ha must know thew subject material to a greater
extant than ha hopes to present to tha clAszo- The Instruc-
tor is not born with tho knowl,:dce How:Ater, training and
preparation should make him an expert on the subject.
Knowlodga of the subject is often. the diffaronca botwaan a
confidant and a non-confidant Instructor.

2. Arr: oaranco

The Instructor must dross in character and in kebping,
with the training situation. Reraambar he has a profas-,
sional status to maintain and ha must still be abla to show
tha stalents "how to do it" in a real Job situation. "Wham
in a Tunisian school, dross as a Tunisian Toachar".

3, Spaach

Voice., grammar, and vocal variety aro positiva
factors in tho Instructor's presentation. A student who
cannot hear or understand the instructor could just as

have: skipped class.

4.

With vocal variety the Instructor can insert lifa into
his prosentotion. Ho can givo it IriOwniant, inflact s..).rious-
ness, lichtnass and magnitudo, and in ganaral pravant a dull
and unintarasting prasantation. Cood spaach compourodad
with knowledg.e of the subject is a hard -to -boat combi-
nation. Romaraber, profanity is navar in rood taste,.

Presaration

Genarally speaking the batter the preparation the
batter the instruction. This is the timo during which the
Instructor can plan his attack, his axamplas, work out
probloms, detarmina student floods and motives and do it at
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his own leisure and pace. To mew a pry sentatiqn without
preparation is lilt;: asking a student to sail the oceans
without charts, slam and a plan for the voyage. You can

'be sure he will be lost. Ilestembor; preparation includes
course charts, syllabi, lesson plans, traininti projects and
examinations and training aids.

5. Attitudes

StuJents say they like teachers who are "sympathetic"
and can "explain things well". Obviously the Instructor
must recomize individual differences and assume a posi-
tive attitude in ract,ard to the students. ability to learn.
The Instructor must alsomaintain a positive attitude
towards the school and subject matter if he expects the
students to be receptive. The solden rule is as appli-
cable in this instance as it Is in othPr sit iatianS.
Remember that it is the Instructor's responsibility to
teach rather than to condemn. AVoid fotquent use of per-
sonal references (first person); however, do refer to
real situations.

G. Gesture

Gestures, like vocal variety, can be used to reinforce
verbal expressions. Gestures can indicate size, rate,
importance, boundaries, direction, attitude deoired, and
an untold number of expressions which can give life and
zest to a presentation. Just a word of caution - don't
overdo it.

7. Lanouacie,

This is a special attribute for a Peace Corps In-
strctor in Tunisia, that is, striving for e;-cpertise in
langiave, facility. Althoursh communication can be achieved
in many different ways, to wit, non-verbal language,
',pidgin", etc., nevertheless, verbal abstractions have
been the mainstay of formal education since its inception
and e:teept for rare applications it has proven to be the
most efficient method for the transmission of knowledre
yet devised by man. The level of attainment in language
facility by the Peace Corps Instructor in Tunisia is the
best predictor of his success on the job but, indead, not tho
only one.
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O General Factors

1. 'Timing
2. Correlation of material to previous and forthcoming

presentations
3. OJEStioning techniques
4. Blackboad_wOrk
5. Writing and skrading examinations
58 Review of subject mattor
7. Application and Knowledge of training aids
0. Knowle&e of human behavior and the psychology of ,.

education
9. Physical fitness

10. Professional interest in the job
11. Follow-on training and ca program of self-improvoment
12. Patience
1:4 Confidence .

144. Control of class
15. Modesty
158 Sense of humor - but be careful with thic... one. Remember -

you are the teacher, anJ must conduct yourself accordingly.

C. Principles of Learning

The sure; and substance of all that wo learn, w4 perceive
through our senses. The best known of these are:

Sight (Visual)
Hearing (Auditory)
Touch (Tactual)
Smell (Gustatory)
Appreciation (Aesthetic)
Strain (Kineatetic)

An example of how these senses are used in learning can
readily le imagined when we recall our knowledge of an apple.
We know ofits size, shape, color, freekrance; texture, taste,
and appeal entirely through our senses, It becomes apparent
that learning is enhanced when more than one sense and the
dominant-C470e is used for learning,.
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These senses are a means of perceiving a stimulus, and
our activity, both physical and mental; is a response to stimu-
lation. The learning process is a process of learning to res-
pond to a stimulus.

D. Laws of Learning .0 .

1. Law of Readiness

Students learn best when they are ready to learn;
that is when they are ready to respond to a stimulus.
This is when they feel sufficient nlotivatiork to feel a need
for learning.

2. Law of Association

Students learn easily when the new subject materini
is tied in to the material previously learned. They make use
of a part of the old to understand the new. An example of
this principle is to relate the escaping air of a toy balloon
to a rocket motor. This is the Law of Association.

3. Law of Freeuency

Students can readily recall and remember things
which occur most frequently, i.e., they remember best when.
we repeat a learning activity. it is easy to recall how to
drive a care or write, because these are the things that
are continuously practices (learned). It might be more
difficult for sorao to recall how to fly a plane if the
instruction. was limited to one practice lesson.

4. Law of Recency - (Law of Effect) -

Students recall best the things which have most
recently appealed to their senses. This is called the Law
of Recency. Yesterday's events are more readily recalled
than last year's. Students learn best when the learning is
accompanied by the greetest satisfaction or the greatest
annoyance. Keep in mind that reward is more effective
than punishment. ,.

Elements of this principle are now being applied to
the realm of automated teaching devices and schemes.
This is sometimes called the Law of Effect..

The law of effect has been somewhat modified to embrace
the Stimulus-Thinking-flesponse (S-TAR) theory, in which
the mind upon receivinc a stimulus, can decide to respond
ifferently. It can even decide to recall a painful situation

.
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in order to achieve a particular goal or reward. The
function of the mind in the S.T.R theory is that it can
receive parts of raw data and relate them to a whole situ-
ation which has far more significance than the separate

_items. This theory is attributed to Gestalt and points up
an important facet in learning, lea, learnina is more eff1
cient when the learner is Wiped to relate individual Parts
to the whole system. The sicarburatorm is ;auch more mean;.,
ngful when it is related to the whole. ""The Gestalt theory
is an important concept's.

a.. Learn By Doing

One of the most significant principles of learning is one
advocated by John Dewey which stipulates that one learns best
by doincli This means that learning is an active) and not a
passive process. In this case, the student must participate if
he is to learn. The instructor could plan his lesson according-
ly and enlist the student in the activity. This canbe done by
making use of the discussion method of Instruction, Problem,
solving situations. and Practical exercices. nemember to cive
the student an opportunity to_Put to Practice the substance of
the material that you preach. It is only by doing that he can be
expected to become proficient in the task.

Methods of Instruction,

1. General

The Method of instruction denotes an instructor's Man
of attack or an approach to.the training task. it is the
vehicle utilived by the instructor to communicate his ideas
to the students. Because all learning starts with stimu-
lation of the senses, the instructor must reconcile the
learning process with a method of instruction.

It is mnarally accepted in training, that the percen-
tage of knowledge the individual gains through his various
senses is as follows:

sight .

hearing 1::
touch 6
smell
taste 1.;"
other 3
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However, it does not follow that the individual should
learn Morse Code by smell or the fragrance of 3 flower by
sight, but rather that the most appropriate of a multiple
number of senses which relate to the activity should be used.
To practice this technique, tha instructor must select and
apply the various methods of instruction which have the
greatest appeal to the specific training situation. The most
common methods of instruction era:

Lecture
Demonstration
Discussion
Performance (Practical F-xercise)

2, The Lecture Method

The lecture method Is a verbal method and is consl-
dared as a telling activity rather than a verbal barrage.
it is the most abstract and non-participative, so it is the
least affective method of learning for educationally handi-
cappod students.

a. Some of the Advantages of the Lecture Method are:

1. Can be given to large groups
2. Can cover many ideas in a short time
3. Can 60 used to provide an ,introduction to

complex operations
4. Provide motivation
5. Give direction to a particular learning

activity
G. Give emphasis to a subject or review a

lesson.

b, Limitations

1. Inhibits student participation
2. Can be monotonous because it appeals to

only one sense
It Is apt= to center around the Instructor
instead of the student
Student may not hear or understand the
Instructor

5. The pace may be too fast,

,
vaI

in
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c. &arne Points to W=I

1, 3o prepared
2. Cut line yoUr 100150,1 on the chalkboard for the

student to follow or have a handout.
3. Sat a pace the students can follow, -.talk to the

students, check your results by asking questions.
Use imagery to appeal to the students's previous
experience.

4. Itemize key poirits on the chalkboard
5. Use charts, graphs, slides and other appropri-

ate, aids.
5. Stay on the track and watch your timing
7. Provide the students with printed matter
8. Give the students an opportunity to apply

your information. This can' be done by permitting
the students to summarize the lesson or by
probldm-solving practice

, keep in mind that covering the sUbject is not
the same as teaching

4. The Demonstration Method

The demonstration method is a visual approach to
the studentss mind. It is the picture that Is worth a
thousand words and which appeals to the most dominant
sense. The demonstration also requires telling, and in
this respect, the preceding information on the lecture
method applies to the demonstration.

The demonstration is generally used whenever the
equipment is in limited supply, e::pensive, large, or
prosentS a serious hazard.

The demonstration is ess ntially a show, can be
very effective, especially if the student becOmes a part
of the. act.

a. Como of the Advantagos-of the. Demonstration are:

1, Cives substance to words
2. Easier for the students to see a point
3. Serves as a natural Progression of

ideas
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4, Economical and can be presented to a lar:ya
group (not recorrjnended) 4.

rr Time saver
Co. Maintains interostilay appealing to more

than one sonse
7. Student actually sees what he will bo

expocted to do and know

b. LimitatiorM

1. Proneness to be centereJ about the
instructor

2, Students cannot always sea what is
going on

3. Appears to t3i;0 more time. than locure;
however, the student can zain a more
precise underctanding in a shorter time

4. Is inoff.xtive if not follovoJ imbiediatelv
by student practice.

c. Foints t.) Watch

1. Dry-run all questionable demonstrations
2. 'Watch your step. There is a proneness to

be.come involved in the taliinc aspects
anti losinc sicht of the practical

3. The Jamonstrationo should ba simple.,
yet realistic. Avail unrealistic
situations which ...on.: len i ta buildin::
false conceptc
if the demonstration falls Burin;;: the
class period, Jon't give up but show
the etJdents how to solve the Jiniculty.
Obviously you should not be gJessing in
this area, but must use a lolical approach
to the ..lemonstration

14,

5. Don't forget a,pplication. Chow the
students what you are Joins, than 74;:::
them to Jo the same

4. Tito Discussion Metho4

Tha discussion method of instruction is a planned
and controlled dialogue based on a series of questions and
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ariswors, Tho discussion method is usually used with
groups who have prior knowladce or experience with the
subject matter and can individually and collectively contri-
bute to tho dialogue. I'

Tho discussion must be won planned to achiove
trainins objectives. The planninc involves preparation of
specific questions which can be prosented in a logical
order to solve the problem at hand.

In the discussion method, the instructor acts as the
discussion leader rather than the lecturer. it is his
responsibility to prepare related materials, keep tha dis-
cussion on track, mediates differences, :assure participation,
and summarize idoas. Cbviously in this method ha would
be exporionced in the subject and be able to contribute to
the discussion.

Knowtedena of th in-lividualst (stidents.1) bac!:::;rourd
is sicnificant in preparing; for a disCussion as it is in
other methods of instruction.

a. Advantarsos

1. Tho discussion forias a pool of infori;.ation for
a coa.po:Ite understandins

2. Promotes analytical thinkinc anal problem
solvin,-. appeoach to ioarninci

.,Z. Students continuously participate

b. Limitations

1. Difficult to control and time
2. Need spacial groupo for participation
3. instructor must haw. more exp...:rianc.:.

anti baclIcround
4, Tendency to ralobie an..1 cot ad the wad:

c. Things to Watch For:

1, Establish an atmosphere, for participation.
Encnurago statarnents and anowors to
quo.stions, 7:ionyt conden.in or criticiao indi-
vidualgo presentation, praise individuals for
their contributions

2. Don't be taken -in by false assumptions or
conclusions
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3. Prepare and plan leading qJestions
4. Always summarize a conference

5. The Performance Method

The performance method of instruction is a method
of learning by doing. It is desicried to develop specific
skills and as ouch can be Incened to an On the Job Training
Program.

The performance re3thod is not a student solo, leJt a
situation in which ho can apply the information ho has heard
and seen to a practical exercise under the cuidance of an
expert. As the student performs and becomes proficient,
the Instructor can madually reduce end withdraw his as-
sistance. In this method, under the t-eidanCe of the
instructor, trial and error met:-iods can be oliminated and
only the good job habits need be developed.

a. Advantaces.

1. The student practices the aft.ial to ho will
be relJire.z; to perforrst on :h.; job

2. The InstrIctor can isia:te an objective . valLl-
0i1011 of the students, ability to do the Job

3. The stwk.:nt ctn learn to wort: as a team
r.seliaber

4. Develops stu.kiht confidence
5. information is usually rel:Ana...I or lorcor

perioz:s of time.

b. Disadvantar.os

1. The War..icier is limited to a smaller nureLar
of students than in other methods of
instruction

2. Requires additional instruciten effort to
evaluate performance

-., Usually requires z Ic.re.or training area
4. Recluires eAuirgnont and materials for each

stedent or student team
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I s

it hould to recognized that no one lesson (course
subject) houid be .necessarily limited to one method of In-
struction it can very woll be that the instructor might employ
all matho In a particular lesson, As an example, ha can tell
them, sh w them, discuss tha material with-them,- and then have
them appl tho information in a job-like situation (performance
method of nstruction).

It slipuld be remembered that a student learns bast when
he practices and learns under a realistic situation, This can
be compared .to learning to play golf, The practice on the
actual golf (1....irse or a driving range is much more effective,
than the pra..tico on the beach or on the lawn in the back yard.
Af*or all, the game IS usually played on the golf course and
that is v.,here. the particular skill is required.

13ocau4 of the need to be realistic in training, tha per-
formance method of instruction is usually the most effective,
Keep in mind tiat Wore the student can be expected to perform
he should race ve verbal instruction and, when appropriate, a
demonstration oh "how to do it". As a consequence, the -
Instructor can be expected to use more than one. method to.....----
cover a particular lesson. Some final _points to watch:

- instruction should be student centered, araphasize
student learning by student doing

- Start with the st.identst present knowlodgo and
develop kerther understanding in succc.ssive
Steps

- Student should be mortally active in every
lesson- Subject matter oust be meaninaul to students

- Feet personally responsible for the progrerps of
each student,
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In instruction, a demonstration is showing and deacribyte
how operations or skills are performed, how something works, or
how a job can be done.

/
\

The demonstration is important because it provi#es ithe %
trainee with a clear mental image of what the Instructor is .try-
ing to get across, since seeing and ho4ring are raoro effective
than just hearing. Although it is essentially visual, it , can pro-
vide other oensory experL-nces such as taste, touch,- or smell.'

;30.1onstrations are used by the !Instructor for thefolloving
purposes:

1.., . To show' and:explain how a skill Is performed,
2. To show and explairi4ha proper 'saqu'ence of steps

involved in doing a job .(an exaiiipla: to show a train 3
rii)i to set up a:M110m for cliyen :operation)

3. To show and explain how a mathesatical problem is
solvad (an example: !to. demonstra le .how a .forrau.la
is used and worked)

4 To illuitrite that a 'scientific principteWorks- (often)
called the teacher exporicblent; in th:..: teachine af
gear ratios, for example, to' devise: a -sat-up to' use
actual now trains to dhow that Calculaied gear
ratios work)

5. To ohow the relationship of parts (an ekaraple: to
disassemble and assemble a machine or tool to show
how thu parts work togother)

6. To show and explain how a process takes place
(substitute procedures and materials ofton used;
an example: to maka use of paper towels as a
substitute for pulp in de:..onstratin,- how paper is
rila da).

Demonstration of Skilla

W:ion a demonstration involves a iiiechanical skill, It is
important that the instructor realize that the demonstration can
only show the train4e how the skill is performed. Difficult
mochanical (Motor) s::ilis must Le practiced i.--y the trainee. A
person could watch a typist for a tom' period of tir..e without
learninci to type. He could learn. the proper proce.pres and
techni:,,ues from the obsarvation, but he woul..: have to pradtice
to ac:iuire the skill.
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.,.

Other important factors in teaching motor skills by moans
of the demonstration are:

1. Practice by the trainee should follow as soon as pos-
sible afterthet demonstration.

2. Proper and realistic instruction is necessary.

3 The student must know what he is expected to learn.

4. The trainee must know when he has learned it.

5. The skill must be performed correctly by the trainee.
Work habits are hard to charge.

6. Difficult skills are best learned with a series of short
practice sessions rather than a few long ones.

Steps In a Good Demonstration

The following steps are essential for a good demonstration.
The Instructor should:

1. Make a written outline of the step-by-step procedures
to be followed.

2. Gather together all of the materials needed and arrange
them so that they are accessible.

\
A. Make a "dry run" - be sure that he can perform the

demonstration effectively.

4. Tailor the demonstration to the time available, but do
not cut it down to the point' where it does not do the job.

5. Be sure that the trainee understands what he is expected
to learn as a result of the demonstration.

6. Prepare a brief outline of the demonstration in the form
of a simple chart,. hand-out sheet, or blackboard out-
line to help the trainee follow the demonstration.

7. Explain new terms ahead of time and have the trainee
see them in writing.

8. Make sure that all the trainees can see and hear (this
is more important for a group demonstration than for
individual instruction).
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9. Protect students from hazards that might exist.
Provide for protective devices such as goggles and
clothing.

10. Relate the demonstratidn to things the trainee already
know.

11. Stress important points.

12. Encourage appropriate vestions.
-------

13. Avoid interruptions.

14. Limit remarks to those essential to the performance
of the demonstration,

15. Repeat all or part if necessary. -
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WRITING A LESSON PLAN

Lesson
Title

Lesson
Cbjec.
tives

Motivation

Assign-
monts

Mvalua-
tion

Materials

Form

Use this space to write a descriptive title for
the lesson

,

Suring the evaluation step, each student will show
that he can:

Use this space to list the lesson objectives. In-
clude, if appropriate, the conditions under which
the objective must be met and the level of per-
formance required

Use this space to describe what you will. jo to
arouse interest in this lesson

0

Use this space to indicate the nature of the
assignments ana/o other learning activities that
will involve the students in participation step
activities that are appropriate for each of the
objectives listed above

Be sure to include reading assignments

Use this space to describe the evaluation used to
determine if each student has met the above lesson
objectives. Attach copies of tests, rating scales,
and other appropriate materials to this lesson
plan

Use this space to list the materials, equipment,
tools, supplies, Instruments, teaching aids, in-
struction sheets, and other items needed for the
lesson. Attach appropriate items to thig lesson
plan
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FORM -A- Concrete Example

How to clean and adiust spark Pluag

During the evaluation step, each student will show
that he canI DeacrilatamL- k wan_P s

2. Name and describe the parts of a spark Multi
3 Cie a.,11 osusja jau s to:er rigin
4. Test tbre cleaned and ad usted WWI

Run an engine with a set of dirty plugs and repeat
the Performance with a set of clean MUM

Emphasize the differences in performance

Read: Brown._ The Modern AutomotiVEncine. pgs 11-36
1 emir ct students to t informati-I and roceduros

in course notebooks
Class drill on CbJectives 1 and 2

3. Each student clean and nap and test at least four
dirty plugs

1. Pencil and paper test on Oblective
2. identification test for ObJective 2
3. Performance test for ObJectives 3 and 41
John Brown's chart on the spark plug .

Two sets of plugs for the motivation stet
Pluto for the assinnment and Rerformance test
Tools and supplies for the demonstration/tests

6J
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Form -B-

Use this column for notes
that will guide your acti-
vities during the lesson

Use this column twoutline the majok
points of the content of the lesson

1

1

Lesson Plan Form B is used to provide a format for a set of
notes that can be used durqng the class-front part of the lesson.

The left-hand column is used to show the point, at which, actions,
used to supplement the lesson presentation, take place* These
include the distribution of materials,: the use of the chalk board,
the use of instructional materials; and the itemized list of
materials for a demonstration*

The outline, in the right hand column, is more effective when each
major point is started by an action word, as shown below*

=.1WO ...... NE4M,Ewwip. =4...m.
(sample entries for this
column)

Write title on th
chalkboard

Refer to Form A

Pass out the assignment
sheet

Show the chart of the
spark plug

List the tools, materials
and other items needed for
the demonstration her::

include solutions to
sample problems here

(Sample entries for this column)

Announce the title of the lesson

;Explain the lesson objectives
(You might want to list them here)

;Explain the lesson assignment

Describe the parts of the spark plug
1,
2.
3.

(You would list the
appropriate spark plug
parts here)

Demonstrate how the plug is cleaned

1, (List the step=by-step
2. procedure for the
3, demonstration here)

Show how to calculate board feet

1. (List the steps here)
2,
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FORM - B - Concrete Example

Use this column for
notes that will guide
your activities during
the lesson

Write the lessoh' title
on the chalkboard

Refer to list in Form A

One set of dirty plugs
in the engine.

Ono set of clean plugs

(A written assignment
sheet would be a good
idea)

Refer to Form A

Refer students to
textbook

Show spark plug chart

Materials for the
demonstration

Shop manual, dirty plugs
Test Unit, Gauge

Handout practice plug
sets

Use this column to outline the major
points of the content of the lesson

Announce_ the lesson title "How to clean
and adjust spark plugs"

Explain the lesson objectives

pomonstrate the performance differences
of dirty and clean plugs on a test engine

Explain, the lesson assignments

Explain the performance advantages of
clean plugs

1. ivAleage
2. Performance
Z. Wear

Explain, the construction of a spark plus
(Without the chart you would
list the appropriate informa-
tion here)

Conduct, class drill on the above topics
(With some classes you might
want to ched< tha notebooks
at this point)

Demonstrate how to clean ani ;gip plugs
1. (List the 3ppr4opriate step-

by-step procedure here)

Review the shop assignments

Announce the details for the tests
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Worksheet for Writina Performance-Tvoe Lesson CbJectives

each student will be able to: (A description' of what is to be
accomplished)

,

Conditions under which ho is expected to perform: (how it will be
done)

Love's of accuracy or !ovals of performance required: (how much
how well)
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F. How to Begin a Project /Theme in a Woricshele

As the school year progresses, so too does the 'complexity
of the lessons that we must teach. More and more of these
lessons and the subsequent tasks that the students are to perform
take up much more than one or two four-hour blocks of time.
This sjernands a project or series of exercises in which the
student is expected to perform certain new tasks that, when
pieced together, form a finished product which combines all of
his newly acquired skills. This successful transfer of know-
ledge and skill can be demonstrated only by the student's ability
to complete a project within given tolerances determined before-
hand by the teacher,

it is necessary at the outset of such a project 'to give a
111-ancement di-exercise, 61 This is not a step by step procedure
given to the students for every phase of the project, !apt rather
an "overview" of what you as the teacher will expect there to
learn.

This overview is a generalized explanation and/or' demons-
tration whose purpose is, for .the most part, motivational. Th3
specifics of the different tasks that the student must meter can
come later on, and be broken down into single task components
to be taught as the project progresses. The use of the overview,
then, is to let the students see beforehand exactly what the
fruits of their labor will be. Handled with proper execution,
the teacher can use the overwiew as a motivational introduction
to a complex theMe, the idea being that ho will procede from gene-
ral to specific information as the lesson procresses.

In preparing this overview, and the specific lessons
that will follow there are eoveral things that the teacher can
do to facilitate the transfer of knowledge from himself to his
students:

Prepare,bobrehenci the foltowing:

i. The choice of the project and the objectives of the
exercice.

2. Any drawing~, designs, and visual aids, making sure,
that they are concise, logical, and understandable.

3, if a project is to be made, prepare a finished product
before giving the lessen, to use for' demonstration
purposes, and as a guideline for step-by-step proce-
dures. Don't forget that if the students can see
before them what they will be expecteJ to accomplish,
then they will be much more willing to learn the sepa-
rate tasks that will be required in order to produce a
finished product.
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If it is impoSsible to prepare a model, than it is ad-
visaable to at least provide the students with a sche-
matic of the finished project. When this method is
used, the teacher should pie prepared to make the
project in parallel with the students, performing
tho tasks right along with them from beginning to end.
This is very important in, demonstrating the proper
method to perform each particular task.

4. Establish the existence of ell necessary tools,
machines, and toaterials. Have everything in work-
ing order and ready to bO distributed, so that there
will be no question as to where each student or group
of students is to be positioned when the work begins.

5. Go through a dray run, if possible, of any demonstra-
tions that are to be done:

6. Prepare the overview as- an introduction to the sub-
ject matter that haa...alrea-dy-beerrl-ald out in steps
'one throuThfive, Remember that this. Is only an
introduction to the theme, and should thus be used to
give the-students a general, understandine of what
is to b3 learned.

f !ow, let's apply this process to a concrete example:

A teacher of metal construction finds that among his
responsibilities for a certain class the official procram demands
that the student learn cutting, filing, rivetine., and the bending
of sheet metal. ' Rather than teach these processes in a hap-
hazard (and thus boring) secrJence, he docides to plan out a
project that will incorporate all the Ministry's reluirements
into a single finished product that will reflect the student's
understanding and working ability in the above mentioned sub-
jects. This project need not be elaborate, but it must be
jtilitarlan. Let's call the project a small tool box, with a
closing top held together by riveted hinges.

Before he oven starts the overview, the teacher should
show the tool box to the students. Lot them see it and handle
it. iviest important of all, toll them that they themselves will
b3 constructing that very same tool box. This gives the
students a much greater incentive to learn v.v.:Irate tasks, for
they can see that there will lea a concrete any; imaginative re-
sult at the end of the exercise. Learning ti-.-!a takes on new
dimensions for the student, as he realizes that he.wiil not be
performing simple routine tasks that lead nowhere:.
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Now that the choice of the project and the objectives of it
have bean determined, and the plans far the project have boon
laid out, the teacher can co ahead and prepare the materials
needed. The best way to do this is to make an actual working
model. This will give the teacher an exact knowledge of the
step -by -stop procedures, any envisioned difficulties, and an
idea of exactly where the students should be, what they should
be doing, and, in short, what they should be learning.

Having the finished project to show the students during
the overview can also serve as an effective visual aid. it is
a three.dimensional piece of substance which can easily be re-
lated to by the students. in the overview the teacher could
then vividly demonstrate what processes will Le required, and
what tools and special skills will need to be learned. He can in
this way introduce in a general and functional way the various
machines (bender, metal sheers) and tools (riv,st punches,
saws, files) that will be required. As the project progresses,
he can go into more and more detail on each individual process,
so that the student goes from a general idea a what ho needs to
know to a specific and detailed knowledve and application of
what he needs to do.
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G. Critiquing a TechnicaliLesson

In retrospect, t ere is only one majors criteria for deter-
mining whether or no your lesson has been succesekfal, that
being the subsecent performance of a ta sk, or a ,set of tasks,
by your students. ,I31 t the parameters of the lesson - the
methods you use to t ansfer information and skills - vary
greatly,, according personal teaching style, setting, availa-
bility, of aids and atartals, etc. Given this set of !numerable
and ever-changin Niar iabl as, there are, nonetheless, several
concrete points n which a s:Jccessful lesson hinges, and upon
which you can of ecOvely critique your own lesson.

/Here are two different critique lists that break down the I

various componentslof a technical lesson. The first is One in
'a format that permits trained observer to critiqJe another per.:
son's lesson, 'and is the one that will be used to evaluate your
lessons during the practise teaching phase of training. The
second, although basically* similar in format to the list, is m
personalized, and can be used by the teacher himself in cri-
tiquing his own lessons during the school year:
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I. PRACTICE LESSON EVALUATION SHEET

Parameters:
I. Lenght of time:
2. Type of Lesson
3. Evaluator:

A. Preparation:

I. Lesson Plan

a. Overall plan
very good good adequate barely adequate
bad

Comments:

b. Lesson sequence
Logic excellent logical adequate
barely adequate. badINIMINI

Comments:

c. Lamson content:
well defined defined adequate
barely adequate. bade

Comments:

2. Audio visual, other aids

a. choice of aid(a)
very good good adequate barely adequate
bad

Comments:

b. Efficiency of aids
very good good adeouat, barely adequate
bad

Comments:

c. Preparation of Aids
creative excellent good adequate
barely adequate bad

Comments:
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/
3. Learning environment

a, :Location or setting
innovated very good good adequate
barely adequate bad

Comments:

b. Student comfort
very good =good adequate
barely adequate bad

Comments:

4. Mawrials and supplies
very good good adequate barely adequate
bad

B. Motivation

1. Class awareness of lesson subject and objectives
very good mood adequate barely

adequate bad

Comments:

2. Class understands and reacts to ',why they should learn
lesson', ,very good good adequate barely
adequate bad

Comments:

3. Class attention:
very good ' good adequate barely

adequate bad

Comments:

C. Communication

1. affective teaching techniques

a. Variety of techniques
wide variety good adequate barely

adequate bad 1

Comments:
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b, multi-sensory techniques
wall used used adequate barely

adequate bad

Comments:

c. student involhement techniques
widely used _____used adequate barely

adequate bad

Comments:

2, Abstraction lvel control
outstanding good adequate barely

adequate bad

Comments:

3. Audio-verbal communication voice, gesticulation, speed,
clarity, vocabulary, inflection, etc.

very good adequate not adequate bad

Comments:

D, Participation

1, Student involvement - questions
very good good adequate barely

adequate bad

Comment s t

2, StuJunt 'application of lesson content
immediate near future shortly remote-
remote never

Comments;

3, Overall relevancy 'of student participation
very good good adequate b arely

adequate bad

Comments:
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E. Evaluation

1. Evaluation timing - immediate andremote
very good good a dequate barely

adequate bad

Comments:

2. Evaluation validity
highly valid valid a dequate barely

adequate bad

Comments:

3. Evaluation contribution to learning
very good good adequate barely

adequate bad

Comments:

F. Overall lc.isson avaluation

very good good adequate barely adequate
bad

Comments:

.1
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2. PERSONAL LESSON EVALUATION SHEET

i. Lesson Sentience

- what is logical?
- did each step "flow" into the next?
- did you have to backtrack?

2, Lesson. Content

- was it too much?
was it too little,
was it relevant, according to the program
and to the needs of the 'student,
were the objectives clear to you and
your studente?

Audio-visual and Cther Aids

- were they efficient?
- were they effective,
- were they realistic enough from the.

students' viewpoint?

4. Learning Environment

given the circumstances, was the location
or setting of the lesson adequate and
well prepared?
were all needed materials close at hand,
and in working order?

was the students' work reinforced?

5. Motivation

- were the students aware of the subject of
the lesson?

- were they prOpertly stimulated to learn the
lesson?

- did you hold their attention throughout
the lesson, though a diversity of activities?

G. Communication

- was the abstraction level hold to a minimum?
- did you make yourself clearly understood, both

verbally and with Gesticulations?
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7. Methoand Techniques i

were they appropriate for the subject matter
involved?

- was the skill adequately demonstrated, both
by you and the students?

8. Particination - Evaluation

- was stident application of the lesson immediate
enough?

- did the students do the work correctly, and
in the desired secpance?

- were your parameters of evaluation (allowable
tolerances) valid? Too severe? Too lenient?

Answering these questions after you have given your
lesson can be a definite aid in determining your efficiency for
that given lesson, and can help you find exactly where your
weak points and strong points lie.

SO
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TUNISIA .. SPECIFIC JCL INFORnAATICN
0

A. Introduction

This part of the manual is the "catch-all", and includes
all job specific information that you will need to knew and under-
stand in order to successfully start your first year as a PCV
Vocational education Teacher. The ntechnicalsiphmse of your
Summer training program will concern itself with the subjects
included in this chapter: familiarization with tools and methods
in Tunisia, supply and communication problems in the schocl
and in town, the "system" as it is and how you mICht inteerata
yourself into it and all the other nittY-CrIttY Information*
This chapter* and the technical program itself should help you
tie together all the loose ends you might see, and put every--

thing, else into a realistic balance.

As difficult and complex as the following Information way
seem, remember that ail new experiences are this way at first.
Also, yOU will always have at least one collearee or friend
at the. school who will be able to assist you in coiaple.tino the.
various a4mInistrative functions required of you. ItyiiStit ez...vril
an impocsible task at first, but Voc. Ed. Volunteers find that
after a few months experience on the job, everything starts
falling into place.

B. Your Job,

1. The PCV in the chool and th. Country

First and foremost, you are an employee of the
Ministry of education.

Second, you are an individeal, en American re-
presenting the Peacc Corps who is living and working in
Tunisia with Tunisians: as a consequence, you must look
to Tunisia and Tunisians to fill your living and working.
needs,

You are skilled in your field, and you will be an
adequately trained teacher by the end of the state. You
probably have many fresh and different ItPUS, but they are
not necessarily better when applied to the needs, ways
and wants of Tunisia. In light of this, you chculd remember
that the Ministry of Sdecation has not asked you or Peace
Corps to overhael its system, but to use it as effectively

ras possible to accomplish its goals. It can be safely said
that the o.inistry has engaged Peace Corps to fill ttL-c.

)
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teaching positions, not because of P.C. ability to plan,
organize, and implement revolutionary changai, 124 rather
for its ability to supply energetics motivated, irervative
and well-trained teachers who will use and augment xisting
systems and resources to their maximum capacity.

Peace Corps has three main goals in Tunisia:

1. To supply technical assistance (i.e. to provide
the Ministry of Education with skilled technical
teachers).

To provide Americans with the opportunity to
live and work with.and to understand Tunisians*

3. To provide Tunisians with the opportunity to
likie and twork with and to understand Americans.

Decause of these above coals your role in the
orcanization should be one of "in-put", not "take-out",
and you should abide by organizational policies and e'cpacta-
tions.

One of the Peace Corp s responsiblities as an organi-
zation is to prepare you as well as possible to perform your
Job as a capable individual anctto help you understand and
appreciate the differences between life in Tunisia and
America. Another responsibility is to work with host
country officials, to assure that your job is well defined,
obtainable, and valuable to Tunisia.

2. Employee of the Ministry of 'Education

Your Job as an employee of the Ministry of National
:Education will be to teach your specialty in a shop situa-
tion. The emphasis of the classes is on "hands on" practical
work. The curriculum is determined by the iviinistry, and
is quite specific in its goals. Whether you teach the full
spectrtha of your specialty, or are limited to one or two
areas will be datlrmined by th.:. school administration and/
or.your Tunisian Colleagues. Daily lesson content (how
and when you will teach the various areas of the official
procram) will be determined by you.

"Travaux Pratiques" classes are held in a large. one
room shop, usually occupied concurrently by two to four
separate classes of ten to twenty otudents each, oftentimes

83
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including all crado ievols. Classos are held in four or
five hours time blocks, :with a tan minute break after two
hours. The space, equipriant and materials must be shared
by all.

. Although it is extremely doubtful, especially in your
first year of servica, you stay alco be regaired to teach

cianeralali classes in theoretical subjects.
diractly or indirectly rotated 'to your specialty. Thos? are
conventional lecture classes riven in the Franch format.
There are about forty studanto and one teacher in a con-
ventional classroom with a blackboard. The classes
last from one to two hours and are taught once a week.
Cnco again, dui to the high lovol of peoficiancy in French
required to teach those classas, it is vary doubtful that
the administration will assign you to,a i'7-ahnolovie
Ceneralou class.

Duties or, what is expected of you in the way of visible
performance ac a P.C. Voc. 2..1, Teacher in Tanisien
aducation.

In approximate chronolocical order: ti

Sien In

Ma school year starts officially around the
third w%:oak-in September. It is assantiai that you shovi up
at your school (wall dressed, of course) about one week
ieefora the start of School. The aJrainiatration will

nothinc about you, egcapt for your name and the
fact that th. MiniStry has aszicried a navy PC.: to their
aohool. Quito often the school has never had a PCV, and
IS tharafore" unaware of what anti who you are. So showing
up on week early will Larvv two purposas: First, it
will expose you to the. adainictration, and, v7 versa.
Ma!:e.e.very effort posoibla to mot your "Chef des
Travauxlii who will bo your iiiebadiate supervisor, and
also the Director, if pousibla. Coth school and adi.sinis-
tration will ba in a certain amount of badlaal, preparing
for the beginning of tha now sahool year. Do not be. dis-
courarvad if you are traated as jest another now teacher:
these poople have a lot to do, an.,1 until you acaablish your
credibility you will ba just another of many now faces.
As your Chef dos Travaax for your schal.ile, It is
possible that this may not be ready at the time., but it is
worth the effort, and can sorva ar.. 3 jur.:ainn off point for
creating a ralationehip with this man. The sacond purpozc
of this early visit will be to familiarize youraulf with the
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school proper, and inform you as to any moetinos or re-
qiroments that will 'be required of you before the first
day of school."

- Attend

Attend the first of the year teacheral meeting,
called the "Reunion d'Inforrnation". Whon you so to meet
your Chef des Travaux-for the first time, ask him for the
date and time of this mooting. What it amounts to is a pep
talk and saneral procedures explanation riven by the
director to all toachors, both old and new. it is generally
con.l.scted the day before school begins, and quite often is
deliveri,id in Arabic. Doh't let this shake youll The
main point of this reunion for you as a volunteer is the
initial contact that it will give you with your coileaguos.
Soarch out the teachers of your own specialty, and sit with
them. They will help translate the director's speech into
French for you, and this can bo an exceilont Jumping off
point for relations with your colleagues.

- Show up for Class

On time! You are required to show up for
each and every schedeled session found on your schedAle,
which is callec.i the "Emploi de Temps". In the first weak
or so, it is not uncommon to find no stucients when you
arrive for Glees, duet to administrative foul-ups. If this
happens, make your appearance and sty put or at .least
twenty minutes. If no student or other teechers show up,
take yourzelf and the copy of your schedule to the Chef des
Travaux, and explain the situation to him.

- Gather. Guard, anJ Return

Materials and tools. Other than basic
niachinery, almost all matorials and hand tools must t.:o
procured by you from the. Ilkagasinier". This man is the
supply officer for all materials neeSed in all the shops.
You must so to the limarlasin11, or storor000.:, and make a
written request to the magasInier for everthins you mad.
iviake a thorough list as soon as possible at the beginning
of the year (usually in conjunction with your colloaves in
the shop). it should include, as much as possible, all your
prospective needs for the entire year, accordinci to the
classes you will bo teaching, i3e roalietic, and don't
"pad" the list. Getting a lot out of a pule is a real virtue
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in Tunisia. You wontt get everything you want' at once, but
requests should be foiloited up accurately and repeatedly.

You are responsiblo to return g tools and non-
consumable material to the Magasinier.at the end of the
year. He Will, of course, have a list of everything that you
have signed out from the storeroom.

A very strong point should be made here about the
Ilstraneen but all too often common disappearance of tools.
Just as in the States, there are always people - Students
and teachers alike - who have sticky fingers. It is up to
you to control the tools and materials that have been dele-
gated to you. Make up a system of tool control, and follow
it strictly ri:;ht from the beginning. Some suggestions for
this control are:

1) Mark all personil tools with paint -or a stamp.

2) Appoint ono student each session to be respon-
sible for dispensing tools to the students in your
group. At the end of a class session, go over your
list of tools, and make sure everything is there.
During class time have students sign for every
tool they take.

3) Lod: your tools away in a cabinet after each
class session.

4) Report imv.lediately any tools that are missing.

5) Make any student or teacher that is not in your
group sign for a desired tool. It is a nice idea
to share, even necessary at times, but keep a
tight control over who has what, and where.

Cover Material

Designated in the Ministryts official program
of secondary vocational education for your specialty. The
program does not have to follow iri the order in which it is
presented, but lessons must absolutely clearly show that
they deal with cleSimated material. Classes need to be con-
ducted with full intention of completing the Program for a
given year.

You must keep records of the class content for each
class (general description), and of class attendance for
each class. This information will be written into two
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separate books supplied by the administration, and carried
from class to class by one of the students in the group who
has the auspicious title of "Chef de classes". The class
contont boolt is called the "Cahier de Textca", and the
class attendance book is called the "Registre diAppel",
Yea should itoep your own personal record of this infor-
motion as well' and include it in your personal grade book,

An important note on attendance: bo sure that each
-stuezret who is late for class or who was absent for the
Previous session has a "billet dientrer", or admission
slip, that is given to him by the administration. I-le must
have this slip before he can return to class. Record the
SaM3 information in your personal attendance book; then
leave the slip in the official attendance reeister for the
administration. You amr._;iot suthori zo a student's
absence fro9, your class,

Quizzes and exztas

You must give enough quizzes (usually written)
and major exams (practical in nature) to meet the ...trash=
requirements of the Ministry of Education. In shop clas-
ses, this amounts to at loast two "tests" or quizzes per
month, and approximately one major practical exam, or
"ievoir" per month, dopondinc on whon you finish up
with a major the=se or project. "Toots" I Bst esually from
20 to 40 minutes each, and "Jevoirs" can last from one
to throe hours.

You must record sernestrial and annual craJes
hlorm with comments on all individual students' perform-
ance in your group into various administrative books and
forms.

If you have a terminal class (students In the last
yJnr of their procram), you may ba expected to help in
J::velopinr, and administerinc semestrial and annual
practical oxams.

Testinc, grading, and another of your duties -
controlline discipline - will be covored later on in this
chapter,

87
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C. The Official Procram.

You will notice, as you read through the following transla-
tions (direct from French to :English), that the Ministry of
Cducatioh is extremely precise in its recreiroments pertaining to
lesson content for each separate year. But they do not tell you
Low to teach the subjects. How you teach these subjects - your
personal style and innovativeness - is where you can make a dif-
ference within the system, and derive personal satisfaction.

The following is a list of some observatiOns that have been
made through the years by voc. ad, volunteers concerning the
official prograni, and the use thereof. It might be a good idea
to scrutinize your own program, and arrive at some of your own
conclusions before examining this list.

. The Procrara, as viewod by tho Ministry, 13 a guido
and not a textbook.

It is des.;gned to give uniformity to all cpacialties
throughout the country,

- Some advantages, for us are:

1. it gives us an outline of material to follow

2. it (Ayes an idea of the uiticoate declination anS
final objectives for our et:.:lents.

- C.Soine limitations of the Prosram, and subsequent
mothoziological probleras that it creates are:

I. tacit of materials

loads to ri;ohiorization as a hletho;.; of le-...rninc.
Cur students come to us &realty structuNed and
stylized by this method.

3. coals are often too high: the Fro<ravi; trios t
cover too c.-.uch territory

4. 11c:: of coorAnation between Victory an.,1 practical.

- The most profound problem with the pro-ram has in the
tact that free and inquisitive thiniin-: on th,- part of the
st...idents is not a built --in factor; tile F-,!-o-rara is, in
fact, an inhibitor that produces "...on:toy see, roon:tey do"
technicians.

8ci
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It is in this light that wo can be of great help to our
students. Through motivation and innovative methodo-
logy, we can help to rovorso this pattern of strict
memorization. and get our students to start thinking
and acting on their own, with a systomatic and inquisiti-
ve way of looking at their specialty.

J
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SUMJCCT 1st Year 2nd 'low 3rd Veer

1ndustr tail Docizn 4 4 4

Genera! Tochnology 1 2

.
2

Drawing 2 1

Prattical Work 0 12 1:

TOTAL. 15 h
1

20 h 20 h
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Directives:
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FACRICATIOrl ANALYSIS

METAL WORKING

A preliminary technical analysis is indispens-
ablo for the execution of all operations and
work projects.

The role of this analysis is to dotermino the
following information:

a) The principal and technical functions
of the operation or the abject (purpose)
to be roalizod.

I)) The dosign of the.: project matc.trial and
necessary parts.

c) Th., Measurement c.t.:ta = dimensions and
toierancos.

..al The methods of fabrication, according
to ;16achine tools,

10 The sot of procoduros of fabrication,
includinm:

+. Thy; design of true Jimensions
The output

- Tho techniques for workine
- Tho systelv. of ..!.ssehlbly
- Tho bondinei if necessary- The control and the method of

protect i on.

92
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V

Prit-.CTiCAL 7t/ORK AND TECHNOLCCV

Spocialty: METAL WORK 1 set `guar

SUBJECT Cr.....JECTIVZ
11.11=11P

DIF-7-7:1CULTY 7.;:patrawczec

1 ) Hold can
tact With
tho

, st.J.-.1onts

Techno loay
Lica:e point
o
Tochnolor.7v.....

Measuring ki0V-fr...f Length
Tools of
ivkb.astire

---
Pules.

s

°LI& if, 0 i.u.
Sib:lint-1 caliper

1/20 tura

I 'Practice axe r-
i oleos for

1 1,:cturin..... 1/10,
and 1/23

..
1

' Cn azterial for
instruction

Ferrous
IC..7ttais

Classification
of steels

I

tviatari;z1s
used in rnot.:0
construction!

1 Properties
of

metals

::ardening
Te loperinr.
Ann :aline,

!--brdening and
Witipariiir; a
tool

Anneal haa-.4.1or
harciene...; ireJta;

9'
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!

TECHNIC-LC:eV
-.

Cbservotions
Execute

I
General

Tochnoloc,iy

Definition
Objc..,ctivo

Demonstrate the
interest of
Tochttoloe-y

Train to road Units of measur4.-:,.
uses for motcl
work

Precautions
to take in
their use

Use of rule any
slidinv caliper

Properties of The 3teols

31;aplo
oxperirsients

iv.etals
Use of stools in
m zta I work

ivialloability
Fusibility
ViJidibility
0:..ictility
:larUnass
elasticity
Tc.macity
Conductibility

Practicals of
hardanin-

Hoot Traatrnents Coi.lpIrision of a
hard-mod tool and
:in unharJenel toolhardenino

- definition
- objective

94
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PrIACTICAL WORK i44 : TECI-VOLOGy

METAL WORKING
1st Year

SUCJECT OCJECTIV.z DIFFICULT`, Zigr ERIZMCES

,..------..,
Elasis.,----
Techniques

"\\ TheoretIcal etraaall iteGis
of thin shoot
metal

Applications of
different
drawine/s

reTcoarch

Or\aW a perpen-
dicUlar
- a parallel
- an ant-le
- a circutoferenc

znd polyLons

C;ty-ac:....ty-
lone
woldin-i

Lines of fusion
v,ithout weld' nn
r. 0 J

-starting
weldinf

-ret-%il atinc
flai.te

-holding
torch 4.1
1N21.-.line rod

Woldinf- thin
sheet caetal

Slectpic
Arc
Weld's-1r-

Weldhz -
one narrow pass

starting arc
woldinr

peculating
WC'. I dor

holdins the
electrcde
holzier

holding
woldinc; mask

wei-ping sheet
ia.e7,I of avere2o
tit:z:znass

1

Tochnicuos of
wer:zin- uletal
ch'z.ars

Sheaping
straicht line.
- circular line
1.,echr...nical
shears

4"

Tools for cutting
thin i'Aetal .

f

conttd

z
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continued

1st Year

*SUBJECT
coJacrtvE.--,

_.,
DIPPICULTY C.XPERIENCES

Casic Metal punch Ciii.lpie Punch Zheet metal
and faros

.

Techni rlieS

Filing Positioning
hota I for
filing
I. folding file
Moverr.ento of
fi I ing

:13trair:ht
riling
Adjustwient i,

r.
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TECHNOLOGY
Observations

Ex.:cute General

Drawine tools
Proper use of
each tool

The Drawing
- Generalities
- Cbjectives

Connacticon with.
technical drawinc,i,

Starting
nor..tlating
-t;toppinr.

I.,___ ____.Soudae.e OA'.______---. Safety proem:Alone
to take duriris* tho
op.orationOxy-Acetylene

Welding
Description of an
OA Welder

Starting an crc
Weller
rteelilating aaporoc,2:
Placing the piece
C:-;tri::ing an arc

Desnription of the
necessary wel.Jing
ocluiPment

Safety pr acaItions
with the electric
welzior
(remember khe(rem

of
metals)

---

Description of a
lever-opzr:-.t ..-.::; shear
ani a v4.eior-
ot:teratai shear

:::;hearinr -Safety precaAtiOns
to take -during usec rinciplas of

chearine.
: tow a shear functions

Mounting el a punch
an_; Jia plate
lv;etho:I of
oper.ltinc,

p;otcli punching Important consi.le-
r.ltions of metal
punshinc.

Principles of metal
punching
description of the
metal punch

'.!ze of diffo.rent
types of fifes

Filina Inotrlict Eno Student
on how to choose a
file
Reasons for usinc
a file.

Objectives of filinv
- Joscription of a file,

(tooth, shape am:
Ignr:th)

01o I
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PRACTICAL WORK AND TECHNOLOGY

Specialty: METAL WORKING 1st Year

SUBJECT OBJECTIVE DIFFICULTY E(PERIENCMS

Drilling Drilling of holes Applications on
flat iron
Square iron
Angie iron

Basic

interior
threading
,Itapping)

Size of drill
bit

Finishing tapping
Drilling holes in
soft iron for '
threading

Exterior
threading

Preparing the
piece

positioning

Study the die-
meters of bars
6 mm - 10 mm

Technique
Forming
metal
joints

Simple cats to
Join different
forms a
metal

Application with
uTu bar and
angle iron

TechniCNOS Truing by
striking

Truing an
overhanging

Working with
simple
forms

of
forming,

Dressing

ss

continued
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PRACTICAL WORK APO TECHNOLOGY

Specialty: METAL WORKING 1st Year

Subject Objective Difficulty ..Experiences

Basic

Techniques of CalcAlations of
developments

Thickness of .

sheet.4.K.:tel <2conforrnine
(continuation)
Sending

Tube bending Finding the ne.1.-
tral point
Calc.ilation of
the &velem:lent
of closed and
open t be
bending

Flat bar iron of
average and
thin thickness

Tachni..400

(cant di Techniq.cas of
assembly

- with bolts
- with scm...ws

Choice of 'type
of joining .accorti-
ing to the thick-

!rt.:....cs, the n3t..re
of ti ..: r..aterial,
and the techni-
cal object

Permanent
assembly

- with rivets.
- with w..31..anc
- (C.A. , Marc,

and resist-
ance waidinfn

9J
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tiLAcTicAL WORK ANL) TECHWLOGY

OfPFICLIL-TIEV.

1i
WC !dine. and
Fr ocedur es.
of Welding

Oxy-acetylene
welding
Study of ma-
terials and the
gasses used
Operations of
welding

Weldable
metals
Applications
in industry

weidina edge
to edre
Weldirr in-
terior and
exterior
angles

EXPERIZNCZ.,51 TECHNCLVGY

Demonstrate re-
culation welding
flame

Demonstrate
welding with
proper flan$4:

Welding, without
tack wdiding
Weldinc with
tack weld.

Cexy-acetylene

Installing a
welding post

AlZilcation
Choice of
v..3141inq. tipi
and proper
rod
Regulating
flame
Turning off
welder
iveethods of
welling
Preparation
of edges.

2nd Year

Z.FAVATiZVA

Classification heat metal
of wet 2 ram and

0 ram thick
Autogenous
welding, hater-
ogeneOki S

weldiri;
Principles of
using gas
weldor
T1 ran
tvvathodo of
productioA and
delivery to
shop

Volume and
pressure of
tanks
Precautions
for handing
The Acetviena
Operation of
generators.
Principles--
How is the acetylene contained
in,bottles. (--;ontents beside
acetylene)
Method of delivery:.
The regulators for oxygen
and acetylene.

.
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2nd Yen:.

00177:CTiVZC, I r.;;7F;C:',ILT .87=- 1 ,7 ,4""-o-,-1 i..na.:0=11VATI
=xecuiionig.C%-19NeOnLeOraCIV

..... rm.. .= - a-

uI

Crazing
iron

1

Doiaonstrato
weldin::: on
properly and an
irn prOp.:r 1 y

pieco of
metal

WQ1ding iron
- chooinc the

welding tip
ctloring the
brazing rod

zi S 1.1.%;

Weldinv hSero-
3ener0'-is
-general meth-
ods of braze
weldinu

-welding torch
Roles of flux

proper temp-....
er atAr of .:,razing with
flame and without

veldins torch
- methods

3)
Oxy-
acetylene
cutting

Gas
cutting
(taanual)

Cuttingstraisht
and curved

-with guide
- cutting sheet-
'metal

-cutting
chamfor

Cutting with bad
and ,mood flame

Conclusions of
demonstration

=6,

Show the stu-
dents the di f-
feronce br-
tween autocene
heteroront:ous
wol ding

Oxy-acetylene Cuttinn
- materials used
- principles or operation
- choice of tips

regulating eat; pressure
cuttinv by hand
methOds of operation

for
cutting

The pieces cut
must b3 used
if possible for
arc welding
practical
work
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.

2.1.1:ectar CM

SUEJECT
..

OBJECTIVE.
.

;
JIFFICL.L.11ari- ...EXPERIaNCc.Irb--T=C NO OGV

DESERVATIMGxecu t Ion Goner sl

.11

Grinding Deburring
Grinding
Sharpeninc

Debarring
places cut by
oxy-acetylene
cutting
Sharpaninf and
squaring
Sharpening
tools

.

Show how mate-
rial becomes hot
when grinding
Show wear of
grinding wheel

Grinding holding therisce
- Cleaning piece
. precautions
- sharpen cold

chisel
sharpen wood
chisel
sharpen can-
ter punch

- sharpen
scribe

Definition of crinding
Description and use of
grinder

5)
Arc
Welding

Tack welding
and welding
straight edges
-without pre-

paration and
with chamfer

-welding in-
varier and
exterior
angles

Welding
different
pieces

Demonstration
with high and low
amperages

Weld a piece and
break for
inspection

Arc Weldirtg Welding sheet-
metal thick and
thin.
Demonstrate pe-
netration and do-
formation of
abject welded
during and after
welding

olutions.

Chosing -principles of
electrodes arc welding
-regulating -types of arc
amperages welding

-preparing -electrodes
edges for -desbriptionwelding of arc welder

-roles of elec-
troda covering

-ganger 'son of
arc and gas
welding
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Working
with all
shapes
(forms)
of metal
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11.. I Ss .0.1.ye qm

OLOG`'
OBJECTIVE-L." ;

..::,-:N
execution penerl: I

C:essing
Truing
Astembl int;

Mortising metals
of different
shapes

Cutting angles
on different
shapes

Tenon and
mortise
Assembly with
bolts

With gussets
and squares

Working
with
shapes

Cending Calculate the
development
of bending

starting
bending to a
form on a
machine

Truing a bar
with a hoot:
spanner
Demonstrate and
silAplify the
forms used for
laazt experience
Study the dif-
fer3nt ways of
assembly
Critique and
conclusions.

- different
deformat ions
- methods of
dressing end
truing shape

diffzr on t
1.13tho-i3
Making rnor
noes

War

Obtaining shapes
with sheet-metal
- laininating hot
and cold
stretchins hot
And cold

c.lassifica-
tion of shapes
and sheet-
metal
- normal
dimonsions
- commercial
designations

- Mortice and
tenon assemb-
I yin,

Bending angle
iron cold

demonstrate
forces against
bending

OBSERVATICNS

Simplify lesson
Look for
weights of
sheet-me:ais
and shapes

Study center of gravity of
different shapes
- bending
- methods of bending
- study bending machines for

bending angle iron, "T" bar,
channel iron, flat and
square bar.

10o 107
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suts..e.c.r Da`JECTIVZ DI =F

...

2::Pai-41L4*.:;:::::.= 'r'FCHNC..../
Genor s; CiDr.3E-RVATIOls0

Worttins.
V, i th
Pi
tub

Bonding
Assembling
Weldinr:
Drszins

- V14.....ld
trazin.f.

War!: drawing; a
devolop;.....ent

Sawine
- morticintp for

joinery
As GOGYalin7
wit:1 couAincs

- Bendinc tul.ez
hot and cold

Loot: at di-: advtro-
tares and :11oodvan-
twos of .e.iffetrent
mothols of
cutting
Doi.:onetrato bon 1-
int- tube (ems and
i...0-61 t....._icenzisnc,

with hyiraulic '''''''''`tube

tube bandine
machine

Principles of 11-1 TUBES OISCP/53 Infer ..
mation about
tube bonding:
machines, for
bending; round
tube, square
tube, roctan-
culcr tube.
Sanding; with
sand
(screen and
dry)

.

-Icol.. band- of
ino tuba

Necessary Different methodsprecautions to use
,A ic...thod of

. - Filing; tubes...old
with Commercial

aachine desi.!Inatiens
froller and Characteristics'al iowor)
Iline. tube Dir...ensions

The tube bending
machines,

Principles
Different types of
t..;b:o hemline machineo

o

;

10a
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SULJZCT OBJECTIVE DIFFICULTI=5 ZEXPX.RIINC:25 ,.-.:ci-itioLcs,s7 ,pszie.-AvATioNsExatution Goner si

The Lighting Forging tools, Show the clif- Description of the frame of study the blows
Force the and repairing f.)rent host forge, ased in forging

for tools towaperaturos - hearth Torre a chisel
Mending and for hard stool
twistinc. simple (cotors) also - vantil=tion

the degree of
maleability,shapes - exhaust

Twistinr- - ascosz.lries
Cramping an:; - Wilting and conduct of the
Cani int" tiro in the forge
Mechanima - zones of coa.lbustion
of
rotetion - telAperat.tre of the forge

- forging tools
- operations of the forge

,

111
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P5M47 `ch11/19:___.
Specialty: METAL WORK 3rd Year

SUBJECT 'OBJECTIVE DIFFICULTIES
L

EXPERIENCES TECHNOLOGY OBSERVATIONS

1)
Welding
Cxy-
Acetylene
Resistance

2)
ARC

Arc welding
different
positions:
horizontal
vertical
overhead

Stress the
aspects of pens-
tration and de-
formation white
welding

,

The pare eter of Study the function
and industrial
work of welding

=Mag.
preparation joints
choice of met ods and
the electro
regulating tile
amperage

positioning he Joint
for wel din
cost of we ding

welding cast
iron with
brazing

preparation
of work
preheating
welding and
condition of
cooling

Demonstrate
Iwelding a test

piece of
cast iron

Wel a
t of Applications for

work and repaircast iron
Preparat on of the
joint, an tempera-
ture of t e preheat
necessa y
Temper ture of
wettin
metho of operation
weldi g rod allowys
types iof flux

/
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3rd Year

SUBJECT BJECTIVE 0:FFICULTIES EXPERIENCES TECHNOLOGY OBSERVATIONS

3)
Oxy-acety-

1-

lone
rutting
rr °chant-
ca! I y

esistance
tiding

welding steels
and electric
current usel

demonstrate spot
welding (show
button of spot
weld

_

Soot wetconq Application for
different workPrincicols of

operation
Sequence of .welding
Preparation of joints
Machines usei.

cutting pro-
files on
sheet-metal

cutting with
mechanical
guide

advantages of
cutting with
oxy-acetylene
mechanically
in manufacturing

oxy- acetylen3
mechanical cutting
methods

advantages and dire- -
advantages

chrsa an exercise
from real work
corapare the techniques
of oxY-acetylene
cutting.

4)
Grinding Wheel for

grinding
wheel for
sharpening

Trimming the
part for
welding
sharpenin g
tools used for
cutting
sharpening
drill bits of
!arm and mall
diameter

the function of
chamfer on dif-
ferent thicknes-
ses of metal

The oririder give directions for
changing a worn out
grind wheel
(practical application)
dress a grind wheel.

classification
froms and character-
istics of grinder
wheel

choice of wheal
ffollowing use
write an order for
changing a grinder
wheel

114 115



SLCIJZCI" OBJaCTIva-S DiFFicuCrtas EXPERMlc,E6 TsCHNoLoGy
r-

oBsERvATiONM

)
Metal
Projects

Fixed grills
and projects

Different grills
Grills of tube
Heavy grills
Decorative
elements
Iron for each
typo of grill

Grilles using modules
identical Pieces for
a given square

classification
form
profiles
iron used
use of decorative
elements'

6)
Doors plain doors

glass doors
sliding doors
pivoting doors
rolling doors

.

repreientative codes
of a door
function
.different kinds of
iron work

study use in real
work

7)
Metal
Curtains

extendable grills
corrugated sheet-
metal curtains
curtains of narrow
pieces of sheet-
metal connected by
hooks
articulating grills

Metal curtains study application
in real workfunction

fastening to large
buildings,
movemehts of parts
Elul des

fastening
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3rd Year

ISUBJBCT OBJECTIVES DIFFICULTIES 7XPERIENCES TECHNOLOGY OBSERVATIONS

8)
Viatal
Furniture

Application
when using
sheet metal

.

study and
research:
bending

ribbing
finishing
assembling
- permanent
- demountable

revise the understand-
ing acquired following
the construction of the
projectroject

Protection of work

..

Apply on real work
in shop

pickling
brushing

metal plating
galvanizing

60)

Fittings
of
Rotation

connection
and
rotation

play or slack
needed

alignment of
hinges

fittings of rotation
hinges
hook and hinges
collar and pivot

I
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3rd Year

1. UBJECT OBJECTIVES: DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCES TECHNOLOGY OBSERVATIONS

10)

Farts of
Locks

locks and
locking
devices

study different
locks

Parts of the locks size and usa Of
ordinary keyslocks

I) general study
2) pr inc : pies
3) parts
4) movements

locking devises
locking bolt
sliding lock
catches

11)
Cbjects
of
Metal

straight
stairs analysis

techniques
determine the
elements of
large work

straight stairs, survey sizes
study and make
estimates
apply on real work
build in yard.

function
form
rules and construction
types of stairs

-
ramps make a ramp

fasten the ramp
with cement

Ramp_

function
components
standardization and
rules

different types of
ramps

121
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3rd Year

SUBJECT OBJECTIVES DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCES TECHNOLOGY 'OBSERVATIOM

Metal
Projects

Balconnios mrike a balcony
connecting the
balcony to large
work (building)

Balconies
,

,

function
components

stendarOzation
and rules of
construction
different types of
balconies.

Por.eh-roofs
and awnings

draw an
awning

Porches and awnings,
function
terminology
rules of construction
connecting with large
but !dings

Metal
Frame-
work

roof of
building
trusses
posts

Metal frameworke Actual work if
possibleterminology of a metal

but (ding
- roofs
- role
- components- posts

- role
- conception of posts
- anchoring of posts

- trusses - different trusses
- terminology
- ridoe pool
- he.A.-em

122 123



SUBJECT OBJECT1VMS
.-

OIFFICULTlr, aXPtERIENCZS
,

TECHNOLOGY O B"-T VATiChIS.:

Handling
Leverages Principles of

leverage
apparatuses

understanding
and using
apparatuses
of leverage

Handling Using ,

apparatuses
of.leverage
found in shop

methods of lifting
and moving a load
different apparatuses
of leverage
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3rd Year

No. ocJacTrycs
.

OBSERVATIONS

7

Metal Frameworkq
Roles and cor,iponents
Study the mountings

Trusses
Porches
Posts
Floorinc f

/
I

1

Elements of Locks
Function
Hand lock

Lttcheo
.Colts

Loci=

9

Stairs and Ramos
Aesthetics
Give reason for
slope

Overall design
Details of assembly
Study the form

Noto: The order is not important, it can be
given by questions each time necessary

126

,
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No . Objectives
Dif Tic:L/1 ties

Title of
Exercise Toole Technological

Considerations
Advice and ,, -
Observations

I Use of tho tools
for measuring
and layout

drawing dif-
ferent angles
4.5°', acl SO°
and parallel
limas

...;.....

Raglet (metal
1/2 meter
ruler) hard
pencil, CO°
square, compas
bava square,
4:;° square
and scribing
Vane

Methods of usingthe
revlet and layout
tools

'finding the.dernensians
.

.
..

i-lanrier.1,plece - fl vrt.
ing the number of
pieces in a pWni:-..__,.
- how to hold the -"-

square
precision of the
layout

Using reference marks
How to hold and adjust
the sCribing. gauge
Use of the compass
will be limited to con-
structing and reinforc-
ing the dimensions
Co over a blueprint
show1nc. the different
tools after layout
measuring
nomenclature to be
learned Sy the
student*



OFFICIAL PROGRAM FOR:

WOODWORKING



No.

i

2.

Objectives and
Oifficulttes
use of the
cross-out
saw

Tit la of
Exorcise Tools

cross-grain
sawing

3. Use of the
wood chisel

different types
diagonal and
cross-grain

cross-cut
Saw

clamping tools
Ilmartyr"
(piece placed
underneath to
receive abuse
instead of
table)

Technolos,,ical
Considerations
tension of the blade .

(remember the "old
WorideltYPe cross-out
saw is still heavily
used (frame saw)
direction of the teeth

Advice and
Observations
On the use of the cross
out saw -
how to hold the saw
position in relation to
the pencil mark
guiding the blade.

precautions to take to
avoid sawing on She'
line or on the wrong
side of the line.

chisel 10 or
20 awn

mallet

The sense Of approa-
ching the wood, i.e.
the difference of
working with or
against the fibers
precautions for avoid-
ing breakages
how to avoid getting
the siorstuck in the
wood (poor cross
cutting)

Proper way to hold
the chisel
(digging or finishing)'
attention to the depth
precautions against
splitting the wood
"go over" dead-end
grooves

130 131

.
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1` °'
Objectives and
DifficultiesDifficulties

Title of
i=xerciso

Technological
Considerations

Advice anJ
Observatlirts

4. Mis:;ins the. ref-
erence marks on
several pieces
for an
assembly

Convential
ley-out signs Chalk Putting the signs on

the faces of the
pieces to be assemb-
led
(matchinc. up pieces)

...Indorstanding that the
form and positionino
of those signs will be
used throughout in all
assemblies
this lesson is the appli-
cation of a lesson given
in the theory class.

5. Construction of a
project with simple
notch point

Utilitarian
object
:-1Mot plate

Lay-out tools
cross-cut saw
bac!;saw
chisel
hammer

setting up an assembly
with conventional
lay-out sites
different types of
nentailiell joints
nailing.

Precision of lay-out
in reward to the sig.'s
measuring tho width
of the nentailfe"
according to the width
of matching piece
verification of sawing
and finishing
(that is checking for
mistakes)

, Joining of
pieces by groove
joints
(entai I les)

Utilitarian
object: example
picture frame
(the choice of ob-
joct is up to the
prof, )
fence section

layout tools
(squares,
rulers, etc,
chisel

advantages and disad-
vantages of this typo
of assembly

of use

How to lay out tho
width of the groovo
accordinc to the size
ofof tho piece itts to
be joined with
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Objectives and
I ties

Layout of
rough cutting

Titre of
Exercise
Layout of the
pieces to be
rough cut

Use of the
band saw

rough cutting
planks with
mechanical
saws

Tools

Metre (ruler
of I meter
penci
square
grease pencil

Technological
_Considerations
direction of grai4
avoidance of cracks,
knots, etc. in wood
how to get the max.
amount of pieces
(of the material)

Advice and
Observations
checking.strafghtness
of edges, anti dimen-
sions. co over the
rough cutting set up
of 3 or 4 exercises.
Talk about sawing
without guidel Ines

Jointer
a. joining the

face
.b, joining the

edge

Planer
a. plane width
b. plane piece to

correct thick-
ness

mechanical
planing

band saw
(with blade
well sharpened)

running the machine
appropriate blades
tension of the blade
regulation of the blade
and guide
how to hold the piece
danger. of the band sa

positioning of the
hands and the piece to
be sawn (planed face
down on table),
precautions to take to
avoitaccidents
position of students

around machine when
it Is in operation

joiner

plamer

principles of the functions
of the joiner and Planer
(see lessons in theory)
appropriate protectors
adjusting amount of
removal (moving the
table up and down)
the minimum length of a
piece to be safely worked

positioning of the
hands and under-
standing by worker
prevention of risk
(loose clothing,
pieces too short, etc.
planing of those
pieces already pre-
cut
how to correct un-
straight pieces on
the joiner

135



No Ot% i ac t Ives and
..- ."-!.:.h.--iiiisn.

---."..---.....r
Title of
exercise
Morticing by,
hand and with
tnachisies

.

Tools Tethnologicill
ConziderPtions

Advice and
ObarvilWons-

10- L. .ic..:t and
c..e.tIns of
rticri:ces

1

scribing gauge
'-cold chisel

ro..ind-nosed
cold-chisel
bit mortiser

Comparison of the
chisel and the cold
chisel
the ,placement of the
"bednriell according
to..the op;:rztions
running of the
morticing machine
(bit mortiser)
direction of rotation
3:' the bi:

Check the position of
the cold chisel
the depth of each

t operation
pay attention to the
layout and to tacos
(the best side)
(2 mortices by hand
and 2 by machine)
preview the operations
by reading information
on blueprint (manual
and mechanical)

1. Layout and
ext.. CU t ion of
tenons by
hand

bastard tenons
and ordinary
tenons

scribing gauge
scie a tenon
(regular saw)
small teeth
cross-out saw

Hand saws
chose teeth appropri-
ate to work

precautions for
avoiding wido cut
marks and scratches
for avoiding recutting
the tenon with the
chisel
Several tenons on the
state piece
repeating cross cuts
on each tenon
Co over alsot Dastard
tenons (Open face) and
double tenons
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NC.
.

Objectives and
ifficulties .

Title of
'Exercise eels I

1

Technological
":*.onsiderations

Advice and
Observations

12.

L

Completion of an
assembly by tenon
and mortice

assembly by
tenon and mortice
of 90 and 45
degrees

old chisel
it martIcer
and saw

ross-cut or
ack saw

on the importance of
welt informed tenon
shoulders in the solid-
ness of the. piece
on laying out with
reference marks

avoid assemblies
forced as to the
all of the
layout signs
show students an
usernbly with a tenon
tklo large and non-
parallel cross-cuts
Oa a mortice by
machine and one by
hand

13. Execution of a
slot mortice
a, simple
b. double by

l....nd

Assembly of
slot moriices
of SO and 45
degrees

-cribing block
and sawan

roes -cut saw
hisel arid
edane
cold chisel)

Use these enfourche-
ments
ex,: bee dormant
(type of door frame)
table lag to top
joints; etc.

Take a lot of care in
layout and execution
Avoid forced assemblie
Get the students used
to leaving the tenon as
it is after sawing, i.e.
it should not be neces-
sary to rework it

13)
133

s
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.
N o. Objectives and

Difficulties
Title of
!xercise Tools Technological- 'Advice and

Consider tuns 10bservations

14. Assembly by
entaille (slot),
resistance to
tension

butted
dove-tail
joint

pencil hard
scribing block
cross -cut saw
bock -saw
chisel

proportions for dove-
tail angles
uses of thole joints
necessity 4of doing
the dove-tail in the
first place

Check for seuarenesz
the lines laid out for
sawing
with respect to the
reference 'marks on
the face
checking the layout of
the female piece
according to the male
piece already executed

15. Completion of an
object with a
mechanically
made mortice and
tenon joint

,.,

Folding chair
saw mounting
(Old World
type saw)
(frame saw)

Bit mortiser
circular saw
itoupier)
the shaper is
unfortunately
extensively usecr
for sawing
boards)
cross-cut saw

method of making tenons
with the circular saw or,
the shaper
different types of teeth
-Principals and func-

tions of stopblocks,
protectors and guides

1

how it runsI

go over the stop - blocks
:guides an protectors
necessary

record to layout and
.

fecing
position of the hands
peke sure the piece is
long enough

141,
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Objectives and
0 iircu I t os

Title of
a::.(uvric...t1 Tools Technological

Conok:orattons ;advice and Cbservations

16. Mounting and
finishing of
assombly

S31110

exercise
file
rasp
racloir
(scraper)
sanding block
sand paper

on the finishing tools
on the importance.of the
direction of the wood
grain

"dry-runs assembly
precautions to take in
gluing
elimination of sharp
edges

17, reinforcinc, an
assembly with a
(flottage)
joint

mortise and
tenon assembly
at DO° with a
grooved lap
Joint (flottago)

saw
chisel
cold chisel

this Joint is used In
window frames, rain-
forcing table legs
comparison of.joints

.,,

inako an easy fitting
joint
precision of sawing
mark places to be cut
beforehand

10. Elongation or
extension of a
pieca by use of
joints

lapped scarf
joint with
dove-tails

hand saw
cross-cut saw
small chisel
bevelled square

reasons and uses of
a lonoating assemblies-.(door frames,
roparation of door
risers)

Go over a sample piece
500x60x25 which in-
cludes the 3 difficulties
on the same piece
check the layout accord-
ing to the "male" piece
303 that all saw cuts
are .accerdinc,- to the
square

144
143



No. Cbjoctives and
Difficulties

Title of
Exercise

Tools r
compass

band saw , smell

la
map
scrapers
sandine bloc k

Technological
Cohsiderations

Advice and
Observittions

19. proper lay-out of
jig-saw cuts for
circular forms
finishing of
jig-saw cuts

ironing board or
shelves with
decorative sides
w311 mounted boob
shelf, etc.

orientation of the wood
grain
Principals of jig-saw
cuts
apprc;niato width of
saw blade for different
circular cuts
Proper positioning of
the blade on- the
driving whool

avoiding forcing or
bending the blade,
puohing from the
wrong direction.
:cooping in mind the
direction of the grain

200 Lining .ip the
groins with
45° mi tra
cuts

T

assembly by
slot mortise
with a 45° lap
joint on the
face

,
45° square
scribin cjUageg

tenon saw -

cross-cut saw
back saw
cross -train
chisel

on the alignment of
grain In mitre cuts
use of those joints

precision of sUrface
layout and of cuts
reworking saw cuts
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autrI
No, Objectives and Titla of

ExerciseExerre Tools Technological Advice and
Observa tons

21. "Flottagasitypo of
slot-mortise
pint. ut
45° ansie

:

mortise and
tenon " T°
assembly with
45° joints
(for windows)

_Considerations
scribinn gauge
mitre square
bit mortiser
cross grain
chiral
tenon saw
cross-cut saw

on the use of these
joints
alignments of moutdin9
assembly of cylindrt
cal pieces of the same
Jiametor

precision (layout)
drawings, saw-cut)
precautions to take ''
for sawing grooves
lining saw cuts of
tenon up squarely
with mortises

22, construction of
a VO° assembly
with a 450 joint

on the face and
a )C° butt joint
on the back
rem embar many
of thasa joints
ara more
theoretical than
practical

picture frame
with slot
mortise and 450
joint on one face
or a serving
tray

.
layout and
measuring
tools
mortises
shaper
chisel
scraper
clamps
hand plane

,

care in making the cuts
methods of ciampino
and finishing

. .

matching up faces'in
regard to the layout
signs
chamfered or beveled
edges with hand plane
and then the shaper
chocking the assembly
according to the
alignment of the
diagonals

146 147
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r Ko, Objectives and
Difficulties

Title of
Exercise Tools Technological'

Considoret ions'
Advice and
Observations

1.3, Joint with
°queue draftee'
straight dove-
tail (butt-
joint)

book-end
book-she l vas,

oc:

file
chisel
rasp
saw

scraper

use of these Joints
principals of layout
and execution of
the straight dove -tails
fashion of gluing
together
demonstration by the
instructor and the
execution by machine
of the °queues droltesee

precision of layout
drawing and sawing
saving the ends
squarely
using extra long pieces
in case of an unsuccess-
f1.11 first attempt

kA. Dove-tail joint
with sliding
groove

"T" square
for drawing

back-saw
chisel

strength ofthe joint
right kind of wood
proper proportions
between the vertical
and horizontal-
pieces

smooth assembly
dry-run assembly-
(w/o glue)
checking squareness
at time of final
assembly

146
149
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.t a

Objectives and
Difficulties

Title of
:Exercise Tools Technological

Censideration .

Advice and
Observations

15, Construction of
a work with
tapered logs

tenon and
mortise

stool
coffee table

mortiser
shaper with
double circ-
uiar saws
cross-cat saw
screwdriver
clamps
finishing tools

reasons and use of
tapered iggs
different processes
of execution
approach to the
wood

necessity to work
with the grain
methods of making
the piece solid
(corne supports,
triangular cleats,
and s, -rows}

choice of faces and
proportions
customary dimensions
methods of checking
squareness
(diagonal squaring
measure)
bevelled feet
partial board top
with solid wood
edging:

1ati 151
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PROGRAlvilvie- DE TRAVAUX PRATIQUES

Specialty: WOODWORKING 2nd Year.

t lo, Objectives and I

Diff1VAtiCtS
Title of
Exercise Tools Technological

Considerations
i-gdvice and
Cbservatlons

Lb initiation for
future roal work
situations
small picture
frarie with
lap-joint

Linde joint
(45°) tenon
and mortiS4
with groove and
ovor lapping

onldinmoulding
one face
(also the
same at S0°)

machines
mitre-box
back-saw

reasons for overlap
cases for usage
how to use mitre-
box
regulation of height
and depth of blade
(guides-protectors)
dado blades

precautions to take to
avoid all risk of
accidents
go over a long piece
for solidness, avoid
the moulding cut that
cuts into the tenon

2,

1

initiation for the
construction of
windows with 2
overlapping 45°
angle joints

tenon and mortise
joint with ovor-
lapping of
molding and
groove for
window pane

machines

mitre-box
back-saw
chisel

use of the joints
methods of layout,
construction
window pane groOve on
back side of frame
should not cut into
the tenon

speak of the %rested°
moulding (that which 1

doesn't extend to the
corners)
utility of the oblique
lap joint
precautions to take fOr
making this cut
regulating the blade

15;
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Objectives and
Oifficulties

Title Of
7.:xercise To6is Technoiosical

Co siderailons

-on the adicistrnent and
angle of the blade of the
hand-plane and the
sharwins of the blade

_

Adyice and .
Observations

.
.

holly to hold. the plane

of the blade
and the back-iron(counter, piece)

understanding of
direction of grain
gain the attention of
students on the difference
between the plane and. the
jointer plane
dreis two faces with
the jointer machine
and two others with
hand-plane

i

3. Use of the
jointing plane

making the
ieng:h and
thickness of She
piece according
to the dimensions

Hand planing
partial

Jointer -

scribing g atige
square
jointing-plane
(hand plane)

4, Assembly of
diagonal pieces
with a liborgne
tenonis (the
tenon doesn't
pass throueh
the mortise)

Oblique as-
sembly (60°)
tenon and
mortise with
.overlap

bit mortiser
cross-grain
chisel
tenon

saw .

cross-cut saw
chisel

'use of these assemblies
role of the Is paumen
(the shoulders of the
tenon are sunk oblique-
IV' into the shoulders of
tl!ie mortise)
form given to the tenon
necessity to change the
form of the tenon
(difficulties of assembly)

-

as to the incline of the
angle in regards to the
relay to be left at the
bottom of the mortise
use the piece from the
previous exercise

15-1 15J
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No. Cbjectives and
Difficulties

Title of
. Emercise Tools Technological

Considera*Ions
Advice and
Observatjaps

5. Completion of an
assembly with
oblique angle
according to the
layout drawing

support of
stack of
shelves with
brace

machines
and
hand tools
appropriate

as to the technical
drawings, use of the
Ilecharpelt )(bracket
take the dimensions of
the faces and the
oblique cuts

precision of layout
drawing
proper order or layout of
the cutting list according
to the plan (the true length
of a piece not just the
horizontal and vertical
dimensions)

use of kraft paper for
drawings
check squareness by
pre-assembly

G. Lateral joints by
tongue and groove
gluing and finish-
ing of panels
(several students
per piece)

drawing board
table top
shelves

shaper with
appropriate
blades

clamps
finishing tools
electric
sander

different ways of join-
ing panels
when to use the spline
necessity of making
sure that there is
some play at the bottent
of the groove

matchirgup panels (faces)
signs and guide marks
choosing tools that Insure
rapid completion
pressing and drying several
pieces together
checking levelness or square
ness of presses
appropriate protecting block
advice for avoiding mis-
takes during assembly.
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No. Objectives and
Ostisculties

Title of..
Exercise Tools Techrolr..gical

I.:considertions
Advice and
Observations

7. Dove-tail joints
- simple
- hidden or over-

lap dove-tail

wall shelves
book shelves
book-ends
(drawer)

table saw
appropriate
hand tools

on the use of dove-tails
in carpentry and
cabinet making

:

the strength of the
joint
how to lay out dove-
tails
number and proportions
of dove-tails

precision of layout
and executien
go over 2 pieces, (650x
igoxie and.350x100x16)

if the exercise fails
redo it on the same piece
use the bevelled blade
for the notches
the pieces will be rraChine
planed but reduced to the
width of the jointer-
plane

8. how to measure
and layout ladder
steps
study of the cut
angle of the tenon
shoulders (this
ladder does not
have parallel up-
riOsts

ladder with
inclined
uprights or
step ladder

plan
drawing '
bevel-square
mortiser
hand tools

on the methods of
laying out, according
to the distance between
steps, the angle of
incline :of the uprights
and their dimensions

.

precision of layout and
plotting of "false" cuts
choice *of woods and
matching of faces
pinned Mortise and tenon
joint
dry-run assembly
avoid tenorsthat have been
cut too far into and wood
with twisted grain

1.5 15J.
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No.----7357Er==7reaan
Difficulties 1,.._C.;ercise

uses and methods
of reinforcing
particle board
With solid wood

le ofTit Tools Technological
Considerations

.A vice and
Considerations

9 interchange-
able, modular.
book shelves

kitchen table

circular saw.
on shaper
(oscillating
dada blade ifor grooves/

commercial sizes of
plywood and particle
boas-0 panels

uses cif -.article
._ , I-boards .

the role of edging
with solid wood
plastic pegs

dressing the panel
choice of faCes
reinforcing the
assembly
avoid Itraclagell
(using the scraper}
on particle board
finishing

10. Laying out Ora-
ular patterns
geometrically
for jtg-saw cuts

assembly with
joggly-joints
(form of tongue
and groove' used
in.corner joints)

decorative
angle brackets
for one or two
tablettes
shelves

Compass
band saw with
.bladejig
shaper

rasp
file ,

hammer

nail set

direction of wood grain
trstehing pieces
arrangement of the nails
and puttying over the

. heads
methods of reinforce-
ment

do the layout on one
face only
cut two pieces together
finishing of interior
surfaces before
assembly

setting the nails

.

0%)1.4-)

k
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'
No ,

Objectives and
I__Officulties

Fabriaction of
tables (one
at a time or in
small series)

use of formica

Title of
exercise
Dininsi tr.b! TS
with drawers
and Formica
tops

T ools J
machines
laminating
tools

Technoloykal
Considerations
normal dl:evr,sions for
tables with drawers
fixation of the top
0w:els; .s....:r aws.
cleats)
Formica lamonation

Advice and
Observations

argent zation of Work on the
machines

study and analysis of
ft ;Haitian by students,
with guides by instructor
use of stop blocks and
protectors
assembly by twos

i 1.

12. Completion of
a project

top for two
school desks

machines
clamp-blocks

different ways of
assembl ing
Angle of incline of top

make note of usual di-
mansions
dry-run assembly

13. Completion of
a project joined
with joggle-
joints
sizing and
hardwaring
doors

druggist's dis-
play case with
glass doors
and drawers

machines

appropriate
hand tools

study of a pisjoct
analysis of fabrication
different ways of
articulating the
closure and
hanging,

cl-teking assembly
sizing of doors and
drawers
tolerance end play
interior fixtures

164 163
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NI

No. Objectives and
Difficulties

Title a
a x,:rcise Tools Technological

.-ConbideratiOns .

Advice and
Observations

doing the layout from
the plan .,

choosing_ proper-Joints--------------- 'soildity orsits!embly
. checking levelness of

legs ''
perpendicular holes .for

. rollers

-

14, table in hard
wood with in-
el ined lags

.

.

.

table with.
casters .

(rtillers)

..

.
.

.

machines

*d toolshan

. .

study of fonms and
patterns

..

choice of Wood,
and size 'of-WitiOd-----

.

:

15, Tourning
between
centers

use of the wood
lathe

tool handles

.

.

4. 4040

.

.

.

. -

.

41406 ,

.

Tut.n a cylinder of
hardwood

.

.

.

, 164
..)
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Specialty: Menuiserie 3rd Year

No. Objectives and
Di fficul ti es

Title of
,-: -.:.,.., rcc..._ff.W

"*.lals

layout tools
machines

Technole.:,ic.tal
Considorations
on the pieces inclined
lovelino tops and
bottoms
:-5.r.wini th: :44-act
from di.riensions
knowlm what size
piece is nececsary
before cuttins
(sew norso, mixing,
through)

Advice an A
Observz:tions

teach the students
ortharional projection
(collaboration with a
professor of. technical
drawing)
checking the blueprint
taking the dimensions
for layout from the
print,

1

h Fink the true size
of an object by
orthanenal
projection

Angles of
planing.

stc.ol with
inclinoi
less

2. Menuiserie
cintr3e

working with
curved pieces
bending pieces

a curved or
arched piece

machines

hand tools

different types of joints
(curved spline of
scarf joint, Slot
mortise and false tenons)
styles and forms
(basket handle,
Tunisian arch, etc.
number of pieces neces-
sary to form the arch .

Layout according *to
drawing.
mechanical forming
use of forms (for bendinc
pieces)
method of clamping curved
forms
using the shaper without
a guide
prevention of accidents

16 ti
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J

: 4

No. Objectives and 1

Difficulties
Title of
Uxercise Tools Technological

Consideration
Advice and
Observations

3. Table with
extension
(leaf)

table
italienne
Formica lop

r

machines
lamenting
tools-

principals of the
working of extendable
table
different sorts
proportion

sealing edges (varnish)
paint)
go over hardwood
guides, simple logs

4.
..

-Hollow core
(plywood) doors
completion of
said door
with frame and
panels

hardware

hollow core
doors
(a small
series)

.

presses
jointing
plane

.

constitution of hollow
core doord
conventional sizes
precaUtions to take
against warping
door handles

-

.

choose full scale dimen -
sions
dontt forget to -pierce
Intertor members for
ventilation (to avoid '

swelling)
preview placement of
locks
precautions to take in
gluing .

.

5. constitution of a
piece of furniture
with sliding doors

wail mounted
. cabinet with

sliding doors
(plain or glass)

machines different models of cabi-.
nets with sliding doors.
Normal dimensions.
Hardware (rollers; etc.)
Balancing of doors..--The
play to anticipate. between_
doors. Special locks.

. .

cross section(drawings)
full scale. Preview stop-
blocks. -(7-squareness of
assembly.
Doors meet in manner 'to
prevent entry of drafts.
Method-of hanging and un-
hanging doors, Method of
tracking (suspension).

1 6 J
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Objectives and Title ,of Technological Advice and
No i'oolsDifficulties Exercise Considerations . Observaticms

G. Frame for window tilting or trap machines type of window assembly full scale cross-section
according to full window, axle with prcti.uding bottom plan obligatory
scale cross- mounted member for shecidino .(of each assembly)
section plan window with water

casing hardware (left-right)cInemire Mill rounded
tOrlIllie and groove to use of-Compass
heap out draft hidden dowels
different articulations water run-off hole

7. Completion of a umoucharabichlit appropriate
"moucharabich" 1 per group of machines and

2,students hand tools
template for
assembly
with nails

8. Interior glass interior glass machines Different models Full scale cross section
pdoors door with drawing; choosing, match -

(French small(French doors) panels ing faces; taking dimen-wooden handles sions from the plan.
dimensions of the panel; Ivioulded frame that holds it
height of cross rail, glass; making the grooves
wedges and dowels, that the panes are laid into.

I assembly of the small insertion of dowels and
sashes wedoes.

170 171
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No. Objectives and
Difficulties

Title of
Exercise Tools Technological

CorWderatiOns
Advices and
Observations

0,
_

Completion by
group of students
of a French
window with
louvred shutters
(America ine)

window with
two horizontal
crossings,
with louvered
shutters
(4 sections)
mounted in
window casing

machines

p iqueuse
(makes the
mortises for
the slats.

ly

full scale c. bss section
drawing
choice of artangements
of cross members
Junctions of ha
horizontals
calculations for the
slat mortise*
choosing moulding
appropriate :fosure
Joint
hinges

necessity of usin,tibois
rouge" (pine) or otherlwoods resistant to bad
weather

Misters (of the window
sash)
Assembly of intermediate
cross members of shutters
according to placement of
slats
comparison of bit mortiser
and automatic slat
mortiser (piqueuse)

10. Completion of
solid exterior
doors

t

a) panel with
large frame
and raised
diamond
panels
b) solid doors
(students
work in
groups)

machines decoration of exterior
doors (style-taste)
woods uses
normal dimensions
doors with une central
cross member, with 2
full scale cross
section drawing

completion of a panel by the
student and a door by a
group of students
checking of panels as a
group before assembly

,

- t

1 7J
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Specialty: Ebenisterie 3rd Year

No.
._..-

Objectives and
Difficulties

TIM: cf
ENarcise Tools Technological

Considerations .
Advice and

_Cbservitions,
I. Veneering Veneering with

hammer

a) stde by side
b) matching

grains
c) yellowing

edges

veneer saw
planing rasp
hot-iron
ironing board
dressing
board with
hand plane

preparation of the sur-
face to 1:4.7 veneered.

choice of motif ,

roach cut out of veneer-,
gluing, finishing of
veneered surfaces
using masking tape

a(papier joint)

anticicate the dimensions
for the top \
precautions to fake for the
giukg and flushing of edges
and the finishing
holding the veneer hammer ;
checking the flatness of the
surface to be veneered

. ,

2,, precision of
spuareness and
a;ifitment of
joints and
fintsh:ng of
opposing grains

chess-board
with melded
borer.p

appropriate
tools
veneer press

on the veneer pr'esses
(hydraulic-pneumatic)
preparation and process
of pressing veneer

go over an oblique
essembly glued, reinforced
with a dowel of 5 mm
Exercise can be mounted
on legs ,

Attention to accepted size
and colors for the squares

17.1
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A

No. Objectives and
Difficustiei

Title of
Exerziee I
coffee table
a) with

eliptical
top

b) with 4 leo::

Toots

appropriate
tools

Technological .

Considerat dns
rendering to proper
proportions the sides
and formes Os the
coffee table
how to layout an elipse
affixing hardware
drilling holes for the
dowels

Advice and
Ob ect en
alignment and matching'
of the grains in balance
with the top ,.

Reinforcing the assembly
with a cross brace
between the legs

3. Layout and exacu-
tion of 8 pdnel. in
the form of an &ipso

preparation and
veneering of
sunburst design

4, how to complete a
joint that is very
solid but with
hidden features

stand or
pedestal
serving
tray

I -
appropriate
tools
chisel of 4mtrt
chamfer blade

difficulties of layout and I
completion Of hidden dove-ei
tails
possibilities of utilirationvarnish
alternative Joints
hardware

precision of layout and
xecution

1 preparing surface for

construction with hardwood
impress on the students
the value of materials
end time involved in
such projects

.

176
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ar

jectives AvidNo, Difficulties
Lf Title of

' IExercise i

modern bed
with side by
side veiteoring
a) sinsle bid

b) legs Inclined
or straight

Tools

-appropriate
tools for
veneering

.

Tichnololical
Cohsideratiens

propc,iime for bed and
proportions for fralres

of veneered
pz:nolt; anzi POW to do them
without a prees
mounting the rails (metal)"a"
bed easily dismantled
Choosing the proper
faces 1

_ ._ ---

Advice and
Observat ons

ventilation of compargirnts
,

gluing - pressing
make, flush the panels
after rewioving tape
reinforcing ends of crossreinfor ing
memebers with 0- mm
dowels

5, Method of con-
strutting by frame
of white pine ,
in plywood or
particle board

6, how to lay out, cut
and finish legs .

(19th Cs type
curved legs)
(neo-rustique)
even flow of curved
forms
study of proportice:r1
of stackable tables
(3) i.e. one under,
the other

stackable
tablgs
(3 pieces)

.

Compass with
pencil point
band saw with
10 mm blade

calibratiOn
tools
rasp
scraper
veneer press

studies of forms of curved
legs of the first and '
second sawing.
methods of calibration
press forms

,
%

each student is to complete
one of the three pieces,
see if anticipated number
of class periods to compleg
projects is accurate
table, top- to havgidge
mildly accentuatecl-with---
round-f6r, m jigi-saw cuts..-
avoid stopping in mid-cut
assure alignment of legs
with brace during _...

/gluing .

178 179
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No. Objectives and
Difficulties

Title of
Exorcise Tools Technological

Considerations
Advice and
Observations

. how to layout,
center the
pivot and hard-
ware a table
with Pivoti

toting,folding
(chess-table)

chess-table
with pivoting
top

a) top veneered
on both sides
b) inclined an
tapered legs
c) rounded edges
completion not
required but
understand
plan

5 ram dado
blade

flange blade
(for edge

I moulding
veneer press

study of wooden forms
45° mortises
methods of layout;
practically, of the pivot
and cross support
appropriate hinges
(hidden hinges)
reason for uoing
edging under
veneer

counter beiancing top
pieces (plateaux/
veneer side by side with
design on face of upper
surface (when top is
closed)
inclined legs, tapered on
3 sides

0. Construction of
a small cabinet
(combination)

hair dressing
table with 2
drawers and
I fold down
door

appropriate
tools..

veneer
press

workings of folding
down door
appropriate hardware
(guide), piano hinges
study of proportions of
heiht .g

Particulars of drawers,
matching up faces,
traction

necessity of choosing the
piano hinge
Side by*side veneering
counter balance the fold
out door
dove-tail joints for drawers
or joggle-joints

kd1/4. 16-,

0
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I

I o. ehit:eilViZS and
Difficulti -.-.

Title of
I

C.ttercise
Tools Techno:,:;:l.tal

Considerations
dvice and
bservations

9. constructing a
night stand
completely
veneered
assemblad with i

'loose tongue
joints

modern night
stand
N.,eneered side
by sidu
one door
one drawer

dado blades
o' 30 mm

7 mm
and 5 ran
veneer pressn

method of cutting a panel
to size- with attached
template' on the shaper
on the stip-tongue
assembly

reasons for finishing
v.4neered retrfaces
before gluing
straight and elbow
pivots

.

nticipte hardwood
dging on -all veneered
anels
hardware elbow pivot
edging of same kind
of wood as veneer

10. method of
constructing a
table top of
latnenated pieces
matching natural
veneer and
formica on the
same table

dining table
Malian)
with expandable
top

appropriate
tools
router for
flushing
formica

sclamps
metal plane

on the study-of proportion
of the leaf to the frame of
the table - of the incline-
tion of the guides
how to execute the tracks
using grooves and
dowels
opening and closing the
top

Make the tracks of oak
and the dowels of white
beech

Interior edges of table
top and leaf to be coverts
with same Veneer or
formica
cover the leaf with form
ca that matches the
veneer of the rest of
the table
seal the butting edges
of top !:,itImea

18 1.85
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No. Cbjectives and
Difficulties

method of cors-
structing an
element with
sliding
doors

Title of
Cxercise Tools Technologic:4

Considerations
Advices and
Observations

wall cabinet
with two
sliding doors
veneered side
by side
a) shelves on
metal brackets
b) groove track
for doors

appropriate
tools

on cabinets with sliding
doors,

study of positioning
doors
different types of I,
sliding door tracks
depth of grooved.
tracks (upper and
lower)
play between the doors
tightness of closure

veneer btth faces cf
doors with same kind of
wood

anticipate a s;z,..; of door
to fig snugly
slots for doors
choice of handles
squaring assembly

12, nestore a
\wowed
cabinet

retouching and
repair of
veneer
a) splits
b) %toques"
c) dents
d) cuts
e) scratches

hardwood
putty knife
blade
veneer saw
veneer hammer
small press
hoop
wooden pliers
thin cardboadd
clamps
veneer iron

method of restoring,cuts
and dents in veneer
'imitation of natural wood
colors with putty
preparation of putties
and surfaces to. be puttied

do a demonstration of each
type of repair job on a
panel
choose same tones and
grain for each demons-
tration

means of re-veneering
areas where veneer
has peeled off
causes and origins

show the tricks of the trace
emphasize precision and
Joining of pieces
Precautions with coverings
and surface to be covered

L 18/
18(
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No. Objectives and
Difficulties

Title e:f
-:;nrc!3*. Tools Technological

Considorations
Advises and
01/servrons

13,, Finishing of
wok.4 treatod in
cabinet making
for harmohi.:ation
of ci;fferont
colors

dIscotoratiOn
and fading in
veneers
and woods

cotton pplic-
ator
rubber gloves
glass or clay
container
measuring
glass
(graduated)
goggles

on how much stain to
mix up at one time
raethcd; of preparation
and Lipp:isogon
advice o n application
and seouri:y
initiato students in
precious woods
necessity of
operation

a hooys stttrt at the bottom
of the ploce to avoid
"halos"
usa or qievc...; and seceders
obligatory
necessity of a clean
surface (free of glue
and crease
attention to drying time
precautions to take

t 4. Lacquering with
bre ,h for sealing

;sue giving
lustre to
veneered cabinets

lacquering
".

applicator -

piece of
cork

composition of lacquer
portion and preparing
application and pre-
cautions tc: take c:.

goal, sealins and
"bringing out" the
wood

choose a small piece
from among those already ,

done

attention to the time for
drying between applies-
lions-
vo^. -wder (poudre)
and alcohol for filler

186 18';
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o,
Objectives and
Difficulties

15, Initiation into tho
colors of precious
woodo

scaling and
Putting a finish
on cabinets

Title f

coloring and
ealing:

a)A prepare sur
face for PU1110

b) tinting,
staining
c) polishing
d) varnishing
e) laying out
accessories
(mirrors,`,
marble tops,
etc, )

Tools

sponge

class con-
tainer
clay con-
tainer
cotton
cloth

Considerations 1Si.servations

designations and amounts'
of material to be used

Technological Advices

methods of preparation
and eppl:ca.;:11
advantages and dis-,
advantaQ..45

placement and fixation
of accessories
(mirrors, marble tops,
etc,)

r.smples to show:

demeeestration before each
oparation
pr":.zeutions to take
make students aware of
what is available to use

-water»based stain
-alcohol stain
according to the needs

l

16, Turning a
piece on the
lathe

decorative
turned legs

wood lathe
appropr late
tools

on different styles or
motifs
- cutting tools
- workirg bet wagon

points
- working on the plateau

(tool vast)
- working in the air

(free hand)

do a small series of
exercises
rungs, legs
sti.1.7.nts work lathe
in orderly procession
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OFFICIAL PhOGRAM FOIl:

PLUNCING HEATING

Doing a relatively now subject field in th..) school
system, tho Prorarc; for plumtint and hatin c. is not quit,: as
definitely planned out as tic Programs for tile ot:..)r specialties.

included in this Program aro technical desiein, and
c',..rn:.,:ral theory classes, which you will not '.,..: e.gr.ectoz-.1 to teach.
Th..ly are inclu-zie:i to _rive you a b.:At...in c../::rall i;lea of-the
technical forir.r..;ion of students spec:itl:zin ,"! in r.lurni.zinr.i.iesting.

,t.
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Specialty: SANITARY INSTALLATION

At the end of his studies, the student should have a basic
knowledge giving him the possibility of later dominating his
trade and especially able to adapt himself to sanitary and heating
installations. As well as the installation, maintenance, repara-
tion, and regulation of the :apparatus and all safety accessories.
Also to aim at the developi.ent of the whole personality permitting
him to meet all eventual adaptations.

Goals

It is indispensable for the student to know:

1, the composition of all the materials used in the profes-
sion;

2 the function and installation of sanitary heating, pump-
ing, and of safety apparatus that he will be called upon
to install.

Finally, at his departure from school, the student will be
familiar with the work methods employed in the field.

Travaux Pratiques

A) 1 ere Anne° - Will be reserved to the intre-luction and the
acquisition of difficult technical principles enc, ntered in
the profession.

1, bending and functioning of pips according
to the different materials used

2. Layout, cutting, and different assemblages
of sheet metals and zinc.

e) 2erne Aaraa.- Wit! be reserved to.the realization of work
exercises, as wel: as the initiation into the installation and
assembly of sanitary apparatus (to walls, partitions, and to
the: floors).

C) Uric: Anne - Will be reserved to the realization of
small assemblages (sanitary and heating) to familiarize
the student with the methods of work used in the profession.
Th4 students should participate in the work of maintenancz. .

and modification in the heart of school establishments or
outside of school,

. 191
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Desicri Technique 1 ere Anne (4hlwk)

Lessons Observations

1. Generalities Present different diagrams,
documents, general design.,
definition of design, buying
advice
AeRlications - parallels, per-

Different typos of technical
design, relation with the work
shops, materials of the drafts-
man (maintenance, use)

pendiculars, unusual angles

2, Desion _Presentation choice of pencils, (acquisi-
tion of materials will be done
the whole year)

formats, cartouche dtinscrip-
tions (P), linos normal
writing, scales

3. Orthogonal projection The cotation (P) will be
done progressivelyconventions; method of exece.1-

tion of a desIgn, correspond-
ence between views of vol-
ume, forms used (cuts,
matches, grooves, slots,
chamfers, outlet hole. (P), one-
eyed hole (P),

4._The cylinder (projection, cot
ation (P), development)

notions of symotry, redaction
of number, of views

5. The cone and its frustum
projection, cotation (P)
development

, Richt prism construction of regular poly-
cones(projection, cotation (P))

. Pyramids and its frustum

insIst on the precision of
the drawing ,,

(projections)
8. Riohtconnections,, (parallels,

perpendiculars,, ordinary,
tangents)

9. Perspective Quadrant simple volumes - cube,
parallel piped rectangle(goal, principal, method of

execution

192
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r .,

Lessons Obser.iations

10. Sirtcuts
(definition, accomplishment,
conventions, shading of dif-
farent materiels)

11, Coventional representation
of threaded pieces .-

12, Descriptive Geometry methods
.project plans, projection of

a point, projecting of a turn,
looking for thc.) true size of
a turn

13. Buildinc! closivr - simplify the premises
3 view representation of
(an entry has a bay window
plan of a water closet, plan
of a kitchen floor plan)

- useful dimensions

1

Note: The order is net imperative

General Technology 1 ere Anne (1 hiwk)

Lessons Observations

1 Technology show how technology is
important in the current
world

(definition, goals, different
twchnolOgy, comparison be-
tween the ,craftsman and
industry)

2. The °pied L. coulinr.: au Experimentation, lecture1/101. (P) (ruler.. rneter)

3, Material properties

simple Qxporirmants
hardness, toughness, malle-
ability, conductibility, welda-
bility, ductibility, fusibility,
elasticity, spedific mass

193
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. .,

Lessons Observations

4. Metallurgy
Properties and utilizations show samples of these
of the following metals: different metals and

5. - lead alloys
6, - tin
7. - zinc
0. - copper
9. - steel

10. - brass
11. - bronze
12. - aluminium
13. - aluminium alloys
14. - lealpan (P)
15. - Is zamac (P)

16, Properties of wood uses in the profession

17. Tin solder different qualities

10. Cpntributing metals in
oxy- acotylcne welding

tromazique (P), brazing

19. Soldering torch forms, maintenance, use

20. Propane torch handing of bottles, manual
regulator, torch tips,
maintenance

-,

21. Cxy-acetylene station 'make-up, maintenance, use,
manual regulator

194
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Tr_ avaux Pratioues lere Ann_ee (10 h/wk)

A. Load Pipe Work A. Lea cpjaGA

1. Straightening Of lead
pipe drains

2. flaro fittings
3. simple joint
4, shoulder Joint
5, roiled shoulder Joint
6. plug (bunt in)
7. plug (added)
6, function knot on thick

lead
9. Fii9ht branchment on

load pipe
10. Sinntod in-anch

on load ppo
11, Concis of 60°, 90°,

wit:1 lila use of
wooden balls

12. Bends of 60°, 90°
with sand

13. Cmpattemont plod be
bicho (P)

14. oblique siphon
right siphon (big
radius)

18, rillt siphon (small
rellus)

17. tinning of copper
co `plings

10. coOper-lod joints

B. Stool Pipe
19. ri t and left hand

th ads
20. ivi nting of couplings
21. long screws
22. 90° turn by a pipe

border
23. 60° turn by a pipe

bonder
24. 90° turn with heat
25. 60° turn with heat
26. double turns in per-

pendicular directions

big radius

1. properties of lead
2. tin solder
3, lebricstion of lead

pipe ( different 0 used
tools used

4. bonding and straightA
ening

S. cutting
6. soldor and the

liporte-soudureis

B. heel Pipe
7, properties of stool
O. Fabrication of stool

soldering and drawing
different 01 tools for
steel pipe

Si. Dios (construction and
uses)

10. Roamers, counter
sinkers

11. pipo benders (methods
used with black iron
and galvanizod)

2. tubing. cutters - pipe
wronchas

13. Pipe vises
14. parallel vise
15. hacksaws, tooth, and

blados

195
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Theme
Cbser-
vations

C. Copper Pi e
27, cold drawn pipe

.20, Anealod copper pipe
29, flangeb
30, joining
31, bonding with heat and

sand
32, banding wth hand,

bonder .

33, 2 perpondicular bonds
34, capillary solder

O. Shoetm ,tal .trt ork
35; tracing and cutting of

black shrtetmetal
36, tracing and cutting of

galvanized Siv:,
37, tracing avid cutting of

zinc
38, assemblage of 2 pieces

of 6/10 oaivanizod SM
no A.se:.:mblage, of 2 sheob

of t 1.10 zinc
40. soteler of 2 shoves of

.1:nc with a soldering
iron

41, soldering of galvaniied
S,W, with a soldering
iron

42.' soiriar of zinc with a
solderinv iron

)

E. Oxvaen-Acetelene Welding,
43, fusion weldinp, with

black sheetenc.ttal
(ct 2 mm)

44. Line welding on black
SM 93 2 ram

45. solder of 2 pieces with
raised. edges

46. solder
47, wolding of black iron

pipe end to end
40, brazing of copper pine

29,
flaring tool

34, t t

witn tin
solder

30,
by clamping

40,
by clzmpino
and solder-
ing .

196

PraCical Technologyillil
7.4 .

C. Copper Pipe
15, Properties
16, fabrication (different

0, tools used)
17. ,coppor tubing cutters
10, faring tools
10, tubinc benders

, SKataerrIl tools.
20, sheotmetal snip%

different models
1, sheatmetal shear
2, benders, rollers, and

molders
3 tools of the tinsmith

1

-4, Materials for oxyzep::
acetylene weldinco
arch, gauges
function, make-up,
use

5, preparation for Oh
4...,iieldingt

:-
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Technical pesieln 2eme Annie (T1:/wk

Lessons Observations

Ex-an.Oecl surfaces

1. rigliCT:Iri$:::7!
reguic... .,../1-..ernid

3. obliqua oll..-.Enid
4. Frustum of pyramids,

and cones

11, Build Impelkm
5. the II....0i.ail,:o11 (?) of

buildir.f... 6:mien
6, introductIrm to founda-

tions, walin; and roofs
7. intro, to *i"; oor s
8, intro, to partitions
9, view of a portion of a

villa with tht. plan and
a cutaway view of
sanitary fixtures

10, representation of an
apartment with sanitary
fixtures

11, view of a kitchen, bath-
roev.1, with fixtures

12, supply and sanitary
fixtu.es with cold water

13, hot water supply of
snizary_fixtures

14, drainage of used water
15, "Ia perspective

cavalier..4.H _:.

16, waste water from a
toilet

17, view of waste piping
with orimarY and second-
ary Nont i lation

18, view of a bathroom with
a bath

15.). view of a Turkish toilet
(reservoir above)

20, installation of as
21, view of a hair salon
22, view of ventilation

piping
23.. evacuation and

drainage

interseCticn with an oblique
plan, right section

(5) scales, 'symbols, dimension
lines, shading of different
materials
(11) furnish the students some
views of sanitary fixtures,
valves of water and gas
(13) normal representation of
conduites of hat andncold water,
gas, and used water
(14) slopes (fall)
(16) joints with load pipe)
(.20) water heater, as st
(21) batteries of sinks
(22) squaro and circular
(23) profile of a sewer

197
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, Lessons Observit ions.

III. Comer tral Heating.

24, thermosiphonage
25, principlw and design

of c Po ..-.: traat!ng
syst,,,c%.

26, design : :::d principles
of installation of a
hot water heater with
boiler (primary and
seconcla-y circuits)

27, pririvi.,ie5; of contral
heating .,..t :d produCtion
of hot water (vertical
system

28, hot water tanks
29. installation of a

mazout heater
oxPansion chambers30.

*I.

198

(24) functioning principles
(25) role of expansion

chambers, slope, air
Purge valves

(29) capacity, commercial
forms

(30) role, capacity, forms

.

,

.

.

1

;

:
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Travaux PratiqUeS . ~ 2tvne Annee (15 h/wk)

Themes

Sanitary installations
1. fixation of a lavatory
2, fixation of a bidet
3, fixation of a sink
4, fixation of a timbre

d'office
5, fixation of :I water

closet flush-type-
tank above

6, fixationief tank-type
W.C.
fixation of tank-type
urinal

Sheetmetal
a. cylindrical pipe cut

at the end
9. elbow of 2 square

pieces
10, reduction cone assem

led by rivets
11, Tee branch of diff.ci

by rivets
12, stale aspirator
13, execution of an anti-

foaling elbow
14, cylindrical elbow of

many elements

III, Swells:7,1
150 install ;an of a

radiator
16, installation of an

expansion tank
17. installation of abcele

rotor
10,execution of a col-

lector boiler
19,gas heater (instant)
20, zxecution of a rising

column for water
distribution

21, horizontal distribu-
tion of water

22., water distribution

Obsemep-
tions Practidal Technology

fixation of sani-
tary apparatus
(lavatories on
brackets, mounting
of faucets)
pidets:. fixation on
lead brackets, and
faucets
W.C. : same things

- tracing and cut-
t ing

autogenous
welding

riveting
fastening of 5M

- tracing of dif-
feront parte of.. a
uTa

- bending and
welding

-torch cutting
-fixation of
flanr,es

joining of the drain pipe
of the W.C. by rubber
cone.s

joining of the toilet by
brass screws on lead
brackets

tocis shears, hammea.:
chisels, beckeron (of
anvil), rivet sets, semi
sets, rivet,, snaps,
anvi I, oxygen-a cetyk: ;
torch, rolling machim.,,
spot welders

mounting of radiator
sections
fixation of expansion
vessel
cutting torch (function,
rnako-up)
tools for copper
hydraulic_benders
watz:r meters
gas meters
joining of secondary

ventilation-

193
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Themes Observations Practical Technology

IV. Plastic tubing
23, function, gluing with

special premade
joints and fittings

V. Copper Tubing
24. Cold bending
25, hot bending
26. functioning
27, welded fittings,

soldered and
brazed

23. Properties of.
commercial PVC,

- with tubing benders
- with sand
- with a brock
- matrix tube

0

200
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TRAVAUX PRAT IQUES 3eme Annft,S _(70 h/wk) .

e

Themes Observations

1, a sanitary installa-
tion (3, I.) composed
of a shower, lavatory
and a veer heater

2, a f..;. I. caraposad of 2,
a patting, a sink on
its brackets, instal-
ling a gas W.H. of
125 nth/mm

3. install a level heat-
ing system of 3-4
radiators and a
boiler

4, hot water supply 4
with a boiler (prim-
ary circuit)

5, a S. I. of: a lavato-
ry, bidet, sink and
bathroom heater(gas)

6, installation of a heat G,
generator (mural)
of 4-5 radiators

7, installation of a group
surpressor

8, installation of a heater 8,
by forced circulation
(4-5 radiators) and a
mazout heater

9, installation composed S.
of double lavatory,
sink, W.C., gas W.H.
of 100 liters

start the. stu-
dents instal-
ling sanitary
and heatihg ,
apparel', trace the
supply piping, tak-
ing measurements,
and complete small
installations
make known the ins-
stallation function
regulation of the
burners as well as
the. safety apparatus

function and regula-
tion of a bathroom
W,I-I, and water
heaters (gas and
electric)
setting, regulation
and function of
pumps and surpres-
sors
joininv of cas fix-
tures and latior
of burned gases

r

201

Practical
Technology

1. tools for pearcing
walls, for fixing
shields, etc,

4, setting in place of
cast iron, cement,
and plastic pipa

6, installation of an
electric pump
(suction lift vs,;.
di schar.ge. lift)

7.

6.

insulation of piping
glass wool, cork,
asbestos .,
Installation of a
temperature regula-
tor on a coal wr
fixation of a pyros-
tat and ecquastat
(electric)

0
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1. Ob jectives /

'
At the close of the apprenticeshipethe apprentice

must be:

- able to troubleshoots problem of carburation or .

Ignition and remedy it himself

- able to locate an electriCal problem and remedy it

- informed in a precise manner of the principles of
motor repair and capable of repairing certain parts

- able -to proceed with basic operations of sheetmetal
working end welding /

- capable of fabrication small replacement parts,

II. In the first and second years, the proposed work is above
all preparatory exercises designed for the difficulties an
apprentice will encounter,

These exercises will be performed at first on old
material suited to this purpose and toward the end on
serviceable material,

--.

In the 3rd year, the apprenticeship will pursue the
study Qf all the mechanisms.

It is desirable that this work will reinforce with the
student the modern industrial methods and to progressively
habituate him to the scientific organization of the Work.

t 0

Ill. Etude

All work and exercises must be based on diagnosis or
plans made by the student on the mechanical state of the
device to be repaired

This study will have to consist of 3 parts:

1, before disassembly, a diagnosis of the trouble

2 after disassembly, compare the diagnosis with ,

the problem
,

3, choice of the means of repair (tools, reparations,
adjustments, etc.)

204
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important Advice

-157-

0

.-

.

The indispensable elements to assure the formation .

of our students in auto - mechanics depend on 3 factors:

to know what is necessary

- to know how to do it

- to have what is necessary to
db it

.(the teacher)

(students - teacher)

(tools,. etc.)

a) teacher's preparations
b) the tools and indispensable material
c) before proceeding with the work, to

prepare the students for analytical
.experimentation

d) necessity of the usage of technical
manuals

Small jobs of actual work arc recommended during
the 2nd and 3rd years under the condition that the work be
synchronized with the student's level and parallel to the
lessons 'and practical exercises already acquired..

o

204
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TRAVAUX PRATITIES

Specialty: ts.iechanic-Auto 1st Year

Title of
Exercise Objectives Technological

Elements experimentation Indication -
- tools
- tnaDasin

(storage)

Tool .use knowledge of tools wrench constitution put in contact with dif-
ferent tools
practice manipulation

tightening
and locking
bolts,
screws, etc*

- assembling
safety

different modes of
tightening and
securing

assembly and mounting
of simple apparatus

- connecting.rod
cap

- pulleys

notions of
removal and
replacement
of a simple
part

to favor the spirit
of observation

notion of mechanical
assembly

remove and replace a
simple part

small, light
assemblies .

dressing of
a surface
with a file
finishing by
honing

geometrical
correction of a
surface

- the gasket surface
., the theory of

honing

check many honed sur-
faces - flatness
-- state of surface

honing by hand and
with surfacer
ex, : manifold

gasket
(joint)
making

sealing study of simple types
of gaskets (paper,
cork, rubber, etc.)

make diverse kinds of
gaskets of paper by
different methods of
cutting

demonstration on a
packet of
gaskets

20,; 200



-159-
st Year

Titles of Objectives Technological
Elements Experimentation Indication

jacking up a
car
(manutention)

Safety correct support
(jack stands) and
blocking of
wheals

block vehiclo and support
it securely
- remoe a simple part

remove a wheel
or shock absorber

(
Tires
domounting

manual ability
I

wheels - tires
(roues) -- (pneus)

demount* chock, repair
innor tube, remount*
inflato

\ precautions and
safety procedures

suspension
springs
shock
absorbers

- knowledge of the
eknrents

- appreciation of
condition

- object of function-1
ing principle

- different systems
of shock absorbers

remove springs, torsion
bar

check and sorvico
check shock absorborsi
bushings

safety

.

motor

---

to put in contact with
tho differont parts

notion of the consti-
tutlon of tho different
parts of the motor in
chronological order

partially disassemble a
motor - repair of parts
clean the pieces -
methodical arrangement
and reassembly

work on used non-
functioning
motors

Head
(culasso)

to develop the spirit
of diagnosis and
reparation

study of the hoed all the following work:
- check the surface

flatness
- remove valves (soupapo)

check* grind* recheck
- remove and replace .

va Ivo gu idos

201 2O
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1st year

.

Title of
Exorcise

.

Objectives
.

Technological
.eioments Experimentation Indication

.

mount piece
with flat
surfsces

to learn a respect for.
bolt tighting - order
of tightening and
amount of torque

torque wrench . - tighton down a head and
connecting rod cap

- ordor of tightening

-,..
. ,

Tighting
(review techniquo)

brakes
(froins)

l

initiation to brake
systoms

goneralities on the
system used

-. romovo brake drum
(tambour)

- remove shoes
(machoires)

- reassemble .

work on a brako
system on a
chassis .

radiators initiation to the
systems

.

- constitution of a
radiator .

- charts shoWing
the principle of
the thermostat

,- circulation check
- functioning .chock
(boil water to demons-
trate thermostat
function)

.

thermometer .

.

fuel pump
.

trouble shoot fuel
problems

fuel systems
. s

- check before repavel
- have expertise on the

component parts
- use what is necessary
- for repairs
- replace and test

check fuel pressure
of many syttems

2 0
2
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Specialty: Metal Work

-1.63.-

TRAVAUX Piz,:ct1:,::IES

-,
'1st Year OA of the vr)

c :V

Title of
Exercise Objectives

.. _
t echnological

Elements Experimentation indication

1) Filing
(Limage)

a) manual ability
b) precision and

security of csntrol
c) correct holding of

file

= working post (vice)
- tool terminology
- different types of

files
- usage to dress a

surface .

- fixation of the piece in
the vice

- correct hold of file

application on
auto parts

2) Tracage
(layout)

Determining the form
of a piece

tracing and marking
material (compass,
scratch, awl, rule,
etc.)
geometric method of
layout

- mark piece on table
- sharpen tools
- centering, punching

3) Sciage
(sawing)
hacksaw
(scie e
mutaux)

usage of hacksaw

0

study parts on saw
direction of the.teuth
on blade (lame)

saw following a line on
sheet metal, a tube,
profile; etc.

(1

4) punching andspirit
marking
(pointagS
et
markage)

of decision and
choice

study of punching and
marking

usage of punch and
marking tools

r

21.i 212



Title of ObjectivesExercise
Technological
Elements Experimentation

.

Indications
,

5) Chanfrein-
age
(chamfer-
Ing)

Spirit of
finishing

- chamfering after
tracing

- tools used

fixing the piece in
place

.

6) Grattage
(scraping)

improving,
cleaning
surfaces

constitution of a
scraper and
methods of
scraping

scrape cykr,44 c
surfaces '..;

4:4

diverse alloys

7) Piroage
(goindrag)
(burnishing)

_

.

use of diverse
stones

object of burnishing
(constitution of
stones)

burnish plane and
cylindric surfaces

.
.

retouch a motor
part

a) Pergage
(drilling)
Tarau-
dage
(tapping)
fifetage
(die)

.

.

.

study drill bits
study taps
study dyes

divoirse methods of .

drilling
tapping and dying by
hand

1
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-3.b3-
I

Title of
Exercise

,

Objectives Difficulties Experiences
. chnological
Elements .

Observations

initiation to
the
principal
Lnhniques

Layout
(tragage)

perpendicular
layout :

parallel layout
circumference.

layout

tools,
- designation.
- use

.

ITthese notions of
layout must be ,--

used durpi )g a
1chosen exercise i

cutting
cut-out
(decoupage)

manual and
mochanical
shears
(cisallles)

tools and machines --'

,

dressing and
trimming
(dressage et
ebavurage)

make a shearei
piece of shoot-
metal as flat as
pcissible

. .

the technological

shaping-
forming
(raise en forme)

bending -
folding
(pliage -
cintrage)

hot and cold
element must be
communicated tosthe
students at the time
of demonstration

Assembly
(assemblage)

- riveting
- spot welding/

, spot weldor
- description
- usage

215 216
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Title of
Exercise Ohiecti yes

Technological
Elements

. .

Exporimeniation Indication

., .

.

Grinding and
seating valves
(rectification)

to properly grind and
seat valves

compression - good
seal - angle of seat
and valve Where sur-
faces come in contact
(oorte) .

grinding

Timings
assembly and
adjustment
(gears, chair)

synchrOnisation of the
crank and cam shafts
(tiling chain or
gears)

Timing -
different methods
(chain, gear, 0, H.
cam) ,

,

- adjust valves; positioning
of crank and cam

- mounting of timing chain
or gars .

valve adjustment
'- adjust on different

motors
-- review technique

Wheel
balancing

- usage of a wheel
balancer

- discovery of the
consequences of an
unbalanced wheel

- traction .
- tire wear

.

, dynamic and static
balancing

test on many
wheels

Cooling
system, .
water

0 pump
0

,

introduction and
familiarization
with system

cooling of motor
- heat transfer
- thermostatic

control

,
remove, check, and replace if necessary, the water
pump. Use the hydraulic press to install new i
bearing

_
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Title of
Excircise I-ObjectIves Technological

Elements .,
Experimentation . indication

Methodical
disassembly
of a
motor

... introduction of
systems

- usage of
precision
tools

the.motor parts
applied tolerances
of the different
parts

-A

.

methodical disassembly
..- repair, classification;

cleaning, checking crank
tolerances, cylinders,
pistons, cam, etc,

...

-.

micrometer*, dial
indicator, valve
gap, seals, gaskets

.

.

Removal and
repair of
pistons, rings,
and
connecting
rods

..

particularities of this
work and-the standard
exchange of these
pieces

.

pistons, connecting
rods, bearings
constitution

.

put in place: pistons, rods
rings, (use ring compros-
sor
- precautions of
on tenon of pieces
and heir fragility

:
.

`collier a segments
(ding compressor)
plastigauge

replacement of
connecting
rod
bushing
(baguet)

installation of a
bushing

study the installation
of different-rod
bushings

extract, put in place*
-bore- from a new
wrist oin by machining

Ignition
Timing

Set. timing
.

Timing:
- top dead center
- advance
- retard

timing of different
motors

chock timing with
timing light
(if available)

215
220
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TRAVAUX PRAITIqUES
Specialty: ELECTRICITE

f

2nd Year..(25% shop time)
.

Ti tie' of -
Exerc la o Objectives Tech

ants
Technological
Elem Exporimontations Indications

Connections
and wire
binding

to make good circuit
connections (strength
insulation; etc., )

conductors;
insulatiory
resistance

work with wire of dif-
ferent diameter,
rigidity, and
suppleness

simple notions

Assembly of
circuits using
various con-
nectars and
terminals

to. make connections
using a soldering
iron (fer a soudre)

connections, resis-
tango, voltage dropt

.

.

solder wires of different
diameters

use connectors
and terminal ends

.

Solder ter-I
minais on
battery
cable

connection on a
cable - strength

intensity, over
heating, voltage
drop .

solder or weld
connection with torch

.

Replacement
of wires and
cables

elementary know-
ledge of electrical
work (i.e. battery
Cables)

... diameter of wires
- modes of connection

connectors, terminals,
wire harness, clamps,
- layout of circuit

.

work on a vehicle
if possible

battery
repair
(case)

simple repair'
.

"- wire diameter
- modes of connection

seal cracks in case
(battery)

soldering iron

o o

,. 22i- 22
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Title of
E rcisexa Objectives Technological

Elements Experim en tat IOM - Indications
-.....

Repair of
battery
terminal

to repair battery
connection& -

constitution of
battery
- external

connections

cut out .and makeup torch work ...
new terminal use old batteries

Battery
cheek
- charging

battery

check state of
battery

.
tension

_ gravity level of
electrolyte )

-

chat* condition of stress this exercisers
many batteries importance
(review) - _._

Replace
accessories
and lights
of vehicle
(if possible)

work on small
accessories (motors)
switches, horns,
lights) s

,,-.-.

characteristics of
accessories,
functioning, etc.

. remove headlights study varied accesso.
- change switches, ,. ries on car of your

relays choice

Adjust
headlights
(if there is a
place)
and horn

correct functioning of
headlights and horn

.
- optics and reflection

principles
- sound vibrations

,
---,-,

geometrical and optical work at the car and
adjustment of headlights' on the bench - .

spark plug
condition
check

clean and adjust plugs insulation,\eleetrodes,
gapping, cold and hot
plugs -.,

- spark plug condition
as symptom of further
problems

inspection: visual . use a large variety
- clean and adjust' Of plugs
- cher:k many different

plugs
- tost report on plugs



Title of
ExercIse

-,----..,
Objectives 1

I
i ochn...gicelElats-mor

- high tension spark
capacitor ,

- insulation

Experimentations

- check the spark of
many coils

- check with meter or
checklist

Indications

preview with many
coils and condensor5,
perhaps have students
construct their own
tester

coil and
condenser
check

inspect functioning
of coil and condenser

Partial re-
vision or R4f1
of distributor
- adjust points
- test ,

put in working order
the simple parts of
a distributor

.._

points, pring adjst-
went, insulation, \
rotors cap, etc.

replacement of points.
and condensor
adjust and test

work on a distributor
for a 4-cylinder
motor

.

Remove and
partially dis-
assemble a
generator or
a starter -
replace on
motor

simple connaissance
of the cars apparatus

function of starter
and dynamo
- precautions to take

during removal and
replacement

remove generator or
starter -
partially clean and
disassemble -
checks brushes, arma-

, hire bendix) -
reassemble and
reRlace

work on cars where
the starter or
generator are
accessible

.
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Specialty: MEC - AUTO

,

-169.
. °z.

. TRAVAUX PRATIVAS

.

.

6

2nd Year X500
of

the Y 4) r

Title of
Exercise

ITechriologicalObjectives
fEl ements Experimentation

.

Indications

Carburetor study of the circuits
and functioning

carburation study with aid of schema-
tics of different
carburetors in the course
.of disassembly and
assembly search for
problems and recondition

schematic on:
- solex .

- zenith
- weber

Brake
Inspection

.
i

study of different
braking systems as well
as the inspection and
moans employed for
the reparation

Iacceptable conditions
of the brakes

preliminary tests in order
to diagnos the state of the
brakes followed by visual
inspection

.

Drum brakes:
put in working
order (shoes,
drums.. )

Remove drums, shoos; change lining (riveting)*
remount and adjust-rebuilt and/or replace
wheel cylinders: master cylinder - bleed brakes

hone cylinders If
necessary
(rectification)

Disc brakes :
put in working
order

removal of caliper (6trier), Inspection and change
brake pads -
precaution necessary for reassembly and final
ixation, inspect in the course of disass4mbly
rve condition of disc's surface as well as the
entual warping.. .

chock tolerances
given by' auto
constrUCtor

227
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Title of
EXercise Cbje'ctives .

Technological
Elements Experimentations'

.
Indications

v
,

e- 4in
- Cam shaft Organ placement Distribution devices - put place cam shaft procedure of
- push-rods
- oil pump

(cam shaft, push-rods,
I ifters, rockers)

- note how it is locked'
in place - precautions

removal -
test on many

oil pump on its precise placement
as well as the seal,s, check
oi! 'Journals and replace
bearings

motors
...I.

Placement of correct mounting Gasket and seals: precautiopts to- take when putting a gasket
the head of a component - water .

- gases
in place (clean surfaces, gasket sealer, etc.)
tightening of head in correct order ard- oil, :, sequences usini,torque wrench and torque



TFtAVAUX PRAT [=_S

Specialty: METAL WORKING (Ajustage) 2nd Year (12.5 % of the Year)

0

Title of
Exercise Objective

,Technological
Elements Experimentation Ind*.ation

use of
drill press

drill holes under
various
conditions

..

.

guiding of bit,
lubrication
drill speed

.

complete hole; ,
semi-drilled hole;
adjacent holes (tangent);
joined hOleo (secants)j ,
deep drilling,

preceujlons,
application on. steel,
cast iron; bronze,
aluminium .

drilling with
hand drill

manual drilling use of hand drill-
(chignole)

_

same work as above proper holding
°of drill ..

Tapping of ;
threads
(taraudage)

.

threading with a tap
by hand

.
.

Tap, proper usage,
lubrication

.
different types of holes' -
complete (debouchant),
semi (borgne)
from 3 to 14 mm

applied'on
diverse metals

. .

Threading
by hand
(filetage)

threading with
threaders (die)''
(fi I iere)

guic4ce
lubr atior

I

T

- threading with guide
- preparation of piece
- re threading from 3

to 14 mm..
- making of a stud

(gauseon)

applied on diverse
metals

231
232
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TRAV1-4.1X PIIA'r "LiES

Snocialtv: Welding and Sheetmetal (Soudure et Tblerie) 112.5 % of the Year)

0

1

Title of
Exerci30 Objectives Technological

. Elements Experimentation indication

Tolerie:
,
exoeutton of all
operations
.-.

'geometric 'drafting
ability

- rnerhing tools
- methods of marking

osi chectmetal

0
1st and 2nd years
comb tied

- reminder of
notions

- p recautions to take

, Tracing
Gaoroctric
co.istruction limited to cones,

hoods- '..,...,.

Shee'ring
Iciseillage)

I

manual ability usage of different
shears (cisailles),
machine adjustment

exercises on diffdront
thicknesses of Sheet-
metal

safety precautions
.

Welding:
manipulation of the
welding equipment

1

- calcium carbide
- acetylene and

oxygen
- oxyacetylene flame
- choice of welding

tJps (buses) ,
- regulating)

manipulation of welder
setting up and putting
away of voiding ,
equipment
lighting and extin-
guishing of torch

- adjusting regulators
- weldino beads .

Y

- safety precautions
a. handling of bottles
- safety glasses

regulating
bottle pros-
sure
and flame at
torch -
running a
straicht
bead

t

23J
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1Title of
Ex.-Amis.:: Objectives Technological IElements Experimentation Indications

Weld: manual ability, .-

knowledge of welds,
currents used

particularities of
welding,
shrinking and
dilation of metals,
overheating of torch

weld end to end and at an
exterior angle with
different thicknesses of
sheetmetal

%.-preparation of meta .,,t
surface --.

-,.-..:

,

End --to -End,
flat,
an exterior
angle

Weld an
interior
angle -
welding of
tubes

manual ability and
knowledge of tubes
and sheetmetals
welded at angles

.

particularities of
welding
- advantages and in-

conveniences
- metal deposits

weld interior.angles -
. weld tubes and sheet

!prepai.ation of tubes
and shoot surfaces

Erazing manual ability
- knowledge of the

function of
brazing

particularities of
' these welds

-. .

flux powder (borax)
.

brazing on different
thicknesses

brazing
preparations.



Specialty: MEC-AUTO

-174-

TRAVAUX PRA1 '..;;.:ES
3rd Your UOS:Lyjfthe ear

Title of
Exorcise Objectives Technological

Elements Experimentations I indicatl

Disassumtsly
of _

2,-cycle
motor

discovery; of the parti-
Cu larities of this type
of motor

2-cycle motor
(le moteur a
2 temps)

.

methodical disassembly
- arrangement of die-

as nett tb 1 ocI. pieces, etc.
- repairs

. I

cycle otor

Decarbonise
ports of
2-cycle
engine

periodic maintenance
of a 2-cycle motor

-distribution of- gas
mixture and exhaust
in 2-cycle motor

decarbonise' with tho aid
of a wooden point
- stress precautiOns to

prevent scratching
cyl,

w den point and,
c pressed air

Adjust and
check
carb

troubel .shoot carb
problems and
remedy

carburation at all
speeds

a
usage of an exhaust .

analyser .

I
/

,/- vacuum gauge,
- exhaust analyser
- screw driver
- wrenches

Carb and
accelerator
linkage

check accelerator
linkage

carburetors, linkages,
cables, hoses, pivot
joint, control link

check the functioning of,:
butterfly VaiVOSi- Ch0k0
valve,. clamps, jets, /hose
between pump and carb,
filter, play of butterfly
valve axle /

Adjust carb to assure ideal
carburation at all
speeds

homegenity of the
mixture.

experimentation'at all
speeds // .

- check at a,constant
level .,'

different Systems
(review) .

.

' u

4 23u
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Title of
Exercise Objectives

TochnoiOgical
Elements ExperirSerdations indications6-

a) cold starting- to facilitat cold
startingb) idling

- to maintain a slow
idle speed

- different choke
mec anisms

- idle circuit of carb

on cold motors start -
engine without using
accelerator
turn idlle throttle
stop and idle mixture
.scr.-n,v

tachometer

Idles, ecce-
loration
running
progres-

progression of ac-
celeration
chock progressive
running up to high
speeds

progression
- by pass jet
- by main jot
principle of compen-
sator

check progression of
idle speeds
accelerate from mid-
speed to high, verify -
ing the smoothness of
acceleration

repeat operation
many times , .

acceleratioh
at all
speeds

check the effective-
ness of accelerator
pump

different systems of
acceleration

check for flab-ipots
in acceleration

,
check jets,
pump and
injector

Clutches troubleshoot
problems

clutch: role,
qualities,
requirements

-

\
establish a trouble-'.
shooting diagnosis
before Sisassembly
check: play of pedal,
disc linings clutch
chatter



-176- 3rd Year

Title of
Exercise

I-Objectives
I

Technological
Elements Experimentations

,
Indications ,

Disassemble
clutch

to reuse repair,
or discard
clutch disc

the clutch parts -
role and
constitution

check: disc, splines,
flywheel (flatness,
score marks), throwout
bearing
- !Doi: titaness
- pressure Plate

centrifugal
clutch
- clutch

lining ,

- clutch
shoes

centrifugal
clutch

state of lining and shoes
effectiveness a spring
of the shoes

0.v

transmission
-.remove and

replace

.

familiarization
with different
positioned
transmissions

- front drive system
- transaxle system

(rear)
- classic system

according to the system
enploy the most efficient
method of removal and
rePlacement

stress the importance
of attention to the
removal and roplacemor
of different typos of ,,

transmission -
alignment and pregres-

/sive bolt tightening

Transmission: to learn to analyze
and discover trans-
mission Problems
with the help of the
natural faculties of
the student

-methodical research of
problems relating to the
f.inctioning of the
transmission

:road test;
discovery of problems:
- difficult shilling
- gear noise

,

use all speeds-
trouble shoot
establish an analysis
of reparation

establishment
of diagnostic
procedure be.-
fore and after
disassumbly

24:
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O

3rd Year

Title of
Exercise Objectives Technological

Clemente

,

Experimentations , Indications

Disassembly
of
transmission

familiarization with
different
ransrai.S.Sions

constitution of
transmissions
review technology
relating to The
mechanisms

depending onthe trans
mission:
disassemble completely .
.

.
arrange and classify

. the parts,
-checking degree of
wear

reassembly
of
transmission

,
gears assemblage
- ccriclitions of .

good reassembly
and functiohing

different procedures
of assembly -
tolerances -
review

assembly: precede in
reverse order of dis-
assembly respecting
tolerances and verifying

-the, different movements
chock after assembly

show in certain cases
the sumiSs (case) d.
different systems of
trans -

Tr3ncriission study of different
transmissions and
the problems they
can have

.

caskets and seals work on arleast-2 modols
- follow instructions -
refe.r to control model
for the. tolerances and
condition of seals and
bearings -

.

stress the importance
of precautions to take
with transmission case
and gaskets

remove, fix
or exchange.

Drive shaft to localise prob-
toms before dis-
assembly

functioning of a U-joint
and the differential

road test or put on ',

safety stands -
look for excess play
or noise - locate

.

elevate students sense
of observation and de-
duction in the
troubleshooting process
- noise
- play ..
- vibration, etc.

- troubleshoot
em- disassemble

243

.
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-178- 3rd Year

Title of.
ExerSiee Objectives Technological

Elements =,
Experimontailons Indications

Remcval of
drive shaft

study Of different
means of function
for different
models

different placements
drive shafts depending'
on vehicle '

remove suspended and non
suspended dIblw shafts
- review technique

choice of the easiest
method of r_emoval

disassembly
of
drive shaft

troubleshoot LI- jeints and
differential

-

disassemble 2 types of
drive shaft .

ox: (classic,. banjo,
split)

disassemble the assemb-
lageS
- check pieqes
- establish Senftof

estimation

,

-.

Assembly of
drive shaft

assembly of
Ujoint

different types of
assembly:
- play in bearings
- adjusting splines

- adjust bearings
- play in splines - yoke
- check splimus .

(visually)

usage of:'
- caliper
- dial indicator

Wheel
axle

icnowledge of '-

differsnt types
- utilization of an

extractor

the means of
transmission

remove different models
- use appropriate methods

and'tooles

hub puller,
bearing puller

Front axle preparation of
vehicle for
adjustments

geometry of front axle
- alignment -

check: tire pp-essure
play in front end
(bearing, bushing, etc.()
- replace defective pa' s
- put 1n position on

alignment rack

usage of alignment
rack: °"

r review techniques
-preview character's-

tiques of alignment
tire wear

-- check georse
try

- preliminary
work

.c 24

t
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1.79- AcA2a...art

Ti tio of Technological 4ObjectiVes Exporlmontations indications
Exerc so Elements

2nd adjust- to assure good objoctivos of all the u till za lion of aligning review characteris-
mont: traction and straight characteristic anglos equipment 6 tic of alignment
- camber steering - occontric adjustment problems: .
- caster minimizing tire or addition and sub- - bad 'kicking
- toe-in wear o traction of shims - etc.

,.:Steering knowledge of dif- role and function of romovel disassemble, be- stress importance of
ferent steering units stoering systems come knowledgcablo with good condition of

piecos - exchange parts stoering mechanism
- elitist PlaY for safety reasons

general to guido the students common' mechanical exercises including all - test light
trouble- to a systematic disfunctions common problems of the - timing light
shooting mothod of troublo-- - otectrical and motor: ,
(dipannage) shooting , carburation - ignition. -power

- carburation. -cool ing
etc,

Governing to begin to under- components of injection preparation of pump before Diosol motor
of a Diosol stand the diffc.tronce pump - accelerator governing
Injection pump between injection of and power cut adjusting to constructors

Diesol as compared specs
to carburation and
ignition

.

injector Pressuro check troublo shooting disassombly and review techniques
calibration cleaning

:..

I-

247
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Title of
E )(arc ise

Technelogicalbjectives ExperimentationsO Elements Indications

Roaming
t.; y

htnd

.
(Execution of all the
to ream by. hand

operations of tho 1st and
- reamer:

mode of action
hold
lubrication
precautions

2nd yoars combinod with:)
ream with cylindric
reamers

of diverse types'
- adjustable and

non-adjustable

apply on diverse
metals

Lcck
pinning
(Ck Wel)
twared

. ,

conical bore

e

- conical bore (ream)
- utilization ,

.. drilling the lead
hole

- drill load hole
- execution of the

., conical bore
- chock with tapered

pin

6

work with diverse pins

It..scembly and
inounting

.

.

riveting

.

- methods of assembly
and mounting by
riveting

.

repairing, removal
and replacement of
assembly

.- cold riveting

- order of replacement
- check burrs
- different rivets

.

Dimension
and
weights.
-linear

measures

uzage of
measuring
devices

- calipers:
inside, outside,
vernier

- micrometer
_

use of JCrnier caliper
- micrometer, etc.
- check diverse pieces

list of readings of
the dimensions



Title of
Exercise Cbjectives Technological

Eler.aerts Experimentfitions Indications

tseasure by
dial
indicator

Usage of dial
indicator

principleS of checking
by comparison -
tho dial indicators

check fiat and
cylindric pieces

lisereeklings of
dimensions

ummary
et
E xercises

Revision Revision
exectiVon of Irsoful
work



" 1.82-

TRAVA.trii .1 1173

Specialty: Tederie -.Soudure 3rc`ej

Title of
ET , :excise Objectives c;":-.r Vr.^1.sif

c;..,..r.t. , .t-
Experimoa:Elons Indications

Pheetmetal preliminary work
. with the execution o
a piece

initiation to
roiling

1

the bender
,, determination of neu-

tral fibers ,.
- the roller

execution of pieces of
different :,:trms

allow for the
ditnermtml

utilization of
the machinesfoid and bond

by handnd and
en the bender
roiling by hand
and machine

, "Iork of the
I flank shaped
: tf.:..,
- truncated

schematic
- hot roiling

with sand

to habitiate the
student to work
a tube

the processes of
fabrication

,

,

exorcises on a tube
to the form of an
exhaust manifold

repeat oxercises
until obtalnInqa
correct roiling

.

Work on ,,,
extruded
sections

work on extruded
sections

study different
soct;ons
(profiles)

work on diverse .

extruded sections
- assembled on .

useful work

profit by revision

ii

25o
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-183- icer.lalr

Title of
Exercise Object Ares

..
TechnelegIcal
Ei?ments

- choice of electrodes
- adjustment of

welde
..-1,)!SCO preparation

- mode of operation

Experimentations

weidlnl oxercise on
sheetmotsi with and
without chamfer

.

Indications

precautions to take
against deformation

c?

Weldinen knowlS(19.?, of
principles of
arc weldingArc-weld

- exterior and
interior
angl2

Recharga
on a
cyl indric
shaft

recharge
practice

principle and utility
of the racharge

work on diverse
shafts

choice of
electrodes

25.,i

vi
.

2564
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TF.A.a; ; F

Specialty: E I ectr ci ti-Auto 3rd xit4r11531.2f s.t.° Year)

Title of
ffxercise Objectives Te,tntoogical '

1 Experimentations .
Eii:',1.:',-:Is I

indications

Distributor : ' to pl.kt irpcor:Iplete
workinc order

, .-

.:,

- ..c.t.9aning of
4..,:llsx1

..

disassembly
- mechen;cal and olectri-

cal chef .k
- adjust advance curve
- cam angle

work on distributors
of 4 - 6 cylinders

1

.

disassembly '-
complete revi-
clan - reas-
sembly .',

- adjustments
- test On

synchroscope
cam angle

4.

Magneto: knowledge of
.functioning

autcromous ignition
devices
- magnetic principle
- knowledge

3

,

complep disassembly
- Me cEnnical and

electrical checks
- adjust
- toot off and on motor

turning magnetos
and magnetic
flywheels

disassemble
and chock -
replace and
test

Starter: dotail.4 knowledge
of starters "

put in working
condition

L

revision on principle of
electrical MOW`
- constituent parts
- Losavo
- theory
- starter relays

switches, solenoid°

r,emovo and disassemble
completely a starter
- do mechanical and

electrical verifications
- put in working order
- replace on motor
- chock relays and

'solenoid

work on car starters `
only
- avoid heavy truck

starters
,

.1

disassembly and
verification
- exchange parts-
- reassemble
- test
- replace
- work on
diverse types

253
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3rd Year

Title of
Exorcise Objectives .,

echnological
lements- .

. experimentations Indications

Troubleshoot
ctarter circuit

.
.

to remedy p. problem
in the stertcr
circuit

_

systematic search
- method of iagnosisd

troubleshoot .an a car:
--- connections, cables,

battery, circuit, °
dirty terminals, etc,

.insist on priorities:
above all, stress
impor twice of contacts
anc Ilan battery
terminal - .

on the car

2 brush
oeneratork
remove, diO- ,

assemble,
verify, exchangt.
parts,
assemble

9

teat on and off
car

deepened know-
ledge -
- put in workinc

order
,-;;ability to test

.

revision Of theory
constitution of
generator

- different parts

.

remove, disassemble,.
check mechanical and
electrical - put in

' working order - ' '
°clean armature -
check insulation -
test on and off car . ,

. .

.
car'generators only

:

. ,

'

.
Alternator: knowted of modern

alter ors
-,put in working orderpaite,
- test/

,
.

..
theory, revision of
functioning, diverse

constitution,
nomenclature

t,

. retrieve, disassemble,
check mechanical arid
'electrical functions;
bearings, insulation,
diod s e ssee, reassemble,
test on and off car

. work on current
models

-. .

. .

4

_

remove, dis-
acsemble ' -----check -ex"
chance parts,
reassemble,
tait - all
types.

25.)

r.
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,Title of
Exercisi Objectives T, :'-.:Iological

IY:.:..ic.-li 3
Experimentations Indications,

Regulator connecticr..-., ! r :113
difforont iwcuiatora
- mounting

ir;:ocsftrtc.: of regulator
in z.yatoin
.. dol l

g
eacy

- i4ound

. .

adjusi a regulator at
a test bolleil with its
gcnorator (or alt) -
replace on car and.
rochock Ito functioning

delicacy of work
- work on as many

typos as possible

Charcing
circuit

te.ubies!-:coot
cnalegino prot liams

- f_metion of charging
circuit -- mathodical trouble-
zhoo,in,,,

- principlos

troubles:41mA charoing
problems
- check generator out-

put regulltor,
ampmete:, Vilres,
and connectIons

- use test lamp

troubloshoot late model
cars
- avoid problems
. too sophisticated

Electrical
accyssorios

I :-.:;,:hodicat
4 ir - t41'.1.:.-ff .-)if 00

n; -..::.-::t 1 -..:c 1

accoorioz

methods of troubloshoot-
i: , 4: - clie.41I0Ai a and
;c-.11:-:$::::in

sucCoZCIVC elimination
- remark on poor ground

connections

locativW'sn nf problem
in lightt, stinois, c: -km
other pk.c., of electrical
oquipmcnt o the car

troubleshoot
light and signal
circuits on car Of
preferonce

0

,
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Some final Notes on the Official Proorams

In retrospect, the official program is gonorally restfictive,
and limits the introduction of new ideas. it Is prohibitive of
innovative, comprehensive thought on the part of the students.
But it is flexible enough so that once you get used to the
system, you can make an.-Iniport4nt contribution to the free-thought
process that we as Americans understand and appreciate. It
simply is not enough to teach your students Ilhow tool: you must
strive to make them understand the whys and wherefores of
their specialty.

Here are some suggestions, once again prOposed and
implemented by previous volunteers.for implementing this moti-
vated type of methodology:

A. For the metals group (metals, auto, and plumbing)

I. Meaningful metal-working projects. Cive the kids a
project or piece to make that is as original and role-
vent as possible. This can be very. meaningful work,
and an at the same time free you up to work with your
students on a smeller group basis, while the rest
still have busy work to do,

2. Set up safety. projects, such as barriers around
dangerous machines, setting machine stands into the
floor, re-wiring faulty or dangerous eloctr
circuits, etc.

3. Look around heshep; the school, and the community
itself for elevant projects. These can even be done
in cOnjriction with the other specialties at your
school.

B. For the Wood choppers:

- to alluvial;: ',Dead Time", you can:

Perfect previous. work

2, Give CiiZZOS and rewiev tests

3. Teach affutago - tool sharpening

4. Take apart machines, clean and grease the;ai
show how they operate internally

5, Create improvements in the atelier

263
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Use scrap wood to emote minor projects or to re-
onphosizo provious exercises

7. Final real work projects.

Some ideas for projects are;

I ere anndi

- chalk boxes
- picture frames
- T squares
- Joinery. exorcises
- $;1-r..-.,Ii stool
- ::J;.:1,,; bases
- ivelkAs, tool handles
- coat hangers

2atme onne

I

- portable tables
- stools
- ladders
- joinery exorcises
- chill.:15 bed
- reel wsrk noeaed by the school; i.e. desk

rept; z.t.;on, etc.
- blacltbJard
- medical boxes for -the workshops

3e1.--:,, annio

- (loo.....7.
- windows
- stoops
- cloauts
- formica top kitchen tables
- joirlry
- ...ablolar televisions.

0

264
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1

D. Relit %nail School
, ..

It is an important point to make here that we as Voc. Ed,
shop teachers are. only a small part in the grand scheme of life
at a lycioe or a college. Of course, for our students we are by
for and away the most important, for they are technical trade
students, and as such the education they receive in the atelier
(workshops) is weighted much more heavily both in terms of
class hours allotted Nn in the overall grade' average each stu-
dent receives, But In the eyes of the administration we are only
one of many concerns for which they are responsible,

in short, these three groups of people, administration,
our colleagues, and the students - will react with us and we will
interact with.--them M respectively different levels. Of course,
there will probably bedexceptions to this rule - there always
are - nonetheless, certain generalities about modes of conduct
(both theirs and Ours) can be made:

The School Administrations

Following is a list of the different functionaries in a
typical lye& or college administration. The observations
made as to the particular functions of each of these Posi-
tions is true in all cases. The observations made as to
how mulch contact you will actually have with the individu-
als in these. positions are generally true, but may begin to
'vary as you get to know them and find out what they may or
may not be able-to do for you,

I, The sProvisau 01 (lycee) or the liDirecteurit
(Co71W

- our equivalent of a principal, this man
is the chief honcho, The buck stops with him.

- he is ultimately responsible for every-
thing that goes on at the school.

-I+ 1..xhaust all other possible resources t cfore
going to him.

2, The*"Censourn

- he is the number two man, and as such is
the assistant director;

- he is directly responsible for all dealings
with the faculty of the school; _

26i
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- he Is responsible f establishing and
maintaining the class schedu e for all of the
teachers.

+++' Usually, there is no'' c= 11 for contact on an
official basis with this man, except perhaps at
the .beginning of the year, I you find yourielf
with 'schedule problems.

3. The mconomen

- responsible for a financial matters at the
school. This is the man o gives the final
o,k,* for all financial pu chases,

.

-I+ You will probably eve limited contact
with this man,_ althou you might have to go
through him for equi eft purchases.

4. The ntlurvellia dintS lain

- this man is r sponsible for matters
concerning the stud- t body

- he is the he d disciplinarian

- he handles all-discipline, attendance,
and mineral stu t problems,

144. You will pr -bly have,contact with this
man, especially you hive a student or
studi :nts who po 0 discipilne problems that you
yourself cannot anal.

a) The "GUIs eillant do Iiinternat"

- the per4on responsible for-all students
who receive room and board (live-in) at the
se+too' i

he is 41so in charge of all student
activities outside of normal class hours

b) The "Surveillant de Imxternatn

- he IS responsible for all day students who
idonot live/ n the dormitories at the school

i

- hei is responsible for all problems during
class hours;

/
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. he supervises half wards, or monitors,
called "surVeillantsil. .

c) "Surveil cants"

- these are the hall guards or monitors
who are responsible for Immediate discipline .

problems in the classrooms,

- Their methpds are quick and often rough.

+14. You will almost definitely have contact with
surveillants for discipline problems that are
beyond your control. Be.sereful with these
people I Although they will restore Immediate
order .to your class, it could later backfire in
your ,face In the form of. resentuilatit by the students.

5. The "Chef de Travaux"

- he is the person responsible for all
that happens in the shops

- he supervises teachers and-shop mainte-
nance, and is responsible for the schedules In
the shops.

+++ This man is very important to you I In
reality, he is your immediate supervisor. Get
to know him as soon as possible. Most problems,'
of any sort, can cohere I I y be handlSd by him,
without loing any hither up in. the chain of
con-mere:4

3. .The iiMacesinierm

- this man is responsible for all school
property and supplies

- he distributes all software and hardware
needed, ,y the shop teachers tbrinc the year,
inventories it, and collects it at the end of the
school year.

+++ You will have constant contact with. this man%
Stay on his good side and it will greatly facilitate
your access to tools and material.
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7, The "Inspecteurn

- he is he general pedagogical super-
visor for a g Wen region, usually in'er'tly one
or two technical subject areas. He is an over.
worked and understaffed person, constantly on the
road visitino and inspecting teachers at different
schools within his region.

- his job is to inspect, supervise, make
suggestions, and write up 'reports on classtboom
teaching.

- it is only throUgh an official inspection by
. this man that a Tunisian teacher can get a raise
in both pay and status.

- although not graded offitially, you will
possibly be inspected, As a foreign teacher,
this is essentially unofficial and has no bearing
on you salary or your statue, although the
usual reports"will be made and sent to the
Ministry in Tunis.

0

Y

++ Contact varies. Remember that this man .
is a "big shot", and must be treated accordingly.

Here are some general observations about your re-
lationships with your school administration:

- The amount of contact with these people ranges
from a lot at the lower echelons to a little or none at the
highest echelons,

- in general, if you have a prbblem, start with the
lowest man on the totem pale. This is an unwritten rule,
much the same as it exists in administrations in the U.S, :
the chain of command must be respected.

- This, as stated before, is somewhat flexible, and
can change according to the peoples' personalities, your
personality, and also who you get to know or are on the good
side of,

- It will probably be very rare that you receive positive
reinforcement from the administration. This is applicable
not only to yourself, but to your Tunisian colleagues as
well. A pat on the back is something that simply is not done
in this society.
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The fewer problems you create for your adminiitra-
tion, the quicker you can ameliorate your relationships
and establish your credibtlity .

Finally, here are some suggestions that MI) prove
helpful in keeping in good grace with your administration:

I. Get to know them
- by, name
- by title
- by what they will be able to do for you.

2. Their help or hinirance ,depends in part on
you If you show them respect, you'll receive
theirs in return. Several ways to do this are

- be on time
- attend all requirdd school functions
- fill out all required forms
- don't break, lose, or waste school material
- cover the material in the program
- respect the chain of command
- be as independent as possible
- maintain high standards of professional

and personal integrity.

iielationships with Colleanues

Our credibility is more easily and,Iiickly established
with our colleagues than with the administration. This is
due in part to our more intimate and professional contact
with them. A iaajor problem for you will be general lack
of understanding of your volunteer position here. Cute
often we are wrongly viewed as just another sicooperantn,
or foreign teacher under contract, who makes three to six
times as inuch money as you or your colleagues. This is a
stigma that is painful and often difficult to shake.

As far as colleagues go, Tunisian listatiaireell (first
year teachers), and never younger teachers seem to lend
themselves more easily to warra.profescienal relationships,
due to the fact that both you and they have something to learn
from one another. Colleagues that are well-seasoned seem
to be harder to work with in general, because they are much
more set in their ways (both professionally and pedagogically),
and are less apt to accept our new and different methods.
Here it is a matter of time and subtle displays of our effec-
tiveness that will lead to our acceptance as r.;ualified
technical teachers. Rounding out the bottom 0 the scale
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are Eastern European colleagues (remember that Tunisia
still lacks qualified technical teachers, and contracts out
to a host- of different countries), who can be more'obstinate
than the old Tunisian troopers, and seem at times to be
obsessed with creating a wall -.the old iron curtain perms
haps - between themselves and alLother colleagues.

A certain ariv.rit of jealousy might exist among 'those
of your Tunisian co:ocagues who are technically less compe-
tent than you and rocAt be treated with much more subtle
approaches. You can gain their respect, but it 'must be
done in a delicate way, so as to appear that - they are making
technical discoveries "on their own".

Bach:stabbing and contradictory approaches given to
our students by our colleagues is not uncommon (remember
that you are playing the game on their turf!), and you must
discover for yourself where to draw the line On this sort of
"help" by your counterparts.

Here are some "things to reflect upon concerning your
relationships with your colleagues:

- be polite and somewhat reserved at first

. approach them as you would any new co-worker or
potential friend

- make an effort to get to know thorn

- ask them questions about their experiences, about
how they handle certain problems

- your colleagues aro a great source for social
contacts

- chooso your friends carefully, just as you would
do at he,mea.

Student - Teacher Relationships

The Students that you will be teaching in your shop
will range anywhere from 13 to 1,0 years o' ages. There is
no point in elaborating on this any more than to say that
these are boys that are going through the confusing process
of growing up. They are like students in junior and senior
high schools in the U.S.: quick to react, xtrcrnely high
erergy levels that are sometimes difficu:t o channel, ram-
brunctious, devils and angels at the -same t: e.
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The traditional relationship between Tunisian teachers
and students is one of distant esteem and respect. A professor
arrives in his classroom (or shop) at the opening bell and
leaves Immediately upon the final bell. He will not linger and
talk with students nor will he tend to associate with them either
in or outside the school.' Questions pertinent- to the lesson are-.
permitted but calling Into question the teacher is professional
competence or ,personal quthority is not tolerated. 6 The
teacher himself does not generally Inflict punishments. He
will simply announce to the student concerned that he will be
punished. -The teacher then turns the matter over to the
school administration. in terms of his social relationships
Within the school, he tends to associate only with Colleagues.

This Is perhaps one way in whit4i the PCV Voc.
teacher can have some meaningful type of input into his class.
He can offer them energy, enthusiasm, motivation, and com-
passion - things to which Tunisian students are not accustom-
ed. BUT i Be careful i since the students have probably
never been exposed to this sort Of thing before, the idea of

lim a friendly Peace Corps Volunteer, and lim here to
help you" can be very dangerous. Not understanding where
you're coming from, they might see it as s weakness, use it
as a wedge, and try to take advantage of your na1vet6. There
is a fine line to be drawn here. If you come on too friendly
and openly to your students; especially at the outset, you
might risk losing total control of your class. The best thing
to do is to start the school year off strictly, pure business
and no joking around. As time progresses, you will win the
respect and credibility that you will need in order to maintain
control, and as this happens, you will bo able to become more
and more yourself, its much easier to start off hard and
ease up later on than vice versa

Your students will break down into one of two categories
"Internats" or "Mxternats".

Internats are students who live too far away from the
school to commute each day. They therefore live in dormi-
tories at the school throughout the week. Their homes are in
rural settings, and their parents are generally poorer and
less educated than their "city" counterparts. Because the
school is run much the same as a military school in the U.5.
(marching in' line to and from classes and medico light out at
a given time, strict supervised control 24 hours a day), your
Internet students will tend to be more docile and pose fewer
discipline problems. Thoy are general:y F01/3r to learn
than the extemats but at the same time me;et wi; lingo

0
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Externats are' day' students who commute daily to and
from schoel. Their faim;licr generally Come froMarhigher
economic braket of e4clety, and are more cosmopolitan in
their outlook. Not ben forced to observe the rigid stand.
ards of living of the Internet students, they are often cockier,
more energetic, and often ri cause the 1--ulk, of the discipline
problems in the r.:boo!. They are qttick to loam, but lack
the respect for a: the that the internats, have, and their
level of concentration is oftentimes much tower.
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This very well could be the most frustrating *roe in the

'first few months of your teaching experience One th g to
bear in mind at all times is that every teacher. in ever ,subject
In every country throughout, the world has discipline problems .
from time to time - no matter how good a teacher he or she Is*
"Kids Just are like that", whether they.are in school in the
States, in Tunisia, or any..shere else. Even when you lose your
temper, remember that you are not alone with your discipline
problems: there is no sense in wearing yourself to a nervous
frazzle. because of an educational situation which existed before
you 'came, and will continue to exist after you leave.

c

Do not , in the beginning, worry about "making friends"
with the students. First of all, they-want and expect a teacher
that they can ,res_Pect as a teacher* For establishing disci-
pline, the most effective method is firmness, particularly ,at
the oUttet. Onca you are sure you have received your students*
respect, and have established your credibility, you can afford'
tOpecome more flexible* it is only a matter of a few months
in you first year of teaching afterwards, you will find that
you can loosen up considerably; and that's- when the real fun
and positive experiences of teaching begin to take shape*

The following are' the means at your disposal for control..
ling discipline; listed in the theoretical order if application:

,Yourself: This is oftentimes the most difficult of means,
but if you can nip a discipline problem in the bud without going
any further, it is by far and away the" best (in terms of
credibility) and effective method*

3.

"Survelilants"; Use of these hail guards generally
yields very short lived, but immediate results Surveillants N

will quite often resort to physical punishment which is technical-
ly illegal in Tunisia), in restoring order, a method that can
backfire and make things worse in the long run.

"Observations":. These are written official notices to the
administration of a student's misbehavior. Three of them con,sti-.
tute an "Avertiss.ement". This method is possibly effective if
consistently and properly applied. But it also can backfire in
the form of weakening your personal control over disciplinary
situations.

"Avertissementslit These are written official notices tO
the students* parents as well as the administration of a
student's recurrent misbehavior. Three of these can cause
expulsion from 'school. Thy administration gives these in ac-
cordance with a student's accumulated "Observations", or en
bcc3.irence of a grave infnaction of the regulations of the school..
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Individual teachers may also give "averttssements" to deal with .
severe discipline problems: it is effectiVe, but can labol you
as a villain among students and et:kik:moue* alike, -. After a student
receives three Havertissementill he is automatically sent before
the "Conseil de Discipline" and sent horee..for a period- of time
that ' varies from a few days to 2 weeks. After being sent
before the "Conseil de Discipline" three times, a student is
permanently thrown out of school.

°

-- "ExclusiOn"L Send the offending student to the adminis-
tration accompanied by the "chef de classe" (student responsible
for the group) and a' written note explaining briefly the circum-
stances. Writeo "qxclu" in the official role book next to the
student's name. The student may be sent directly back to your.
class (the administration requesting your consent to re-admit
the 'student) after having been chastised.by the. surveillang
Oneral, or he will be detained'in "Permanence" (forced study
hall), upon which a written report may be demanded concerning
the precise circumstances of the exclusion. This is said to be
an extreme pleasure, but Voc. Ed. Voluntees'over the years
have found It to be quite an effective means of getting rid Of a
troublemaker.

Written Re P or t s: to the "Directeur". 'In-cases of cow-.
nued unbearable behavior (this is rare), a report is made

-describing the. nature and frequenCy of problems caused, in-
eluding reqUested action. This usually results in the student
being expelled from school for one day to a week, but it can
result in a student's definitive dismissal from school if it
follows a pattern of misbehavior. This- fa truely an extreme
measure which you more-than likely will never have to use.

,
C3efore going On to specific discipline problems, and

specific solutiohs, it might be well to differentiate between .

discipline problems themselves and "class management problems".
These are items that, lobe sure, can lead to potential disci-
pline problems but are nonetheless either totally the fault of
the volunteer teacher himself, or basically-out of the control
of either the teacher or his students:

I, Students turn off to French
2, No motivation
3. Differences in educational philosophy

(teacher/student)
4. Interference by other classes
5. Lack of lesson preparation by teacher
C. Lack of materials
7. Lack of knowledge about the system and about

the way Tunisians do things.
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To round out the area of discipline problems, here is a fist
of problems and suggestions for dealing with them that have been
proposed throughout the last few years by fellow Voc. Ed., volun-
teers in Tunisia:

1. Disrupting a lesson

- punish one or two kids and make an example out of
them

- stop the class and give a quiz on that day's lesson

- keep up the pace. :Don't give the students the opportunity
to cut -up.

2, pisobedierice

- seating arrangement to keep troube- nizikors away
from friends

- use of school procedures (observations; avertisser.ients),

3, lr.corrineable Kids

- give him increased responsibility rather than
punishment

- observations and avertIssements

- have a meeting with the father an,zi school officials.

4. Unsafe Behavior, such as when students crowd af2Ound
machines, not using guards, playing. Ads* cultural
problems - not willing to wait turns or believing it is
Allah's will:

- set a good example

- if a student forces his way to the front of line, give
hir,i the last position

,
- stop the student from work and put him in the corner

- threaten to send the student out of class and do it
if necessary.
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54 Stealing

know tools will' be counted at the end of clasi and will
be located

- appoint a student mmagasinier° froM the class for each
session, who.will be responsible for dispensing and
gathering tools and material.

- if not found, have an administrative investigation

- paint tools the same color, or stamp them, for
identification

6. 'Cheating

- spread students out

- give m0° if caught

4 t

- tear up the test papers

- take off points for talking

- students must get permission before talking or
moving during a test

7. CleanuP
, .

- take off points if a student is not working

- hand out brooms and assign, jobs

- assign specific jobs to specific students

- each student has a specific area for which ho is
responsible.

0. Interference of other Classes .

- students in your class keep others out
- define work bench areas
- send students out

One last note on discipline:

THING BEFORE YOU STRIKE VI
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Fe Grading

It Is your responsibility to formulate and resistor grades.
--on each Individual student that you teach for each shop class.
It Is a good idea to keep a personal grade book In good Comore-
hensIble order, for at the end of each semester you are required
to transfer those grades, and personal comments on each of your

-students Into the administration's master grade sheets, called
the IsBullettnil

The method for grading in Tunisia differs from ours.
in that it follows the traditional French. formula which -employs
a 1 - 20 scale. In this system, 10 is the passing mark, 9 and
under is a failing grade, and 20 perfect. BUT... in the
Tunisian system, especially in shop classes which bear much
more weight in the final overall average of the student than_any
other of his academic or theoretical courses of study, it -it
almost unheard of, indeed revolutionary, to give any'etudent,
even the best, .a final average 'of more than !It...There is a
seneral rule of thumb to be followed here, and it noes like this:

20 is for .Allah

19 is for Bourgulba (Tunisia's President for life)

10 is for Mohamed Ali (the boxer) and for
teachers

17 and below is for the students

Both administration and colleagues alike will
likely become quite upset if you attempt to give even your best
student a grade of iG or over. One basic reasons for this;
especially for a technical student's grade In the shop, is that
if he receives a high grade, it will carry him through the
semester, no matter how poorly he does in his other subjects.

So in general terms, what it comes down to for you as_
a shop teacher is this: 1'0 is a grade that you will,give to a
student who, although he is struggling with both the work and
the comprehension, has made observable efforts ans has not
been repeatedly absent or a discipline problem.. You can
reserve the right to give a failing grade of 7, Cr or 0 to
Students who obviously are not able to keep up with the
material or the work; or who simply display, an attitude of
"I don't care's.* Remember, that given the weight of their
average in the shop as compared to other subjects, that if you
give them a falling grade of below 10, that they will probably
receive an overall failing average for the 'semester,
If this carries over to.a failinevaverage for the whole year
(the total average of work for both semesters), they will not be
allowed to move' on to the next year of:_sttidy.. -Students are
allowed to repeat the same schoo: year only twice:
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If they fail. once again en their second try, they are irrevocably
thrown out of school..

A grade average of 11' should be given to students who can
obviously perform the desired Work, although they are slow to do
14" and their final pieces show defects or fall below _acceptable
tolerance levels. Credos of 12 and 13 are Considered very
good indeed, and should be .given to those students who work both
well and. dilicently. Once you start handinr! out grades of 14 or 15,
you are generally dealing with your most intelligent and highly
motivated students. Averaga grades of 14 and above are roughly
equivalent to dean's list averages in the States. The first
student in the class is unlikely to have an overall average in all
subjects of more than 13 or 14.

It is important once again, to rep4at the importance of the
final semestrial average that you give your students in tho shop.
The final aVerace for a Student for all subjects of study is
formed on a "coefficient" basis. Tho,coefficient for each course
of study is a pre-daterMined valUe or weight of each class in-
relation to the others. It is used as the' multiplier to change
individual semestrial averages, expressed on the 1 - 20 scale,
into a figure relative to all other classes.

When it comes time to -fill ouethe saner..trial uSulletinn,
you will be required to register each student's frad s-on his
individual sheet. 'Each .sheet contains a line for each course
the Itudenk may have. You will enter your grades on he approp-
riate line. You will be concerned with filling in the link marked .

"Atelier", or "Travaux Pratiques", which is the prectict shop
class that you will be teechinc.:0 There is space to enter ., ades
in several areas, i.e. "tests" (short - terry: written or oral
tests or minor practical exercises), and "dovoIrs" (major ;
practical Rxerci cos). In addition, you will be required to fi '
in the "ranr" of each student, or his numerical startling in the
shop, according to tha averages of his other class;viates.

There are two other things which you will bo required to
fill in for :each student on his individual shot. Gne is the
final numerical number attributed to him for shop class, arrived
at by taking his final avtlravo and multiplying it by the coeffi-
cient number assigned to the shop course. The other is a
short personal remark cnthe student's 1,7ork or progress In the
shop. A list of =jell comments is supplied at the end of this
section on gradinz.

The "Culletins" ardmore or less ii:40 report cards that
ere out in triplicate ueing carbon paper. One gOes to the
student's parents, the others are Ilept for file by the adminis-
tration. The final report card at the and of the year is the G.Jrct.
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average of both semesters' grades and is put into the student's
permanent record, his "Livret Sco !afro".

The final somestrial average for a given student In his
shop is arrived at by the following formula:

3 x the avorane of "devoirs" + I x the averaM of "tests"
4

This means that "devoirs", or major practical exercises,
are riven three times tho importance of "tests", or short-term
written or practical .q..liZZ03. Once you have taken the average
of all major practical exams, multiply that number by three, and
added on to that the average of all minor quizzes you have given,
and then divizied that sum total by four, you have arrived at the
overall oemestrial average of a given student. This reinforces
the fact that you, as a teacher, roust keep detailed and compre-
hensible statistics on the grades of all your students.

The Ministry sets minimum requirements for the number of-.
exams given per month. They are: at leaet 2 tests Jwi=itten,
practical or oral with a duration of no reore thdr*oele hour), and
1 devoir (on or more hours of major practiaexercise). In
reality, tests and devoirs are given at thcvdrscretion of the
teacher when they arc .noeded accordin00 the needs of the work.

These grades :will be recopded 6 times a year: once at the
end of each of the two serneetepi(January and June), wherein
you must also calculate averages "rangs", and the coefficients,
and enter them into the Dulletin. The two other times that you
must enter each stede.nt's grades is once in the middle of each
semester, around the and of November, and the end of March.
These are not the Culletins - they arc administrative "progress
reports" which aro sent to the parents at each mid-semester to
give the:Ilan Wee' as to the progress of their children in
these mid-eel-nester reports, you are required only to enter the
student's grader, up to that point in the serecaster, without having
to figure averages,

One final word here. You might, after having finished
reading this section on grading, ,fired yourself totally lost and
conused. It is extremely difficult to understand this system
sici:ply by reeding about it. Out bring -the course of the training
progree., when it comes time to discuss the area of gradine,
your te:-.hnical coordinators will run through practical. exercises
on the subject. It will surely become Much clearer once you
have seen the system demonstrated with practical examples,
written and celplained on the wori; sheets that will be provided
for you.
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Extrles of comments written in the Bulletin andfor Livret

colaire.:

aoneE jp.,_% orion :

- Olbve s0rieux, rendentent satisfalsant
/, -' trbs bon 01.vei

- bon 41ZIve

- bonne participation en CiaSSe.
- r0sultats satisfaisants
- 11 a fait des progres

Ac-dpruciations r.oyennes
- peut mieux faire
- moyen dans Ilensemble
- passable
- asset bons rZsultats
- faible onalgrs ses efforts

lvlauvalsos appr0ciations
.1

0

- ne travaille pas
- falble, no fait rien pour stam6liorer

mcidlocre (presquo moyon)
parosseux

- bavard
. - Insolent

- peu de r6sultats tralgre de bon travail
- II fait le clown `en classes
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Testing
,

.

Tho best way to give a fair, comprehensive test In a
workshop, or in any subject for that matter, is to have tho
exercises and questions well planned out beforehand. This
eliminates confusion on the part of the students, as_ they know -

right from the start exactly what will- be expected of them during
the test, .leaving grading less open to speculation and,crIticisro

The purpose of an evaluation is to:

1, Find out what a student already knows In relation to
the course objectives or to the pretest at the
beginning

2, Find.out to what extent each student meets each
behavioral objective

- Provide a basis for constant program Improvement
and Guidance -. . e

.9

4, Find out how effective the instruction has boon in
assisting learners to meet the objectives

5 Provide a. basis for giving grades.

In measuring and grading manipulative skills, the obvious
and most effective means of measuremont is in how a student
performs a particular task, whether it be a short practical
exercise (test),'; or a longer job or task exercise (devoir). it
has been proven by former Voc. 7.1d,. Volunteei,s that giving in«
dividual pre-determined oral questions r olatod to the exercise
serves to aid the teacher in evaluating to stuientls compre-
hension of what he is doing. Remember that it is not enough
that a student be able to perform a task on a mon:tey-see,
monkey-do basis, but that he demonstrate at the same time
an understanding as to whir he is doing what he Is doing.

Measurins manipulative s; :ills:

A. Performance Test(Pitestli)

1. Describe'skill to be measured based on
performance objective

2. indicate word areas, distribute tools and
materials

28i
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3, Indicate desired level of performance, e.g.
tolerance, fit, accuracy

4, indicate time allowed, special conditions,
safety procedures. etc.

5. Explain method of evaluation.

Job or Pro _tact Evaluation ;silly:AO

I. Planning and following blueprints

2. Accuracy

3. Finish within allotted time if necessary

6. Use and care of tools

5. Safety requirements

6. Evaluate the project each time an additional
step is completed which reflects a performance
objective

O

The other type of test that teachers often give in work
shops is of the written, essay-type. This can and usually should
include some type of technical design that deri.onstrates the
student's Lindorstandinr of procedures and key technical words.
Remember in this typoof evaluation that Frenc;1 is not the
student's native tongue. You thould not mark off points for
granimatical errors, although you should insist that all key
technical words and phrases be written correctly, as they very
often do not exist in the Arabic language, and must therefore be
understood by the student in order to talk intelligently about the
subject. This is a valuable evaluation tool, even thourb it is
rather subjective in nature. To be as objective as possible, it
is best to prepare the test in a way that the student limy use
representative drawings and designs, and a limited amount of
phrases.

it is not suggested in giving written exatas that you use
objective type uestions, such as multiple choice, true-falso
completion, and matching. Thee are methods that are not known
In the workshops of Tunisia's technical schools, and therefore would
probably bo met with repression, apprehension and tclass con-
fusion.

There is one other valuable area in testing Tunisian.
technical students that is based on behavioral objectiveS, and is
labeled in pedarogical terms 11Xleas 'ring Attitudes'',
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The attitudes to measure.aret

1. orderliness - the seal being, to work in a .

systematic order

2. Perseverance - application to the job, Iteeping at
the problem to find a solution

3. Probiere solving - logical, systematic approach

Cooperation - working, and sharing with others,
shop clean-up

5. Following safety procedures

5. Creativity - trying now solutions, offering now
ideas

'7. Craftree.nship - pride in quality work by self and
others.

Two moans of moasurinr those attitudes are

1) individual analysis, which means Keepin.c a separate
record on this subject for each student, using a
rating scale, and

2) the sequential checking off of records, o. 0, observing
students on a regular schedule for 10 . 1 minutes. -

In doing this, avoid recording at a particular time when a
student happens to cow::: to your attention.

Finally, in putting an effective e.valuation program
tosether, while respecting the requirements of the school
program, you should register trades in your own gra.I.aboo:: in
as systematic and comprehensive manner as possible. In doing
this you should consider:

- grades fc- each behevorial skill completed (jobs or
projects, lidevoirsiI)

- grades for Nests° on related information

- welshing of grade -determined by importance of objective
and length of time spent (is it a "tost1 or a ticievoir"?)

- grades for attitude. should not be combined with those for
skills and knowledres

283
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- 31:21ain your system to your classes; usually It is a
04d idea to keep actual grades confidential

- plan for a periodic discussion with each student regard -
ing his progress in meeting behavioral objectives, .

284
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H. School Procedures

Student Notebooks

Technical students in Tunisia have no textbooks. Ourinl
the course of their three Years of study, it is the information
that the teacher gives them either by the conventional black-
board Method, or by blueprint handouts, that becomes their
technicil reference book. This is to say that beginning in their
first year of study the students start to amass the information
passed on to, them by the teacher into One, or usually two dif-
ferent notebooks, so that by the end of their third year they will
have what amounts to a comprehensive technical textbook that
included all theory, exercises, procedures, and other pertinent
information as regards their specialty, The Official Program
sees to It that this is done in a fairly orderly and logical se-
quence.

One of the two notebooks .that your students will 'bring
with them to class Is celled the 11Cahier &Atelier'', it is a
large format notebook, about 0 cm'x 1'4 ail, and all the pages
are lined like graph paper. It is,in this notebook that students
will copy all diagrams and procedures for new exercises, such
as the use.of a new machine or a newly introduced technical
procedure.; In short, the students will put into this book under
the teacher's direction, all practical designs and directions
for each exercise (including step-by-step procedures, tools
and materials needed, specifications, ,safety procedures, etc.)
Usually, whatever you write and/or design on the blackboard

--should be material that will be copied into the student's cahier
&atelier. it might be noted that some schools insist upon
using a cahier &atelier that isaiready pro;arranged, with space
allotted for designs, for procedures,, for grading, and for other
specifications, This, however, is the exception rather than the
rule, and is good for you as a Voc. F-2d. Volunteer in that the
regular graph lined notebook styes you much more freedom in
determining your own order.

The other book that the students will bring to class is the
',carnet &atelier". it is exactly the same as the ncahiern,
containing only graph-style sheets of paper, but is on a smaller
format, approximately 7 cm x-10 cm. In this notebook the students
will fill in all theoretical information that you give them that is
not directly related to the specific exercises that appear in the
cahier &atelier, but pertains, nontholess, to related subjects.

Copies of both the cahier &atelier and the carnet &atelier..
will be 'shown to you during the training program, so that you
might have a better idea of exactly what goes into each ono of
them.
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Handouts .

All diagrams, designs, and other instructional materials
must be done in the format of a blueprint., This is the standard
method of reproduction at all schools in Tunisia. Photocopy
and ditto machines are not used. Preparing a blUeprint is very
easy and can be a great time saver in the shop. Blueprints
are used most often for the introduction of a new exercise or
procedure, called a IlLancement d'Exercisou instaed of
wasting both the teacher's and the students' time by writing
and copying off on the blackboard, blueprints can be radilY
handed out, and with them the teacher is assured that all of his
students have tI.e same design to put in their cahlers.

Blueprints are called by one of three names in French:
"Tirages ", Calqudsu, or u131eues01. They -are prepared by the
teacher, who uses a technical drhwing pen filled with India Ink
and blueprint paper (papier de calque). elueprint paper Wan
opalescent, blue tintedplasticlike material that can be bought
in almost any mlibrairiellstationary book store) in Tunisia,
either pre-cut to specifications, or by the meter. Being
opalescent, it ls easy to trace a diagram by placing it under-
neath the blueprint paper. Once you have completed your blue-
print, you fill out aTrequisition form, called a' "bon ", on which
is -written the title of the blueprint, the number of copies de-
sired (always ask for about 10 more than you need), the date,
and your signature. The copies are then run off on a blueprint
machine, which all schools postess* and are given back to you
with your master copy.

During training, 'you will be supplied with pens, pap-)r,
and other .--lecessary material, and will be shown by thestaff
how to make a blueprint.

Technical Aids
- :

Cther than blackboar,1 and blueprints, there- exists virtu-
ally no other visual aids res:mrces at the schools. The use of
slide projectors, opalue projectors and the like is unknown and
unavailable. This emphasizes the fact that the only written in-
formation the students receive is given by the teacher, and he
must thus be clear and concise when preparing a blueprint or'
doing blackbOard work. 'veryone develops their own style^for
blackboard work, but there are, nonetheless, several items that
t.-ust be kept in mind: -

1. Write clearly, with lettering .lame enough so that
all can see

2861' .
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fr

Give students enough time to copy material into
their notebooks before continuing or erasinsl.

.ake it short and sweet. Don't riot fancy or
flowery. Use the simplest expressions with the
fewest words'possible in or,Jer to get your point
across.

4. Be neat and orderly. Try to avoid backtracking,
especially wh.fl writing on the board, This
necessitates rood lesson preparation, and well
planned board work.

5. lviete sure that all words and phrases are spelled
correctly before putting them on the board.

Voc. ad. Volunteers in Tunisia hsve found one method
of writing- inforlation for students that has proven very success -
ful. It is the preparation of toFlip_Chartsle.. Chart paper is
cheap and easily available in Tunisia, although not too many
teachers take advantava of it as an educational tool. Flip charts
are advantageous because they can be prepared at home, before
the class becins, and avoids wasted time at the blackboard.
They give the teacher reora.time to prepare a well laicl out
lesson, without beinv, under the pressure of the students while.
he makes tha drawing or writes the reaterial on the blackboard.
They also eliminate the necessity of erasing to create more
space, and the use of several elarts for one lesson allows the
teacher to present to his stuzients in a step -by -step fashion
exactly what he wants them to understand and copy into their
notebooks.

Flip charts are also a sloo:.: method for "cheating" for
the teacher, Using different colored felt-tip pens, the pre-
pared material is already written out for the students. Along
the margins, or in between lines of the lesson, you can
lightly write in pencil the different steps of the lesson or any
other information (in .7.nglish if you so desire) that will aid
you in keepin the lesson plan flowering frOre step to step. You
can see it and follow it, but the students can't. You thus will
have a crutch to use, especially in the besinning, that will
help you to keep the lesson goinc, as planneJ without ratting
lost or-wastino tirhe.

Making flip charts is a subject that will be covered during
training, where you will have the opportunity to see how seasoned
volunteers use them and to prepare and use there yourself.
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Orderino Supplies

,s,

As previously discussod, all software an..iherdWar'e that
you will need in the shop, including tools and material .Must be
obtained from the supply room, called tho "rata ;sin ", which Is run
by tho Ismagasinier".. To produre any material, you must fill
out a requisition form, called a "bon ", a copy of which will be
found in the next section entitled school Forms. You ar:.:
responsible for all tooks that you tete frcca the marasin and are
required to return th,-;r... at the end of the year, A concise list

kept by the maresinierwhich contains all material for which
you have signed. i.lthough allowance is made for broakace,
and for iimissingli material, your cranbilitv with the teoarnsinier
anr1 the administratI:m will be meetly on:lanced if you doi.lonstrate
a conscientious responsibility toward this property of the school.
The more. you lose or brae% tool; the har,:ler it will ba to stay
on the sood side of the marasinlor, end thuc to procure v./heit you
ne: in ;.,our shop,

28d
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1. School Forms

Alt/low:11 official school forms may vary somewhat, from
school to school, they are essentially the same. some schools
may approach official communication between teacher and
administration more rigidly than others. For example, the
Lye:5e Technique in Kasserine requires a detailed work proposal
for all major exercises done in the shops, whereas the Lyc 5o
Technique in Gabes does not,

You will find in this section uncompleted forms that you are
likely to fill out during the school year. You wilt spend time
with the training, staff in filling them out in order to get a rood
idea of what will be expected of you in terms of properly filling
out official school forms.

1-lere, in order of appearance, are the forms in this
section: .,

1. Emploi du Temps : teacher's schedule

2. Con : requisition form
,,

3. Notice indivicluelle : teacher's personal
Qualifications statement

4. Der-lam:WI de congi : teacher's official absence.
fern,

5. Reprise de rZorvice : form to be filled out upon
returning from an absence

G. Cbservation : official discipline form

7. Domande d'17.,:ificution d a Travail I form that come
schools require or shop toacherp for each project
done in class.

0. riche de travail : form required by some schools
specifying the steps and procedures of a given
project

0, and 10. Oulletin : the official S41,10strial report
card

11, Relov6 des Notes : mid-semestor progress report

28
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A "bon" is a requisition form. All material, needed from
the storeroom or "magasin" for classes, especially in the loatelieroV
or shop, is ordered with the "bon". It's in two parts. The first
part or stub, stays In the Illivro de bongo, which is like a check-
book. The second part is like a check and is filled out before
being given to the "magasiniern. On receipt of rotwestei
materials, the teacher signs the magasinieros recoipt book.
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Republique Tunisienne
Ministere de IsEducation

Nationale
D614gation ":41ionale-de lien=
seignement Secondaire de Sousse

Notice lndiv

c

Annile Sco lalre:

Etablissement: College Secondaire
Professionnel Rue de Fes, Kalrouan
Discipline:

duel le

Nom et Pronom:

Date et lieu de naissance:

Etat Civil: Nombre dionfants

Profession 'du Conjoint:

Fonctions anterieures il Ire.nseignement:

Date de Ia ler° nomination (en Tunisia), etc.

Posts occup6s:

Clue lite (i!..tgrkSg6, LicencitS):

Date de la Titularisation:

T itrOS

Nature FacJI ttis 1.1ention
ou Rene- !Date

Promotions

Echelon actuel:
Date de la derniere promotion:
Date et note de Ia derniere inspection:

0

Signature du Prof.itsse.ur Signature du Chef -:12tablissement

i

0
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Lycee Technique
Cite El Manara
Gabes
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Domande de Conae

Nom et Prenoms: Nationalite
Type de Contrat:
Date et lieu do naissance:
Nom of iletablissement:

at do recrutement:
Grade: Echelon:
Dureo du conge desnande: r ...-

Detail do congas durant les 335 ic,ors:

Date do depart en congas
Jour de conga hebdomadaire:
Lieu otr liagent desire beneficier (2) de son conge (Adresse
complete)

Fait a Gabes, le 10

Signature
(1) Maladie, examen, convenances personnolles, etc.
(2) 11 nest pas permis au fonctionnaire ayant domande un conge

de maladia do quitter sa residence habituolle sauf si To
medocin prostrit la necessite de deplacemont poUr soins.

Repriso do Sorvice

A presenter au Chef dratablissemont

Etablissernent:
Je soussigne : *** (nom 4:tc pr6nori,$)

Grade::;

Declare par la presente avoir repris mon service ck: jour
le ** a hourc..s.

Au terms: de mon absence du au * *******
Won horaire dzv servico le Jour de la reprise commence e h.

Gabes le 1g... fLignature
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Lyc6e de Jendouba ,,Jendouba, le 19

Pa ite a II61eve

Par M,

'Motif:

Observation

Classe:

Qua lit6

i

I
sl

Signature de 116ducateur

Jo certifie avoir pris connaissance cis cette sanction qui a 6t6
enregistr6e sur mon dossier et je m8 engage a atre desormais
pontuel (1.:1) - assida(e) - a ameliorer ma conduits.

Signature de II61eve Lu et approuv6
Le Proviseur

Possible comments for Observations:

..- Indisciplin6 (parl4 en classe)
- rigs pas pr6par6 sa lo..;on (marque. do travail)
- &a pas de More,

29j
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Demanded Execution tie Travia

Dementia faite par Monsieur
de ',Atelier 'de:

Nom de Isensemble a faire;

Nombre d' ensembles a riialiser:
Metiers prevue pour cheque place:
Faire un croquis au dos de cette feullie ou fournir un dessin
Explications complementaires:

Dernandez-Vous une urgence?

Kesserinet le

Avis du Chef des Travaux

Ce travail sera rdelis6,par
Mo

.. ...
..-^'

Remarques:

...

Commande enrSgistrtie
sous le No
Data:

296
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Fiche de Travail

Stabil par: Date:
- s

06signation: No, des picos
Nornbre:

mew.= ===== wavainieut.e.g=',..====wimommisatimm.m....,,,,,,,,,,,monmaunantm

DESSIN:

. \OperationsAextcuter Machine
-II

a

.."

Observations

I
2
3
4
5
G

7
0
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15
17
1$
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1

^-,

nn...4 0 i
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Bulletin des Notes du S mestre 0 LYCEE TECHNIQUE
Ann6e Scolaire 19;... 19.. GABES,

MirMIIIM **

Coeff
IBINI0IMMUUDIIC3102103110=SIAMEMIE

Moy. Day. 4101
Son Control°.

Tests
et int.
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T. P.
filliii==.111
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===== 1111===i11011ORCIONCINION=MINSIMSC

iviatieres

Etude du texto

Test du languo

Educ. Religiouse

Ed. Civ. ou L4giso

Histoire

Expression ecrito

Test 10 Langue

G6ographie

Math5matiques
/

Education Physique

Dossion Technique

Tachn. Csintiralo

4

.. ,

-

_

-

-
. .

. v
Schemas

) Eloctro-Technique-
iviesures et '...-7.ssais

).-4
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A. Conversion Factors

Conversion of Miles to Kilo-
meters and Kilometers to
miles

miles,
1

2
3
4

km km miles
0.6

11.2
1.8
.2.4

1.6
Z.2
4., 0
6,4

1

2
3
4

5 8,0 5 3,1
.6 9.6 6 3,7
7 11.2 7 4.3
0 12.8 0 4,9
9 14,4 9 5.5

10 16.0 10 6 2

20 32.1'' 20 12.4
30 413.2 30 1-.5
40 64,3 40 24,0
50 80,4 50 31.0
60 95.5 60 37.2
70 112.6 70 43.4
80 120.7 80 49.7
OU 144.8 90 55.0

100 160.9 100 620

1000 1609 1000 621

ENGTH
Metric
1 km

1 meter

1 meter
1 centimeter
1 millimeter

Customary
11 mile

1 yard
1 foot
1 inch
1 inch

.6214 mile
(appr.5/81s/mIle)
1,094 yards
(appr.39+ inch.)
3,201 feet
.3937 inch
.039 inch

1,6093 kms
(appr. 1 3/9s .kms
.9144 meter
.3048 meters
2.54 centimeters
25.4 milliMeters

Area

itttrls
1 sq. kilometer
1 sq.. kilometer
1 hectare
1 sq. meter
1 sq. meter
Customacy
1 sq, mile
1 acre
1 sq yard
1 sq. inch

Vpiume

Metric
1 cu meter
1 liter
1-liter
1 liter
1 milliliter

(or 1 cu cm)
Customam
1 cu yard
1 liqu;oue(US)
1 dry quart (US)
1 quart (Imp)
1 E,Iallon (us)
1 gallon (imp)
1 cu inch

30A.,

0

0

. 386 sq mile
247.10 acres
2.471 acres
1,196 sq. yerds
10.7646 sq; in

2.59 sq km'
. 405 hectare
.8361 sq. rt....-44:,:.r.
6.45 ,sq cm

1.300 cu yarele
1.0567 licit,: :,.,,;
. 9081 dry iv,: r ..
. 80 quart 1?:*.:.:
,06 cu inea

. 7646 cu metzr

.9463 liter
1,10 liters
1.1305 liters
3.705 Liters
4,046 liters
16.39 milliliters
i3r cu car)
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Conversion Factors (continued)

Wright

Metric

"1 metric ton
1 metric ton
1 metric ton
1 kilogram
1 kilogram
1 gram
1 gram
1 diamond carat

Customary
1 short (Americ)

ton
1 long (liNtish)

ton
1 short ton
1 Inng ton
1 pound (avoir.)
1 pound (avoire)
1 pound &Troy)
1 pound (Troy)
1 ounce- (Troy)
1 ounce (avoir.),

2205 pounds
1,1023 short tons..
,9642 long ton
2.205 pounds (avoirdupoids)
2.679 pounds (Troy)
.0353 ounce (avoirdupoids)
.0322 ounce (troy)
200 milligrams
(1000 milligrams s 1 gram)

2000 pounds

2240 pounds
,0072 metric ton
1.016 metric tons
.4536 kilogram
453.6 grams
.3732 kilogram
373.2 grams
31.103- grams
28,35 grams.
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Temperature
Celsius degrees (formerly known
as centigrade) converts to
Fahrenheit degrees thus:

C 5E=3j?.
9

and Fahrenheit iverts to
Celsius, thus:

F = 9C +32
'One Celsius degree equals one

For the man who Is working with bolts
and screws and Wants to convert from
fractions of an inch to millimeters.
1 inch = 25.4 millimeters.
In mm In . mm In mm
1r4
1

0,410

0.79

1,19

17 .6,73

7.14

754

33 13,10

13,50

13,90

932
1S

17

or,li.
32

-F 6

9Kelvin degree, but the KeIVIn -?-. 5-IT 7.94 14,20
zero is 273.15° below the Celsius' IC).

5
4 64zero, or to put it in a formula 21

13
376,3. --a 14,9

1,59

1..98
Kelvin = 273.15° + Celsius

212°
F

temperature
Ardnow follow a combination
Fahrenheit - Celsius scales for
the 'purpose of easy comparison
Fahrenheit Cellsuss

230°

220° Water C2 210° boils 100°

200° 90 °
190°

180° 80°
1' 170°

160°
1SC°

70°

140° 60°
130°
120° 50°
110° 40°
100°
90° 30°
80°
70° 20°
60°
50° 10°

32° 40°F Water
30° freezes 0° C

42 2'30 32 15.08 4 15°08
X2.78 -6-2/1 9,13 15,40

30 4-28 15,00 15,080 8

4964 3.57 64 9 --b 92 1/1- 16.2764

+2 3.97 it 10.32

-U-64 4,37 *10.72 *19945
4.76 .1+6-11,11 ÷-1 19,84

*5° 16 *4 11951 it 20.24
7 5.56 1 5 n 13 20 .6432 I 1.7
15 it nx64 4/ yr :;4.' 1 &, r33 21,03

6 35 1
4 -T ev 41- 21;43

64 21'83
4.- 22..23

-n 22 62,

30
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Conversion fr fractions of an inch into millimeters
(continued)

Inch

21

mm

.2_9 \
32' 16.67 .32 23,02
43 1 59
64 ' 17.06 64 1 23.42
11 15-
1.6 17.46' 16 23.81
itg 61
64 17.86 64 24.21
23 31 \
32 18,26
47 63

\24,6132

64 18,65 64 15,00
3
4 19,05 1 2 40

0

o

3O

1 <1



Pressure: -230-

pound per snare Inch (P. s I.) C.0(005 atm, 0.07031 kglcm2 =
0.7031 m of water 2.307 ft of water

Standard atmosphere (sta) 14.603 p. s.1. = 1.0332 kg/cm2
Metric atmosphere (kg/cm6) ss 14.223 p. s.1. 00678 atm

Flow rats::
Cubic foot per second (cu.ftisec) = 0.5302 med(Imp.)=0.6463 mgd(US)
Cubic foot per minute. (cueft/min) is 0.4719 lisec
imperial coal Ion per minute (19pm) = C.07$77 0.2720 m3/h
US ealion per minute (gpm) 0.0630) 1/sec al 0.2271 m3/h
Million gallons per day (ragd) (Imperial) Is% 52.613 1 /sec

(US) 4Z.011 ysec
Liter per second (I/sec) 21 3.0001 rig h 13.20 1GPH - 1 Se 05 OPM el

09 01 0306 mgd (imp) = 0.022325 mgd (US)
Cubic rooter per hour (m3/h) = 0.2770 lisec 3.066 19pm .4,403

Filtration Rate

million Imperial Cations per acre per day (mgad. imp) = 1.1234m:1/m2/.1
Million Lk: c.ailons per acre per day (mgad) 0.0354 m3/m2/day
Cubic meter per square meter per day (m3/m2/day) p 0.090

= 1.0091 mgsd

Miscellaneous

Horsepower (No.) II

Kilowatt (kW) 1,36 CV = 1,34 hop,
Cheval-vapeur (CV) = h. p. = 0.733 1=Vi
One liter of water weighs one kilogram (at 4 degree C)
Cno cubic foot of water weighs 62.43 pounds
Cne US.gallon of water weighs 04345 pounds

33.000 foot-pounds per minute ist 0.746 kW =
1.0139 CV
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Foot -sound to kilogram metre

0

Metre- kilogrammePled-Ilvre Metre-kilooramme, Pled-livre

2 .2? 62- 0.55
4 .55 64 8,83
G .82 66 9,10
0 1.10 68 9,38
10 1,38 70 9.65

12 1,65 72 9,92
14 1,93 74 10,19
16 2,20 76 10,47
10 2.40 70 10,75
20 2.76 80 11,04
22 , 3,03 82 11,31
24 3,31 04 11,59
26 3.50 06 11.86
28 3.06 00 12,14
30 4.14 90 12,42

32 4.41 92 1'2,69
34 4.69 94 12,97
36 4,96 96 13,24
30 5.24 90 1 3,52
40 5. 52 100 13.80

42 5,79 102 14,07
44 6.07 104 14.35
46 6.35 106 14.62
40 6,63 108 14.90
50 6,90 110 15,17

52 ,, 7,1? 112 15.44
54
r -
4 4

7.45
7,72

114
116 1165,0702

50 0.00 110 16,27
60 0,20 120 16,54
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B. Commands

hold this
go there
come here
be quiet
pick this up
put tht6 down
sit down
stand up

e

I isten (to me)
_____........

bring it to me
get me the/it
later
In little while
you'll see
stand here (there)
take this (that)
1111 show you

(later)
leave It here (there)
that's enough
what's the matter
get out (of here)
who are you
pass it around
they are similar

(alike)
What are you doing
what's happening

(going one

push it
pull it

tenez ga
allez la-bas
vonez id '

silence
soulevez ga
posez ga

a seyez7vous
le ez-vous
ec tz-(moi)
appo tez-ftrsolc,
cherc ez-molha.,
apres, plus tard .

dans un ;lornent (tout b llhoure)
vous allezjvoir
restez ici (16-bas)
prenez ga
je vais vous montrer plus tard

laissez ca ici (1t-bas)
It.r.a suffit
quoest-ce 7011 y a

.------------sortez d'ici
qui Stes-vous
faites le passer
ils sont identiques \
que faites-vous
qulest-ce qui se passe

poussez-le
tiroz -le.

30j
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C. LIOutillacie do Menulserie

Ang lais Francais Anglais Francais

plane rabot (m) joinerto I-lacholr (m)scraper
.

jointer varlope (f) brace vilebrequin (m)

Jack-plane riflard (m) regular tourney's ordinaire
screwdriver francals (m)......

hand saw scie & main, Phillips tourney's amSricaln., .en bas (f) screwdriver Phillips (m)
small bouvet a Joindrescie Egoine (f) match planehand saw ..,
hay holo saw We 5 gu scribingichet (f) trusquin (al)gauge -...
tenon saw scie a tenon (f ras rge f !...

I barKI saw scie L 9ban f) o file lime f --...._
1 pro slw scie: de Wavers (f) nail set chaste 0,3inte (f). .)..

t

veneer saw scie 5 falacuacle f) drill machine erceuse (0 ....4
ciseau de 'querro &wood chisel brace square 6cherp3 0) .menuiserie Irn) .......

mortis., chiset bedane (1/1) DO° s_uare 4o. uerra 90° (T1
cioune rotaqe til ruler rbrle (f)
wood beat;1fraise 0) compass Zi vers !".1%:.:ountersink com-aaW"

Jr ill bit 1.4<:4Che ar intorior compas
foret (r.-3) caliper dtintirieur (m)

ompasC-clamp serre.joint (m; exterior call cpe dt5paisseur- Ilid
press -resse *fail puilor tenailles (f)
'isr..amer marteau (m) mallet . mallet (m) )

I bench 6tabli Am)
..;

31()
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L 'Cu tillace de Construction M6tallique

Anglais Frinfi-als Anglais Frangai8

Hammer marteau (m) V-block 6 (f)
mallet maillet ifl

pieces (f
--iniverselles

compass
0

ruler regle
comas (m)
r..r71e (f)

vniversal
,liers
water-pump
.I ier s

piece 3 gas
multi.r se f

reveled
user

regle a
tin f

punch (solid poIncon (m) outside
caliper

cornpas
di6paisseur (xi)

center, pri
pric k

e.rtinn punch
pointeau (rn)

.

inside caliper compas
dlinarieur (m)

29: 1ft punch
.... -

chasso- gille (1)
sliding
caliper

(m)
Pied a coulisse

isoV 1 burin (r4 Protractor
00° square

rapporteur (ra)
6huerre 90° (f)

, ..
.' -ill bit foret (m)

mache (f)
' acksaw scie a m6taux f

_

T s u = re 6 uerre en T f
..jtal shears cisaille a main (f) bevel fausse

6querre (f)
fer a
souder (m)

,

, 4.10
. --

tt ne (f) soldering
iron

: :filar
:rewdriver

tournevis ordi-
nair frantaislm) vise 'tau (m)

''e .. , ealillio.-i I
! rcrowdriver

tournovis am ricain
ra) Phillis rivet rivet (m)

p taraud 'rn screw vis (f)
.- , fill er e if) bolt IDOL' Ion (t4

-- ., wrench tourne a c:auche(m) nut ricrou (m)
rivet
extractor

tire rivet (rn)

rivet
at bouterelle (f)

scribe Po inte a tracer(f)
scribing
block trusquih (rn)
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LiOutillace de ividcanioue-Auto

Angials Fran; Anglais Francais

Hammer Martoau (m) socket
wrench

cif a
doull,les f

mallet maillet (r c16 a pipes(f)

chisel burin Os%) adjustable
wrench

cl
molette f

punch
(solid)

:.

cpoinon (m)
.

alien
wrench cis male (f)

Al len
punch
hollow

emporto-
Mee r.1

open-end ,

wrench
cie
fourcho f

centor
munch pointeaJ*(tra) motel

shears
cisail los a
main f

file limo lime (f) I lers tirraches 1441i
drill bit mbche (f)

foret (m)
ring-
tom resser

presse-segment
monte- Teton f)

hacksaw sci
etaux

e a
m (f) micrometer micrometra (m)

vise 6tau r., indicator indicateur m)
taps and
dios
se:ratch
brush

tarauds m et
fi li Ires foelor gauge jauele dedpais-!

sour f)
brass°
m6talli uo f slide caliper pied

coulissa (m)
cI6 dynamo-
m6trioue f)

pliers
wator-purap
*liars

pintos (f) torque wrench
pinta multipriso
since a oaz if)
pincer,
coupantes (f)

clams

raamor

sorre-
joints (:71) .

i 4 I 1aiu.suor 0-41,
cutting
riliars
noodle-nose
lier

standard
screwdriver

p i n c t : .5

lates f
side- cutter
liars,

pincer, univor-
selles 1

tournevis ordinaire
francais (m)

Phillips
scrow driver

tournsvis
Phillips,
amdricain (raj

Cox-end ...area
lunettes

wrenches (f)
t......

combination
wrenches

des mixtos
combin6es (f)
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0. La S6curitd,

Crest une sdrie de reoles pour 6viter Is accidents.

I. Faltes Atten_tion'Touleurs. Ftiflachissez Bien Avant
de Travoiller Parce Quo:

Si un f Rive est on train de faire uneexprience compli.
qui.e et II ne pense pas'a ce ;WI! fait* il perdras et II

. nesera pas capable do flnir son travail.

AUSSI:. Si oh salt exacternent ce qulil Sul Taut tcomme les eutils,
1es parties, et le proadd de travail) on sera capable
de travailler avec effecacit5. Vest Web Important
pour fai° du bon travail.

2. Ne Jarnais slAtnuser Dans Un Atelier 1

Farce que clest dangereun

Exemple: DeUM 61Mees donnent, !tun a I autre, des coups
de poings. It y a un autr+ 6151*. qiit travaille .a c8t6
d'un moteur qui tourne .......:7tugest-celui se passe'?

3. Ne Touchoz Pas Les Machines Sans.Permissibn at

4.

Surveillance du Professeur

Pourquorl Crest dangereux i

Si on ne comprend pas comment utilisuP une machine, il
est possible do 1. abimer la machine

2. se blesser
11 y a de 1161ectricit,
11 y a des partief...-- qui tournont vi to I
Soyez prudent- avec fez machines

Garden les Cutils Propros et on Crdre

3i les eutils sent sales avec do la graisse ou de lohuile
la main peut glisser feel lement si

Si les outils c.ont dispernas dants-ilatelierson ne
chorchera pas lloutil quill fait.

=-.0 ;sit on peut tr6bucher et se blesser.
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E. Secondary Activites
.

During your first two or three months as a Voc. Ed.
teacher, all of your time will be occupied with your primary
job at school. It will be the most intense period during your
stay in Tunisia, as you will be getting used to fulfilling your
obligations as a teacher. Much of your time outside of school
will be devoted to preparing lessons, and generally settling
into your living role within the community. But as time goes on,
and you become more and more accustomed to your job, the
time spent outside .of school for preparatioh will become- less
and less. Cy the end of your sixth month, you will probably find
that the 20 to 24 hours that you teach leave you with quite a bit
of spare time on your hands. It might, during the first few
months, seem that this will never come to pass, but just ask
any Voc. Ed. Volunteer that has been here for a year or more,
and he will confirm this as fact. 4

This is where the idea of Secondary Activities comes in.
Many Voc. Ed. Volunteers, after they have become familiarized
with their, job at school, fall into a routine of preparing lessons,
teaching, socializing with a few teachers, and then repeating
the same activities. Believe it or not, this routine can become
monotone and confining. Because it is difficult in Tunisia to
have contact with students outside the classroom, you might
very well discover that you have a limited amount of contact with
your community.

Secondary activities may provide an outlet to learn more
about your town, and therefore about Tunisian culture. The
activities may also give you the opportunity to meet people
outside the school milieu and broaden your personal contacts.
It is a way to both release a lot of creative energy and to bo of
greater service to your town. A valuable secondary activity
may also lead to a summer project, and eventually to full-time
Peace Corps involvement. The bottom line is, however, that
a secondary activity will add a dimension to your experience
here in Tunisia, ,and get you out of the routine of your job.

The difficulties or obstacles In doing secondary activities
are threefold. First, as previously stated, there is the
problem of time for a first year teacher. However, once again,
most volunteers agree that after the first six months,.Voc. Ed.
teachers do have time available for another activity. Second,
there is the problem of entry, especially, into an area outside
of school. If a volunteer wanted to do a project requiring the
approval of officials from another Ministry, there might be
resistance. Third, many of the activities might require addi-
tional training, funding, materials, or other support.

314
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In licht of these difficulties, here are some proposed
guidelines for secondary activities:

1. Projects which use: the school as a base. Such
projects, which could be done through the
would eliminate the problem of credibility.
Examples include organizing clubs for woodworking,
metalworking, repair, etc, or unelsr.tdking projects
in or outside of school which us:p..4f-le students.
A provlseur would likely be rdcoptive to projects
involving the students.

2, Projects wing your technical skills. Since all
Voc, rld. Volunteers possess a solid technical
skill, uses could prObably be found for the skills
outside. of school.. 1:Sxamples of such projects could
be developing a prototype for a solar heater or per-
haps doing it in conjunction with another agency
(as has already been done by several Voc. ad.
Volunteers).

3. Projects which use other skills or interests that you
have outside the field of your primary job. Such
skills include vater safety or agricultural Skills
that could be utili-zed in your communities. You
might also have an interest in working with handi-
capped kids or with school leavers. The possibili-
ties are endless.

Many of the above projects could be done on a formal or in-
formal basis, This me5ns that a Volunteer ce-J1d wor:,: in a
school for the handicapped as well as on a on.2.. to-ono basis at
a child's hen*. Whether or not a Volunteer c:''ocoses to do a
project through an existing structure is ..:,',.:.prscent on the activity,
on the situation in the community, an.1 on the Velunteeris perso-
nal disposition,

Aroas for Secondary Activities

Below are some concrete ideas for potential secondary
activities:

i. Building a-prototype of a solar heater, or other
examples of appropriate technology i.e. solar heater.
This would involve finding funding and either building
it as a school project in or outside of school.

a
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2. Teaching an elementary-vocatiorial skill to handi-
capped people. This could be done either through
a school for the handicapped or an a more informal
one-to-one basis. Contacts should bS made with
the head of the local schools for the handicapped
(if one exists In your town), through local officials
of the Ministry of Social Affairs, or through the Peace
Corps office to identify children who are not in school,
In addition t, tOaching yocaticnel (Allis to the handi-
capped, a Volunteer could also teach other things
such as arts and crafts.

3. Ors*i'lzing technical clubs at school. The Volunteer
could be a coordinator and could teach students who
are from other disciplines (teeters,. math/science,
etc.); This project would require approval of the
school director. ..

4. Construction of playground equipment and other
teaching aids for pre-schools. This would require
some funding, possible use of V,oc. Ed. students,
and the agreement of the local representative of the
Ministry of Youth and Sports located in the capital
of the Couvernorat in which you Work.

5, oriting with another Voluntary Agency such as CAME,
Project Hope, or save the Children. What Volunteers
do would depend on the needs of the agency and the
skills. An example would be doing some on-the-job
training of an auto-mechanic or metal worker who
worked for one of these agencies. The possibilities
are great here and would require the agreement of
the agency.

0. Acting as a hobby resource person in a hospital.
Many hospitals have children who are bed - ridden for
long periods of time and have nothing to do to occupy
themselves. A Nblunteer could perhaps organize a
program of activities. This would require agreement
by the director of the local hospital.

Organizing activities for school dropouts or disad-
vantaged kids at the Maison des Jeunes that is located
in most towns. This would involve coordinating some
activities such as sports or elementary vocational
teaching for the children. The initial contact would be
the head of the Matson des Jeunes in your town or
the mayor.
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0, Teaching Red-Cross type training such as CPA.
This would involve identifying those who need such
training, such as the national guard, and organizing
a program. Contact should be made with the d616gu
in your town:

O. Teaching swimming or other sports to special "groups
i.e. handicapped. This would involve having a pool
in your town, identifying the target population, and
getting local approval.

10. flunnin2 an arts and crafts program for adults and
for handicapped people. To do this, you would have
to find out about existing prograins, seek out those
who would be interestect get approval from municipal
officials, find a place to hold classes, and get
materials.

11. Improving firing facilities in Sejnane for potterY
through introduction of more sophisticatod kilns.
This would rewire interest by the local potters as
well as information and materials on kilns. Al-
though this project is particular to Sejnane, similar
possibilities of local crafts people may exist in
other towns.

A summary of the resources that night be.available
irg your town is as follows:

1. The school
es PrOviseur
b. Chef Je Travaux .

2. Pro-School Conters
Hospital

4. Schools for the handicappe:::
iviuMcipality

a. D616gu6 .
to, h:ayor

G. Maison des Jeunes
7. VOlunteers working in fields other than education
C, Other foreign assistance agencies: CARE, CRS,

Project HOPE, Save the Children, AID
.9: Local representatives of government ministries

10. Peace Corps Office - a. information
b. materials.
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F. Resources

The following resource material is either provided for you
or is available to you through the P.C. office in Tunis:

1. T chr4.books
i

,- During training you will be given two dictionaries,
inctuding a standard French.English, English-French
dictionary, and an excellent set of technical dictionaries
that translates words, phrases and terms both from French
to English and from English to French. This set of
dictionaries is probably the best there is and covers all
technical fields.

,

In addition, you will be given technical books (in
French, of course) written specifically for your particular
field. These books, chosen' by a consensus of former Voc.
Ed. Volunteers, are the best available in their field, and
cover subjects that are required by theMnistry of
Education. These will be your basic reference books when
you are preparing lessons and exercises for your shop
classes. .

2. PCO Files,

The P.C. office in Tunis has been amassing lessons
and exercises written by current and former volunteers for
the last two years. These lessons are catalogued accord-
ing to specialty and to the yar of study. The files are now
fairly complete and are available to you upon request.
Whenever you want an idea for a project or a specific
exercise during the school year, all you need do is come
to the office and scan through the material, or if that is
logistically impossible, you can call the 'Office, and the
material or lessons that you request will be photo.copied
and mailed to you.

3. Tunis Bookstores

Peace Corps provides money for additional books that
you deem necessary for your job. There are several excel-
lent bookstores in Tunis where you can find technical mate-
rial. The best of these Is the technical bookstore located
on nue Zarkoun in the i..edina in Tunis. if what you want
exists in Tunisia, you will most likely find it at this book-
store. =ever& other noteworthy bookstores that carry
technical writing goods, stationary, and technical resource
books, can bo found on Avenue Habib Bourcluiba , near. the
entrance to.thell,:Sdina.
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Ministry Seminars

From time to.time the Ministry of Education, through
its regional inspectors, holds seminars for teachers of
particular specialtieS. Those seminars are usually peda-
gogical in nature, but are sometimes technically oriented
also. Usually, if such a seminar is going te be held in-
-your region for your *specialty, you will be contacted
either by letter or by a surveillant at Your school. Keep
your eyes endears open: These seminars are more often
than not quite informative, and give you a chance to see
what other teachers in your specialty aro doing. Those
give you a chance to create a dialogue between yourself
and your colleagues, thus setting up an exchange of ideas
which can be significant to all concerned, if you discover
that such a seminar is being given, you are urged to
attend it. 4

5, In-Service 15.C,_ Conference

At least once a year Peace -Corps hosts a Vocational
Education weekend conference, which usually takes place
at a very comfortable, centrally located hotel, sometime
toward the end of November. These are informational
conferences with seminars held on subjects that have been
chosen by current Voc. Ed, Volunteers, Indeed, much of
the material for this hancbook has come from notes tai on
and observations made at previous conferences.
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G. Glossary of Terms

administration
atelier
avertissernent ..

baccalaurdat

BHN
billet d'entr6b
bleue

administration
shop
most severe of disciplinary notes for
a student. Possible expulsion for a
determined number of days ,

degree given only to outstanding students
in the lliongle secondary program
Basic Human' Needs
student re-entry slip
blueprint

bon official request form for ordering-supplies
in the shop , .

brevet final practical test for third year terminal
technical students

cahier (Patellar ,,

cahier de texte

calque
carnet dlateller

chef de classe .

Chef de travaux .

classe trminale

coefficient

coop.irant(e) ...
college secondaire

professionnel (CUP)

06160.26

dernande de conve:

devoir .....
dipl6me professionnel .

directeur..

student's large format notebook for shop
exercises
administration notebook on clay to day
content of each class
blueprint
student's small format notebo: for theory
given in a shop class
student who is responsible for his class.
Responsible for carrying the cahier de
texte and the roll-book from class to class
the Immediate administrative. supervisor
-for all shops, all shop teachers, and all
material of a given school
the third and final year in the three year
technical Secondary cycle
numerical Importance (multiplier) of a
given .dless subject
a contracted teacher in the Tunisian ache
system .

secondary school most often concerned wit
three year technical programs, although
longer technical programs are sometimes
offered

political boss of a given region or gouverr
rat
teacher's- written excuse when he has bee
absent frOm school .
major practical exam in the shop
diploma given to technical students who
successfully complete their course of stuc
the principal of a colibre
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ecble primaire OOOOO primary (grade) schoui
emploi de temps........ schedule
enseigneniont secon-
daire professional vocational education secondary program
exclu expelled from class
exercise practical exercise
external day student who does not room and

board at school
eamme dlusinage print-out, including klcsicn, instructions,

and all pertinent facto of a practical
exercise

inspecteur

internat.. OO , 0

regional pedagogical inspector for a
given specialty
live-in student who rooms and boards
at the school

jardin dlenfante nursery school (pre-primary)

lancement dlexorcise. Introduction to a new technical proce-
dure

I ibrair le bookstore, stationary store
livret scotaire administration's master grade dossier for

each student
Lyc6e Mixte our equivalent of a junior-sonior high

school. Lost students in illongli aca-
dernk promams.

Lyceo Technique technical secondary school usually of-
fering both "short" three year technical
program, and Nang" technical program

magasin storeroom
magasinier chef of the storeroom
Ministere ministry
Ministbre de l'Education. ministry of national education
Nationale
note grade

observation official written disciplinary notice to
administration

papier de calque.. blueprint paper .

permanence , study-hall for disciplined. students or'
for internats whose teacher is absent

proviseur principal of a lycde

rang... students' rank, accoruing to grade
averace among the rest of his class

registre la class° attendance book
responsable one who is responsible, or in charge

3.2i
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stagiaire first year teacher (Tunisian) -

surveillant hall guard or monitor, Adminis-
trations disciplinarian ;

surveillant dtexternat administrator in charge of all
day students

surveillant Oneiral head disciplinarian
surveillant diinternat administrator in charge of all

live-in students

test

technologic g6n6ra le
tirage
travaux pratiques

short practical exorcise or written
test
technical. theory ciass
blueprint
technical shop classes

322
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Since 1961 when the Peace Corpi was created, yore than 80.000 11.8.pitizens,have served
as Vblunteers in developing countries, living and working among the people of the Third
korld as colleagues and co-workers. 'May 6000 PCVs are involved in.progrene designed
to help strengthen local capacity to address such furdemental concerns as food
production, water supply, energy development, nutrition and health education and
reforsstation.

LOcet Miller kuppe, Director
Ward Curran. Deputy Director Designate
Richard B. Abell, Director. Office of Program Development

Peace Corps overseas

BELIZE
P.O. Box 487
Belize City

BENIN
W7771
Cotonou

BOTSWANA
P.U. Box 93
Gaborone

CAMEWON
BPeC-=
Yaounde

CENTRAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC
B1=111)

Bangui

C.ETA RICA
Apartado Postal
1266
San Jose

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Apartano Postal

1414
Santo Domingo

EASTERN CARRIBBEAN
Includ ngs Antigua
Barbados. Grenada,
Montserrat,
St. Kitts-Nevis,
St.Lucia,St.
Vincent, Dominica
Erin Court"
Bishops Court Hill
P.O. Box 696-C
Bridgetown, Barbados

ECUADOR
la 635-A

Quito

offices:

FIJI
P.O. Box 1094
Suva

GABON
Bp '2098

Libreville

GAMBIA. The
V76767512
Banjul

GHANA
P.O. Box 5796
Accra (North)

GUATEMALA
6a Avenida 1-46
Zona 2
Guatemala

HONDURAS
Apartado Postal
C-51
Tegucigalpa

JAMAICA
niGiFove Avenue
Kingston 10

KENYA
Wenox 30518
Nairobi

LESOTHO
P.O. Box 554
Maseru

LIBERIA
Box 707
Monrovia

MAIM
Box
Lilongwe

MALAYSIA
'177 Jalan Raja Muds
Kuala Lumpur

MALI

Bamako

MAURITANIA

Nouakchott

MICRONESIA
P.o`ox 336
Saipan, Mariana
Islands

MOROCCO
17-14Tsquat Penzerte
Rabat

NEPAL
P.O. Box 613
Kathmandu

NIGER
10537

Niamey

OMAN
Box 966

muscat

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
P.O. Box 1790
Boroko

PARAGUAY
c/o American EPhasay
Asuncion

PHILIPPINES
P.O. 013
Manila

RWANDA
C7O7Werican Embassy
Kigali

SENEGAL
EFTEM
Dakar

_SEYCHELLES
-396-4

Victoria
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SIERRA LEONE
ivate Bag

Freetown

SOLOMON ISLANDS
P.O. Box $ 7
Honiara

SWAZILAND
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